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EDITOR'S FOREWORD
The bottomland hardwood forest area of the southern United States 
constitutes one of the major problems today in forest land management. 
For the most part, the forests that occupy these sites have been subjected 
to every conceivable form of mismanagement and land abuse. In addi­
tion, the demand for land for agronomic crops, especially soybeans, has 
resulted in the clearing of thousands of acres of hardwood land in the 
Lower Mississippi Delta region. These factors, plus the increased need 
for hardwood species to support the existing wood-using plants and a de­
veloping hardwood pulp and paper industry, have resulted in shortages 
of needed raw materials in the hardwood industry.
The development of the southern hardwood forest to meet present and 
future needs will require the implementation of intensive silviculture 
and up-to-date management practices. It is hoped that the papers con­
tained in this Nineteenth Annual Forestry Symposium will be beneficial 
to foresters and landowners as they seek to improve hardwood forestry in 
the South.
T h o m a s  H a n s b r o u g h
JO H N  A. PU TN A M  
A n  Autobiographical Sketch*
Born: Southeastern Michigan in 1901; grew up in southeastern Iowa. 
Education: U.S. Naval Academy, 1920; Department of Forestry, Uni­
versity of Michigan, class of 1924. Bachelor of Science in Forestry 
granted in 1948, without completion of residence, on the basis of 
work in and publications on hardwood dendrology, silvics, silvicul­
ture, management, and primary utilization of southern hardwoods. 
I had earned three and a half years of academic credit toward the 
degree.
Experience and Practice: Seeking experience and orientation, in the 
spring of 1923 I undertook to work as personal assistant and under­
study to C. M. Williams, a 1910 University of Michigan M.S.F. 
graduate, managing a complete, though relatively small, standard 
hardwood lumber operation west of Gould, Arkansas, forty miles 
southeast of Pine Bluff. I was never, thereafter, able to extricate my­
self from other interests and responsibilities long enough to return 
to school.
1924-1928. I first managed a very small but fully standard family 
hardwood operation in Iowa, selling lumber readily on grade to 
factory consumers throughout the Midwest. Then I became involved 
in an operation of 3 to 3 y2 M bd ft annual capacity in the Chatta­
hoochee River bottoms of northwestern Florida, shipping the product 
to the same Midwest industrial markets.
1928. The middle seven months of 1928 I spent as guide and in­
terpreter for Professor G. H. Lentz of the New York State College of 
Forestry on sabbatical leave to conduct an extensive survey and in-
* The autobiographical sketch of John A. Putnam was written by him in response to our request for such information in preparation for the Nineteenth Annual For­estry Symposium at which he served as a moderator. We include it here with his ap­proval because we feel that his story epitomizes what we mean when we refer to a “professional forester.” (Editor’s note)
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vestigation of the hardwood forests and industries of Louisiana. This 
was a cooperative project between the state forest service under 
“Billy” Hine and the Southern Forest Experiment Station in E. L. 
Demmon’s first or second year as director. We explored and recorded 
data in every distinguishable type and on all recognizable sites from 
the Arkansas line to the marshes and from the Feliciana Hills to 
Texas and visited all substantial operations of all kinds and numerous 
small ones. With the exception of four quite local species mono­
graphs (baldcypress, sweetgum, tupelo-gum, and cottonwood) this 
was the first attention, as such, ever paid to southern hardwoods— 
that is, in the South outside of the mountains, which even then was 
providing practically half the total national hardwood production. 
Lentz’s detailed, fully documented and illustrated report and articles 
and my visits with Memphis lumbermen and trade association people 
led to the initiation of the original national forest survey in the 
South in the Mississippi River Delta.
1928-1931. During the period 1928-31, 1 was employed as forester 
and timberman by the Thistlethwaite Lumber Company of Opelous­
as, Louisiana, then one of the best in the business. I was in custody 
of most of the company’s twenty-two thousand acres of forest, about 
half of which, even then, was in notably fine regenerating condition, 
with stands of all juvenile sizes up to small saw-timber and most 
favorable species composition. This came about through application 
of better judgment of timber, more common sense, and more self- 
restraint in liquidating the original old growth (in three cycles be­
tween 1906 and 1924) than are as yet at all common in hardwood 
operation. It was not difficult to determine the principal silvicultural 
and management requirements—they were broadly the same as the 
initial requirements of all cutover and second growth, mixed hard­
wood stands. These requirements were final liquidation of inherently 
inferior and/or damaged and scattered or isolated remnants of old 
growth, together with improvement cutting, thinning, and cleaning 
or weeding in the second growth, plus positive protection. With no 
market for pulpwood and inadequate outlets for small and/or low 
grade sawlogs, it was not considered economical to undertake any­
thing at that stage beyond total protection and liquidation of a few 
patches where sawtimber, appropriate for cutting, was practically 
concentrated. However, my principal activity here was in procuring, 
single-handed, about a third of the 10 M bd ft of annual production 
and attending to logging it under contract.
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1931-1937. At the beginning of the six years from 1931 to 1937, I 
helped initiate new staff members at the Southern Forest Experiment 
Station into hardwood work and introduced them to southern hard­
wood forests and industries. The Forest Survey was developing under 
Lentz’s leadership and several smaller hardwood projects were 
finally to be undertaken. Some of these new men had earlier 
visited me at Opelousas. The small number of us available went into 
production with the survey in the Delta area of Mississippi in the 
spring of 1932. In the meantime, I had helped develop the manual of 
field procedure with specifications for all classes and items of data 
to be taken, much of which was new to the profession. However, I 
feel strongly that my most fundamental accomplishment at this time 
was getting the principle of hardwood log classification and grading 
fixed into the survey procedure, with the backing of the redoubtable 
woodsman Jim Girard. Mill-testing my interim log grades, which 
were empirically based on loose correlation between spacing of log 
surface lumber defect indicators and lumber grade "cutting yield” 
requirements, led the Forest Products Laboratory finally to conduct 
a long and intensive study of this principle. This, in turn, enabled 
the laboratory to devise the present excellent, rational, and sound 
hardwood log grades, without which broadly inclusive hardwood 
sawtimber inventories are mostly senselessly ambiguous.
When the survey expanded throughout the South in the fall of 1933 
there was a proven working plan showing good results and enough 
intelligent, experienced men to serve as supervisors. I took charge of 
the Delta region of the Lower Mississippi Valley from southeastern 
Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico and completed my work in less than 
a year, taking twelve to fifteen thousand plots in those days. Then, 
I made the first study for the Survey of both industrial and domestic 
use and woods waste in connection with cutting—all related by broad 
categories to the survey inventory. Finally, as coauthor with R. K. 
Winters and Phil Wheeler, in charge of computations, we produced 
the first formal, complete, and fully detailed survey report from the 
South. It was issued by the Government Printing Office in 1938, en­
titled Forests of the North Louisiana Delta, and is almost as much 
a treatise on silvics and dendrology at it is a simple economic timber 
inventory.
1937-1941. Having apparently run out of interesting work at the 
station, for the time being at least, I returned to Iowa, hoping to live 
meagerly on a partially prearranged consulting and management
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service while engaging the interest and confidence of owners of 
enough forest area and volume to interest, in turn, immigration of 
appropriate industries to develop the actual intrinsic value of the 
incorrectly low-rated “native timber.” In spite of the gloom of the 
Depression and the relapse after the congressional elections of 1938, 
I managed to survive and to attract encouraging interest from both 
directions. The consulting work took me all over eastern Iowa, much 
of Illinois, and once to western Pennsylvania, while the promotional 
work developed contacts, and a few visits to Iowa, in and from the 
whole Mississippi Valley, the western Lake States, the Ohio Valley, 
and eastward into the near Northeast. There was even one large- 
scale tie and railroad stock producer from Wyoming with me for two 
or three days. Nevertheless, the time was not ripe for any major 
accomplishments.
In the meantime, I spent the late spring, summer, and early fall 
of 1939 working for the Central States Forest Experiment Station, 
helping R. E. Worthington plan a woodlot study on numerous 
randomly selected farms within each of the four distinctive forest 
domains of the state. The objective of the study was to relate the 
actual basic utility classes, grades, and respective volumes of round 
timber in the stands and their corresponding future potential, under 
conservative management, to the real needs of forest products for 
the farms and for existing industrial and commercial markets. This, 
then would provide sound and realistic bases for estimating amount 
and value of woodland production and the true place of farm forests 
in the economic scheme of things, with multiple use or sentimental 
values as extras. It also furnished some new bases for judging what is 
wrong with woodlots and their management and for determining 
requirements for putting then on a satisfactory financial basis.
All this required not only much that was new in timber estimating 
but also knowledgeable and tactful interviews with owners. Four 
senior and graduate foresters from Michigan and Yale were recruited 
for the summer, plus four similar agricultural engineers from the 
University of Illinois to pair with them into four parties. I thoroughly 
oriented and trained them and then furnished careful supervision 
throughout the summer. Worthington eventually produced an in­
teresting and promising preliminary report, but publication was 
finally stalled by a misunderstanding at the Central Station as to how 
it should be presented. This was one of my great disappointments 
because I believe we had some of the most practically realistic infor­
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mation and insight ever developed relative to the much studied 
agricultural ownership complication in the practice of forestry in 
hardwoods.
Early in 1940 the Southern Forest Experiment Station asked me 
to come back for six months to initiate a one-man experiment and 
research project at Stoneville, Mississippi, in cooperation with the 
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station. In the course of this 
work, in casual collaboration with Henry Bull of the Southern Sta­
tion, I installed the first extensive, systematically conducted methods- 
of-cutting plots in southern hardwoods, began the long series of 
cottonwood planting experiments, and conducted a well-documented 
series of tests of hot and cold bath preservative treatment of about 
fifteen of our species with provision for records of durability. In­
cidentally, I maintained consultation and necessary collaboration 
with the supervisor of the large WPA force which was putting the 
Delta Experimental Forest in shape for administration and efficient 
use. I furnished them treatment of timber from the area of six drain­
age canal bridges and more than ten thousand fence posts. The record 
eventually indicated that these treatments extended the usefulness 
of the timber from a probable average of about five years to between 
fifteen and twenty years.
Finally, late in the spring of 1941 after fifteen months at Stone­
ville, having introduced and initiated a younger man into the situa­
tion there during the fall and winter, I returned to the Corn Belt 
and resumed some parts of my consulting and promotional work. 
However, by then World War II was well under way, with business 
reviving swiftly in this country and everyone busy enough right where 
he was, so nothing much happened for the next few months. Never­
theless, at least indirect results of my having been there accrued, be­
sides experience and contracts. While still there, I had induced the 
Mead Corporation to extend its silver maple, cottonwood, and willow 
pulpwood procurement range from Chillicothe, Ohio, up the Mis­
sissippi River to Dubuque, Iowa, and for a short distance up several 
of the Iowa tributaries. Soon after World War II, a small fiberboard 
plant was established at Ft. Madison, Iowa. Also, a wholesaler of 
southern and Ohio Valley stock to Iowa factories, with whom I had 
exchanged ideas, upgraded production of several local small mills in 
both capacity and quality so as to make their production serviceable 
to Iowa factories. A Lake States firm did the same thing in north­
eastern Iowa and pulpwood began going to Wisconsin. Then, too,
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a few native, local-use and custom mills upgraded themselves follow­
ing these examples and a few already competent, small Indiana mills 
migrated to the Mississippi River bottoms. Since I shipped the first 
three cars of Iowa maple, on grade through regular commercial chan­
nels to factories in Michigan and Indiana in 1925, Upper Mississippi 
Valley silver maple has become recognized as the best soft maple 
available, generally preferable for the furniture trade.
1941-December, 1945. It was soon determined after this country 
entered the war, that there was a most urgent need for aircraft and PT 
boat veneer. The British had most of the first-choice species, yellow 
birch, under contract; the second choice, mahogany, was practically 
inaccessible because of submarines off our southeastern coast and near­
ly impossible transportation conditions from Honduras to Indiana. 
Sitka spruce was available but remote and expensive by raft from 
Alaska, and it served a different, complementary purpose anyway. 
Therefore, the Forest Products Laboratory was asked to determine 
whether one or two other of our own species would meet the require­
ments and I was soon asked to help with the mill tests of sweetgum, 
tupelo, yellow-poplar, hard maple, and birch. We worked in several 
veneer plants in eastern Arkansas; Memphis, Tennessee; Cairo, Illi­
nois; and in upper Michigan and Wisconsin. Typical woods-run of 
bolts of the several species, where found, were numbered, measured, 
judgment graded, described, and diagrammed for visible defects and 
peculiarities. Then, the results of turning each bolt were recorded 
by number, showing square feet of sheet stock by grade and described 
as to straightness of grain and presence of mineral stain. Also, sizes 
of bolt when full width sheets first came off and again when clear 
stock first ran out were recorded and, finally, the exact size of core 
was noted. Supposedly all this could be approximately correlated 
with Forest Survey resource data and the laboratory’s information 
on physical properties of the several species.
After helping compute this mill data, I took a job with the 
Farmers’ Federation Cooperative, Asheville, North Carolina, in the 
fall of 1942, undertaking to shape up a cooperative forest manage­
ment and marketing cooperative project among their ten thousand 
members throughout all but the most northern of the mountain 
counties of the state. This developed to be, in principle, essentially 
the same sort of service as that of the present quite successful Mis­
sissippi Forest Owners, Incorporated, of Yazoo City, Mississippi. This 
service, I believe, if wisely adjusted or adapted to particular situations
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and broadened generally in its forest management functions, is the 
best single approach to the small and absentee owner problem. We 
had no difficulty in gaining the enthusiastic support of owners of 
more than ten thousand acres for a trial beginning and users were 
well disposed. The time was ripe for that sort of project even then, 
except for the obstructions imposed by the regulation and rationing 
of sale and use of equipment, materials, and labor. Long before the 
war was over, regulation had become so complicated, extreme, and 
bureaucratic as to be substantially self-defeating while, at the same 
time, it was becoming less necessary. However, this we did not see 
clearly from the sidelines at first and pitched in when we were ready. 
We went through all the motions according to plan, logging and sell­
ing some few million feet of marked timber from three of the larger 
tracts, and demonstrating the practicability of the approach under 
uninhibited conditions. However, we also demonstrated the near 
impossibility of carrying on any such enterprise economically under 
bureaucratic regulation and manipulation of the forest economy.
December, 1945-January 10,1969. As the war came to its end, the 
Forest Service was planning to decentralize its regional research sta­
tion setup to provide operational branches closer to the forest, co- 
operators, and the people, in general. Late in the summer of 1945 
the Southern Forest Experiment Station approached me regarding 
taking charge of the cooperative research project with the state of 
Mississippi at Stoneville, Mississippi. I was to expand it into a branch 
station to be called the Delta Research Center, which would be the 
focus of work in southern hardwoods for the entire territory of the 
station. After closing the operation and settling general affairs in 
the mountains during the fall, I reported for duty at Stoneville on De­
cember 10 and have been nominally there ever since.
Here I was at the Mecca of agricultural landowners of the cotton 
belt and headquarters of the Delta Council (a type of regional 
Chamber of Commerce) and relatively near Memphis, Tennessee, 
the “hardwood capital of the world.” I was likewise in the midst of 
old industrial friends and contacts, all either ready or potential co- 
operators and possible leads to others. The job naturally soon in­
volved about as much public relations and extension as research 
supervision and direction, especially in view of the token resources 
available for the beginning. Also, soon to make its influence felt was 
the suddenly growing concern of public agencies, industries, and 
many private owners in the primary uses and values and the possibili­
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ties and means of silvicultural management for sustained yield. It 
was soon realized that there was no other ready source of even ele­
mentary information and advice on this 50 percent of the nation’s 
hardwood economy or third of the entire forest economy of the whole 
southern region. This situation persisted until relatively recent years.
Accordingly, within the first three or four years, requests from and 
through the state agencies over the South, the Division of State and 
Private Forestry, and directly from operators and landowners were 
so numerous and urgent that I was spending about half of my time 
traveling to offer direct assistance and advice in the most promising 
or urgent cases. There were, in addition, correspondence and frequent 
office consultations while, at the same time, the Research Center was 
beginning to grow encouragingly from the impetus of organized co­
operation and financial assistance from industrial and landowning 
clients. Thus, even though I now had valuable one-man assistance 
through formal cooperation between state and private forestry and 
the Southern Station, it was only through the able assistance and 
cooperation of Sid McKnight, as executive officer of the Research 
Center, that it was possible to meet all demands.
Both the Research Center and the extension work continued well 
on this basis but increased in size and accelerated in pace until 1957, 
when it became necessary to make separate jobs of them. McKnight 
took over direction of the Research Center and I was formally titled 
director’s consultant and assistant in hardwood matters, with co­
operation from the regional forester understood. Soon after, cumula­
tive results of postwar efforts began to appear in the form not only of 
accelerating growth and expansion of interest, but also of more 
pertinent questions and realistic comprehension and, most encourag­
ing, beginnings of actual practice. Fully as important was the existence 
of some few other small research and experiment ventures, both pub­
lic agency and industrial, throughout the southern hardwood territory.
I continued to make Stoneville, the focus of hardwood activity, my 
headquarters but traveled incessantly from Virginia to Texas until 
two or three years before my retirement. Most such trips led directly 
to the woods with two or three to fifty or more practicing, teaching, 
or extension foresters, and industrialists and landowners. Most of 
my “talks” were essentially extemporaneous and, to begin with, only 
the subject matter of my thirty-five or forty four-day courses was 
planned in particular, although the discourse soon began to come
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quite readily from a sort of mental tape recording, extemporaneously 
adapted to the particular occasion. I cannot recall any systematic 
allotment of time for preparation of occasional formal papers and 
the several publications of which I have become author or coauthor 
since 1948, but I do recall working on some of them in hotel and 
motel rooms and on trains and planes.
At any rate, it was a tough course and I rode it out under pressure 
to within sight of the finish line, then coasted in to retirement as of 
January 10, 1969. I am proud of our progress in an absolute sense, 
considering how far we have come from a very small beginning 
against inertia and adversity from most quarters. But, I am far from 
contented with progress in a relative sense considering the true im­
portance of our field in both the national and southern forest econ­
omy and its figurative position as a poor, starveling stepchild of the 
profession and public services.
Finally, my retirement does not mean that I have stopped working. 
In the first place, there is too much to be done that cannot be over­
looked and I do not believe I know how to quit anyway. I just hope 
to gear down to a comfortable approximation of it. The best aspect 
of this is the privilege of being quite selective as to what I do under­
take. In my case, this has led to completing the circle since 1930 by 
returning to Opelousas to study possibilities, ways, and means of 
following through what was started there in the 1920s.
The Thistlethwaite Forest Reserve was the first hardwood area 
put under reforestation contract with the state of Louisiana, and for 
a substantial period it has been one of the state’s most productive 
wildlife reserves and its maturing second growth forest (forty-five to 
seventy years old) is in excellent condition. Altogether, it is fairly 
well known as one of the few bright spots in the general hardwood 
situation. This twelve thousand acres amounts to only 60 percent 
of the old lumber company holdings, the balance of which is also 
very largely in good shape.
To provide a basis for determining actual conditions and possibili­
ties and appropriate continuing policy, a very detailed continuous 
diagnostic inventory of the whole was made last summer and fall 
by Jewel Willis of Louisiana State University and Ed Lawless 
of Louisiana Tech University, both natives of the area. This has now 
been computerized to show all woody stems of all species, sizes, and 
conditions by silvicultural tree classes, stand densities, structures, 
and, also, all commercial material by its most logical broad use class
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and relative quality or grade for that use. Thus, both the possibilities 
and the requirements of intensive silviculture and integrated or ra­
tionalized full utilization are clearly brought out. No decision has 
yet been attempted but it is possible that this area will afford another 
first in southern hardwoods by initiating intensive sustained yield 
management based upon complete rational utilization.
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1970 19TH ANNUAL 
FORESTRY SYMPOSIUM
Part I
COTTONWOOD SILVICULTURE
GENETIC IMPROVEMENT OF EASTERN COTTONWOOD
ROBERT E. FARMER, JR. 
Tennessee Valley Authority
CARL A. M O HN  
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
Stoneville, Mississippi
INTRODUCTION
Eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides Bartr.) genetics research has 
moved during the past decade from formal statements of its promise to 
long-term formal tests of commercially promising material. Much of this 
research has been conducted in the Lower Mississippi Valley, where 
cottonwood has major commercial importance, but there have been sig­
nificant contributions from other areas. Breeding progress in this region 
was last summarized by Farmer (1966). At this point we would like to re­
view recent advances.
Initial improvement efforts in the Mississippi Valley were made dur­
ing the 1950s by the U.S. Forest Service at the Delta Research Center 
(now Southern Hardwoods Laboratory), Stoneville, Mississippi. T his 
work consisted of selecting phenotypically superior trees and testing 
them as clones after propagation by cuttings (Maisenhelder 1961). Some 
Populus hybrids of European and northeastern origin were also tested 
and found to be unsuitable for the Lower Mississippi Valley (Maisen­
helder 1970). Encouraging early results and expanding industrial inter­
est led to establishment of other breeding programs in the early 1960s. 
These include a broad cottonwood genetics project at the Southern 
Hardwoods Laboratory; major state and university programs in Illinois, 
Texas, and Oklahoma; and smaller scale applied breeding efforts by 
several other state and industrial groups.
The general goal of these breeding programs is development of plant­
ing stock with a genetic makeup which will result in increased financial 
returns to the planter. Such stock may have superior genetic potential
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for growth rate, wood properties, and pest resistance, or a combination of 
these and other advantageous traits. Specific goals may well vary with the 
current silvicultural system employed and management objectives. They 
may require future adjustment as a result of technological changes which 
influence utilization or harvesting and because of changes in cultural 
practices. Information obtained from genetics research may also have a 
direct influence on future breeding objectives. Therefore, programs 
should be designed with the flexibility necessary to respond to changes 
in specific goals and priorities.
GENETIC VARIATION
The first tasks in genetic improvement research are to determine what 
traits are important and to assess the variation patterns of these char­
acteristics. This variation is the geneticists’ raw material. Data acquired 
in such research are used in designing breeding programs. Genetic vari­
ation in wide-ranging tree species has usually been divided into that as­
sociated with major differences in geographical location and that found 
within local populations.
Within-population Variation
Within-population phenotypic variation in cottonwood was initially 
studied in surveys of stands. Wide variations in fiber length and specific 
gravity were observed in Illinois and adjacent states (Boyce and Kaeiser 
1961, Wolters and Bruckmann 1965), and in the Lower Mississippi Val­
ley (Farmer and Wilcox 1964, Wilcox and Farmer 1968). Results of these 
studies suggested that selection of individual trees with desirable wood 
properties would be effective. Strong genetic control of phenological 
variation was also noted in Mississippi (Farmer 1966), with trees within 
stands typically foliating in a highly predictable sequence over a period 
of several weeks.
These studies in natural stands soon led to clonal and open-pollinated 
progeny tests designed to evaluate the genetic and environmental com­
ponents of variation. Characteristics of juvenile populations have been 
reported. Strong genetic control over wide variation in Melampsora rust 
resistance was found by Jokela (1966) in Illinois and by others in Mis­
sissippi (Farmer 1970, Wilcox and Farmer 1967). Data from these tests 
also indicated that much variation in wood properties (particularly 
specific gravity) and stem form was due to genetic differences (Farmer 
1970, Farmer and Wilcox 1966 and 1968).
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Genetic variation in juvenile growth has received the most experimen­
tal attention, because improvement of growth rate is a top priority goal 
in most breeding programs. While clonal and familial variations were 
not as great or under as much genetic control as some other characters, 
it was predicted on the basis of test data that a 5 to 20 percent increase in 
juvenile growth could be obtained by selecting the top 1 to 10 percent of 
the sampled populations (Jokela 1963, Wilcox and Farmer 1967, Farmer 
and Wilcox 1968). However, test rankings of clones and families changed 
from year to year. This fact, along with the demonstrated sensitivity of 
cottonwood to environment, suggested that juvenile growth data should 
not be patently extrapolated to mature performance. Phenological char­
acteristics, which were highly heritable, were at least moderately cor­
related with juvenile growth; for example, early flushing clones and 
families grew faster than late flushing ones. Correlations between fiber 
length and juvenile growth were generally positive, but variation in spe­
cific gravity was unrelated to growth rate. These correlations between 
characters are important when selecting for several characters.
Genotype x environment interactions represent another class of ge­
netic information which promises significant influence on breeding pro­
grams. In one of the first studies of this interaction, Curlin (1967) noted 
appreciable clonal variation in response to nitrogen fertilization. Ge­
netic variation in nutrient content of cottonwood foliage has been sub­
sequently observed (Broadfoot and Farmer 1969). Moisture stress has 
been shown to influence clonal variation in growth and shoot/root ra­
tios (Farmer 1970). Studies of clone x site interactions indicate that 
changes in clone ranking with site may have considerable practical sig­
nificance (Randall and Mohn 1969). So far, only genetic variation in 
growth has been shown to be greatly influenced by site.
Geographic Variation
Because of the wide range and natural hybridization and introgres- 
sion of eastern cottonwood with other species of Populus, considerable 
taxonomic confusion has existed in the species (Schreiner 1970). Ge­
netic studies of geographical variation in cottonwood will be helpful 
in both taxonomic definition and in extending our knowledge of the 
“raw material.”
Pauley and Perry’s (1954) early study of photoperiodic ecotypes in 
Populus was one of the first investigations of geographic variation in 
this genus. Variation in leaf morphology was described by Marcet (1961), 
and in the 1960s efforts were begun at more complete delineation of geo­
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graphic variation patterns. J. J. Jokela of the University of Illinois, who 
has been a leader in this work, organized a regional study in which ma­
terial from throughout the range of eastern cottonwood is being tested 
at diverse locations. Some early results are now available. In Minnesota, 
trees from southern latitudes (30-38° N) have had poor survival after 
two seasons because of winter kill. However, some trees from seed sources 
as far south as 38° N survived at 45° N and exhibited juvenile growth 
rates greater than the local source (Mohn and Pauley 1969). A larger test 
of trees from sources along the Mississippi River (Louisiana to Minne­
sota) has been established at Stoneville, Mississippi (33° N), and first- 
year growth has been evaluated (Rockwood 1968). Trees from central 
sources (southern Illinois and Missouri) were tallest at the end of the 
first growing season. Southern trees are branchier than northern ones. 
There is also considerable genetic variation in growth, form, and phe­
nology within all sources. Growth rate and form are under moderate 
genetic control, while phenology is under strong control.
In another recent study, Posey et al. (1969) sampled cottonwood found 
on several east-west river systems in the Southwest. Their early results 
indicate that trees from eastern Oklahoma have longer fibers, lower spe­
cific gravity, faster growth, straighter stems, and greater drought suscep­
tibility than those from western Oklahoma.
There has long been international interest in Mississippi Valley cot­
tonwood. In 1967 this interest prompted the American Poplar Council to 
sponsor an extensive seed collection aimed at providing foreign breeders 
with source-identified cottonwood seed. Seeds were collected throughout 
the Mississippi Valley and sent to research institutes in sixteen countries. 
We are already receiving information from these stations that will sup­
plement data from tests in the Mississippi Valley (Avanzo 1968,1969).
CULTURAL AND PROPAGATION TECHNIQUES
Successful planting and cultural techniques have been developed over 
several decades and are being rapidly improved (Williamson 1913, Bull 
and Muntz 1943, Maisenhelder 1960, McKnight and Biesterfeldt 1968). 
Vegetative propagation on an experimental scale is relatively easy (Allen 
and McComb 1956, Briscoe 1963). This is true even with mature trees, if 
rooting hormones are used (Farmer 1966). Sekawin’s (1963) review of 
Populus propagation covers cottonwood rooting considerations in de­
tail. There is variation in rooting capability associated with genetic and 
physiological factors (Cunningham 1953, Avanzo 1968, Giordano 1968,
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Koster 1968, Wilcox and Farmer 1968). When unrooted cuttings are to 
be used commercially, selection must provide easily propagated mate­
rials, or refinement of vegetative propagation procedures for field use 
will be needed for difficult-to-root clones.
Adaptations of greenhouse crossing techniques used with European 
poplars have been moderately successful (Farmer and Nance 1968). It 
now appears that controlled crossing in plantations will be more effi­
cient than greenhouse crossing procedures; bagging and pollination tech­
niques are being developed at the Southern Hardwoods Laboratory. 
Seed have been stored successfully for as long as one year (McComb and 
Lovestead 1954, Farmer and Bonner 1967).
BREEDING METHODS AND RESULTS
Origin of Materials
Schreiner (1970) has correctly emphasized that the whole genus Pop­
ulus is a potential source of genetic material for cottonwood breeding. 
We should ultimately take advantage of this valuable diversity, but con­
siderable research will necessarily precede exploitation of this potential. 
Results from existing provenance tests (Rockwood 1968, Posey 1969, 
Posey et al., 1969) and other trials of potentially useful materials will 
help us to anticipate valuable combinations. In evaluating these tests we 
should remember that general performance does not always reflect po­
tential value as a source of germ plasm. For example, some wild cotton 
species with little economic value have contributed important genetic 
material to the cultivated varieties.
At present, improvement research in the Lower Mississippi Valley 
deals almost exclusively with cottonwood native to this region. This 
choice was made because of the urgent need for improved materials in 
expanding commercial planting operations. The native population ex­
hibits wide variation in important traits, and improvement can be made 
quickly with assurance that selected materials will be well adapted to 
local conditions.
Selection—General
The central feature of any breeding program is selection for the im­
provement of overall economic value. If, as in cottonwood, economic 
value depends upon several traits, this selection can be a complicated 
procedure. Although there are a number of possible approaches, use of 
a selection index is apt to be the most effective. Stonecypher (1969) re­
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viewed the development of selection indices and pointed out the need 
for reliable information on inheritance, correlation among traits, and 
economic values. For cottonwood we do not yet have all of this informa­
tion. The development of good economic data will depend upon indus­
trial cooperation and efforts. Much of the necessary genetic information 
will be obtained as existing tests become older.
Selection, of course, has already been performed in natural stands and 
in screening tests. Field selection of breeding material has been based 
mostly on the method of independent culling levels; for example, indi­
viduals falling below a certain standard in any considered trait are not 
selected. In other cases, selection has been restricted to a single trait, 
most often juvenile growth rate.
Clonal testing is emerging as the basic tool in selection. Clonal selec­
tion is theoretically effective (Libby 1964) and tests are relatively easy to 
establish. This ease of testing and the adaptation of cottonwood to short 
rotations will permit high selection differentials which are critical to 
progress.
Genotype x environment interactions are potentially important in 
selection. Site, spacing, and cultural techniques all may affect clonal per­
formance. If these interactions are large, then adjustments in testing and 
selection procedures will be required. Significant clone-site interactions 
have been found in Stoneville tests (Randall and Mohn 1969), and plant­
ings of partially tested clones from the Stoneville program are being es­
tablished on a variety of sites throughout the mid-South. These tests will 
provide some of the information needed to refine selection procedures. 
Spacing and cultural techniques which may influence clonal perform­
ance are also under investigation (van Buijtenen 1970).
First Generation Selection
The simplest approach is that described by Schreiner (1970) as "plus 
tree clonal propagation,” in which phenotypic selections from local 
populations are vegetatively propagated, then directly tested as clones. 
Farmer and Wilcox (1964) outlined the method in detail. If rejuvena­
tion procedures (e.g., pollarding) can be relied upon to produce cutting 
material with good rooting capacity (and experimental data are needed 
to verify this for Mississippi Valley cottonwood), mature trees may be 
selected. If not, selection must be confined to juvenile trees.
Estimates of genetic improvement in early growth rate resulting from 
selecting the top 10 percent of a test population in this system were 
about 5 to 10 percent (Wilcox and Farmer 1967, Farmer and Wilcox
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1968). However, results from a similar but older (4-year) clonal test at 
Stoneville indicated that actual growth gains with this selection inten­
sity (10 percent) may be between 10 and 20 percent (Randall and Mohn
1969). For some other characters (flushing date, specific gravity, Melamp- 
sora rust resistance), an equivalent selection intensity will produce much 
higher gains. In a Texas test (van Buijtenen 1970), three-year data are 
available on growth of fifty clones from local and more northeastern 
sources. The ten best clones, which mostly originated in the Brazos 
River Valley, have an average dbh 70 percent greater (4.4 in. vs 2.6 in.) 
than that of the ten poorest clones, most of which came from outside the Gulf States.
A slight variation of the above system might consist of phenotypic 
selection of mature trees followed by tests of their open-pollinated prog­
eny. Seedlings in these tests would then be selected and tested as clones. 
In early breeding, this system is advantageous only if gains accrued from 
testing progeny as well as clones produce greater total gain than simply 
proceeding from field selection to clonal tests. Farmer (1970) reported 
that early growth of progeny from randomly selected and phenotypically 
superior parents in natural stands was about the same. Further, genetic 
control over familial variation in the test was relatively low. Mohn and 
Randall (1969) reviewed genetic gains in growth rate made at various 
stages of the system. They concluded that although some gains had been 
made in field selection of parents, as well as in preliminary progeny and 
clonal tests, major emphasis in the future should be placed on testing 
large numbers of clones.
It appears that to obtain the quickest, greatest gain in an applied 
breeding program, one should select a large number of juvenile seed­
lings, test them thoroughly as clones and select intensively. It would be 
best if these seedlings came from well-formed, dominant parent trees 
and were grown in plantations, but the expense of family separation and 
evaluation can probably be avoided without great loss.
Subsequent Generations
Extensive mass selection in a natural population will produce rapid 
early improvement. However, the longer it is continued, the slower prog­
ress will become. Other procedures will be needed to create populations 
in which the frequency of desirable genotypes is higher than in nature 
so that selection will be more rewarding.
Long-term, open-pollinated progeny tests may serve as gene pools of 
genetically diverse but partly pedigreed materials (Schreiner 1970). Some
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kinds of needed genetic information will be obtained from these tests. 
However, full-sib tests resulting from various controlled crossing pro­
grams will provide the detailed inheritance data essential to selecting 
the best breeding approach. This may take the form of recurrent selec­
tion for general combining ability or perhaps breeding for specific com­
bining ability. There are as yet no full-sib tests in the ground in the 
Mississippi Valley, but the Stoneville group has completed crosses lead­
ing to them. In some programs it may be profitable to delay this more 
expensive phase of testing until some data and partially tested parents 
are available from clonal and open-pollinated progeny tests (Schreiner
1970).
Pest Resistance and Special Breeding Techniques
Breeding for pest resistance requires special comment because of its 
potential importance as we discontinue strong reliance on chemical 
pesticides, and because it may be considerably more complicated than 
breeding for other traits. With the exception of selection for Melamp- 
sora rust resistance, more lip service than investigative attention has been 
given to improving pest resistance. This is especially true with respect 
to insect resistance. Schreiner (1963) has reviewed breeding for disease 
resistance in Populus, and most of his conclusions on breeding needs and 
methods are applicable to cottonwood. Steenackers (1969) has summa­
rized recent breeding progress. As Schreiner noted, maximum gains in 
disease resistance will depend upon interdisciplinary research in (1) 
variation and inheritance of resistance in the host, (2) biology of the 
pathogen, (3) establishment and progress of parasitism, (4) effect of total 
environment on host-pathogen relationships, and (5) disease resistance 
improvement methods, particularly testing. These considerations are 
probably equally applicable to insect resistance. In short, a considerable 
research investment will be required.
Effective manipulation of genetic material may ultimately require 
procedures which are not presently in the population geneticists’ bag of 
standard tricks. There are now research programs which are formally 
investigating some of these techniques. Production of haploid Populus 
plants is one of them (Winton and Einspahr 1968). Stettler et al. (1969) 
have commented on the possible use of haploids in, for example, he- 
terosis breeding and interspecific hybridization. Induction and use of 
polyploidy is also being considered (Zufa 1968). Although we will not 
review the details of these and other efforts, it is notable that these lines
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of investigation may eventually lead to dramatic new breeding methods 
for cottonwood.
DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF IMPROVED STOCK
After formal tree improvement programs are established, the breeder is 
immediately faced with the persistent question: When will genetically 
superior stock be available? This eagerness to use the products of re­
search that is characteristic of modern forest practice is good, but a pro­
fessional responsibility exists that calls for guarantees to insure that 
techniques and/or material will work before they are used on a large 
scale. This responsibility is foundation for the geneticists’ sometimes 
conservative attitude about releasing stock. We would like to note sev­
eral points which will be of concern as some cottonwood breeding prod­
ucts begin to be available.
Schreiner (1970) has warned of the “eager beaver fever” and recom­
mends on the basis of long personal experience that “selection of new 
clones for commercial use be delayed to at least half rotation age.” Actu­
ally, any selection of material short of rotation age will involve assump­
tions about future performance. Wright (1962) pointed out that both 
breeders and commercial planters will make these assumptions because 
the delay involved in completely testing material is unacceptable. It 
should be recognized, however, that the performance of these materials 
is uncertain and that the shorter the testing period, the greater this 
uncertainty.
Commercial use of partially tested selected clones is not particularly 
hazardous when reasonable care is taken. The risks are reduced consider­
ably if materials are drawn from a population adapted to local condi­
tions. In contrast, they are relatively high for materials whose adapt­
ability is questionable—that is, trees of nonlocal origin and/or hybrids 
which are nonexistent or unsuccessful in nature. Mixtures of clones (at 
least ten and preferably twenty to thirty) should be used to provide in­
surance against selection errors or conditions which might adversely af­
fect a small percentage of the clones.
Clones in the Stoneville program have reached small pulpwood size on 
good sites. Some of these clones have been selected, primarily for growth 
rate, and will be described soon. In the test where selection was per­
formed, their diameters exceeded the control group by 20 percent and 
on a marginal site this superiority was 15 percent. These clones, along
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with others showing promise in improvement programs, will be used in 
commercial plantings; however, they represent only an initial step in ge­
netically upgrading planting stock. Individual clones should be dropped 
from the mixture and new ones added as a result of continued testing 
and selection. The useful life of any particular mixture may be relatively 
short, especially during these early stages of our work. Continued im­
provement of planting stock will require maintaining the identity of 
clones in the nursery and close cooperation between the geneticist, nurs­
eryman, and planter.
As clones are distributed for further testing and commercial use, it 
will become increasingly important that we have an adequate labeling 
and certification procedure. Barber (1969) has described the essential 
features of such a control system. At present in most states anyone can 
market “genetically superior” cuttings, following little or no selection 
and testing, because there are no specific legal standards for certification 
or identification of cottonwood. Many cottonwood clones can be easily 
identified on the basis of highly heritable morphological traits, and the 
clonal breeding method lends itself to simple testing standards. Thus, a 
workable set of regulations could be easily formed. Perhaps the Ameri­
can Poplar Council would be the logical organization to formulate them 
and promote their use.
SUMMARY
Eastern cottonwood breeding programs in the Lower Mississippi Valley 
have expanded during the last ten years. Considerable data on pheno­
typic variation in natural stands and early genetic information from 
field tests are now available. Clonal testing has emerged as a basic breed­
ing tool and some early clonal selections are being released for com­
mercial use.
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SITE AND PLANTING REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ARTIFICIAL REGENERATION OF COTTONWOOD
WALTER W. DANNENBERG  
United States Gypsum Company
INTRODUCTION
The United States Gypsum Company operates a wood fiber insulation 
board and hardboard plant at Greenville, Mississippi. Most of the wood 
for this plant comes from the batture lands along the Mississippi River. 
This new-made land, unprotected from annual flooding, is some of the 
most productive in the world. It provides an ideal site for the growing 
of cottonwood, which is one of the species best suited for a mechanical 
process in manufacturing insulation and hardboard.
Through forty years of operation of the plant at Greenville, the supply 
of cottonwood has dwindled from abundance to a situation of critical 
supply. Cutover stands are usually replaced naturally by less desirable 
species, often inferior in quality. A controlled river channel has pre­
vented the vast new bar formations that served as ideal sites for natural 
regeneration. These conditions, supplemented by the clearing of tim­
bered acreage in the Mississippi Delta of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mis­
sissippi for nonforest use, make artificial regeneration of cottonwood 
essential if we are to retain the species for commercial use.
U.S. Gypsum has always favored multiple use of its forest products. 
Company-owned timberlands are managed for maximum growth of 
pulpwood, sawlogs, and veneer logs. The company is interested in grow­
ing the maximum pounds of fiber per acre on minimum rotations. Cot­
tonwood happens to be a tree that grows rapidly, reacts favorably to 
intensive management, and is well suited for all our end products.
Technological advances made through the cooperation of the South­
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ern Hardwoods Laboratory at Stoneville and industry throughout the 
area now make large-scale commercial planting of cottonwood econom­
ically feasible. With the use of this technology, U.S. Gypsum has estab­
lished 2,950 acres of cottonwood. Its planting program calls for adding 
1,250 acres per year until 25,000 acres have been planted. By that time 
the first planting will be harvested and a new planting program of the 
same acreage initiated. Following is a report of the company’s knowledge 
and experience gained from several years in the program.
CHOICE OF PLANTING SITE
Proper site evaluation is essential for successful cottonwood plantation 
establishment and growth. Well-aerated soils, with ample moisture, are 
required. These soils should also be rich in nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium, because the combination of these qualities is most conducive 
to phenomenal tree growth. Fresh-cleared land is preferred to that of the 
same quality soils in old fields. Robinsonville and Commerce silt loams 
have produced excellent results for our company. Plantings on heavy 
soils, such as Sharkey, will produce less favorable growth and trees that 
are more susceptible to insects and disease. In addition to having the best 
soil qualities, the site must be at an elevation near or above the average 
high water level of the Mississippi River. Prolonged inundation of the 
young plants in early stages of growth will kill them.
Site selection should first involve visual inspection of the area, includ­
ing observation of any high water marks on the trees that will indicate 
stages of flooding. Tree vigor will serve as a guide to good soils. Occa­
sional test borings should be made to prove soil quality. After the pre­
liminary selection of an area to be planted, extensive soil tests should 
be made to a depth of four feet. It is suggested that test holes be made 
approximately 660 feet apart in a grid pattern, to assure complete cover­
age of the area. Areas showing only sand below three feet in depth 
should be eliminated. Shallow soils will be sufficient to start tree growth, 
but the trees are likely to exhibit slow growth in the second year and die 
in the third or fourth, depending upon the availability of soil moisture 
during the growing season.
Assuming all qualifications of a good site have been fulfilled, the area 
suitable for planting should have its boundaries well marked for easy 
identification.
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SITE PREPARATION
Seventy to seventy-five percent of the total cost of establishing a cotton­
wood plantation is in the site preparation. Careful site preparation pays 
by reducing the cost of all subsequent operations.
The first step in preparation involves the complete removal of all 
woody vegetation from the area. All merchantable trees, both sawlogs 
and pulpwood, should be salvaged prior to the clearing operation. This 
may be done through your own utilization or by contract sale. Clearing 
should be done between June and September. It is usually done by con­
tract because of the high investment required for heavy equipment. Best 
clearing operations have been with crawler tractors of 150 drawbar 
horsepower equipped with V-shaped blades having sharp, saw-toothed 
edges extending back from the point of the V. This type of cutting blade 
successfully shears all stumps at or below ground level. Root rakes 
mounted on the front of these heavy crawlers are then used to push 
the debris into windrows for burning.
For thorough cleaning of the area, a heavy-duty, high-dump rake, 
mounted on the three-point hitch of a 93-hp farm tractor, is successful 
in removing chunks and small debris dropped by the coarse raking of 
the earlier operation. This rake is thirteen feet wide and has long, 
spring-loaded tines spaced eight inches apart on a heavy tool bar. The 
operation is fast and one unit can complete thirty acres in a 9-hour day. 
It can be done either by contract or with available equipment. A deer 
protection fence twelve to fifteen feet in height and resembling a long 
windrow is pushed around the perimeter of the area. Road openings 
are left at desired points and burlap hung across them. It is very impor­
tant to protect the young cottonwood trees from the time they leaf out 
until they reach a height of six feet.
After fine raking, shortly before the first killing frost a heavy disking 
is required. Here again, because of the heavy equipment involved, this 
operation is done by contract. Either a heavy crawler or a large-wheeled 
tractor is needed to pull a 12-foot tandem disk equipped with 28-inch 
scalloped blades and weighing 1,000 or more pounds per foot of width. 
This equipment assures turning of the soil to a depth of eight inches. 
Sometimes a second fine raking is necessary to rid the area of large roots 
and chunks brought to the surface by the disking. When disking is done 
before mid-August, the weed growth that frequently follows the rains 
might make it necessary to apply a second disking. A conventional 93-hp 
farm tractor pulling a heavy-duty, 7-foot tandem disk has proven to be
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satisfactory in preparing a planting bed free of vegetation. This disk is 
equipped with 26-inch scalloped blades, 5/16 of an inch in thickness.
Sometime after the final disking, but well in advance of planting, the 
site is leveled for subsequent planting and cultivating by dragging. A 
tanHpm drag, made of old railroad irons, pulled systematically over the 
area is both economical and effective. At this point, the site is ready for 
planting.
PLANTING
The planting season in the Lower Mississippi Valley extends from 
December through mid-March. Unrooted, disease-free cuttings, twenty 
inches long and from 1- and 2-year-old root stock, are favored for average 
or better planting sites. Seedlings are, however, being tested in heavier 
soils on wet sites. Planting stock may be obtained from several sources: 
your state nursery, your own nursery, or natural seedling areas on new 
land formations along the Mississippi River. We find that planting stock 
from our own nursery is most economical.
As soon after cutting as possible, wands collected from cutting stock 
should be submerged in pits filled with water. The pit should be covered 
with burlap to exclude sunlight from the planting stock. Wands have 
been stored by this method up to three weeks without detrimental ef­
fects. The quickest way to high mortality in planting is to permit drying 
of the stock prior to planting. Production of 20-inch cuttings from the 
water-soaked wands is best accomplished by three men operating a table- 
type swing saw located near the storage pit. The cuttings are immedi­
ately placed in baskets built for the planting machine. Again, the cut­
tings should be protected from drying by placing a heavy, wet piece of 
felt over the basket.The takeoff man at the cutting saw should be a competent individual, 
capable of grading out cuttings found to be inferior because of size or 
disease. Cuttings less than 3/8 of an inch in diameter or more than li/2  
inches in diameter at the small end are culled. All cuttings which show 
an orange colored pith should be closely inspected for disease and all 
such affected material discarded; the culled material should be burned 
immediately.
Although most planting was first done on a 10-by-10-foot spacing grid, 
the latest information from the Southern Hardwoods Laboratory indi­
cates that 12-by-12-foot spacing is probably best for most products. The 
prepared planting site must be cross-marked in advance of planting in
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order to achieve the desired spacing. This is accomplished by spacing
two spring-loaded plow shanks on a tool bar attached to the 3-point hitch
of a farm tractor. Plows on the end of the shanks will leave a clear mark
that is not easily obliterated by rain or other causes. An ordinary hy-
draulically operated marker must also be mounted on the tractor to
space the subsequent rows properly. Marking is easily done at the rate of thirty acres per day.
For planting the cuttings, a subsoiler is mounted on the 3-point hitch 
of a 93-hp farm tractor. A riding sulky carrying a man and the cutting 
box is attached to the subsoiler. Thus the planter may conveniently 
place a cutting in the trench each time he crosses the 12-foot mark. A 
guide bar, with hanging chain across the front of the tractor enables the 
driver to maintain rows twelve feet apart. This type of planting opera­
tion results in a precise spacing of twelve by twelve feet. The subsoil 
trench is cut by a subsoil bar of T-l steel. This bar is 36 inches long, 
6 inches wide, and 1.5 inches thick. The depth of cut is set for eighteen 
inches. Care should be taken to insert the cuttings to the bottom of the 
trench so that only two to four inches of the cutting remains above the 
ground. Wheels of the riding sulky should be positioned to partially
pack the soil around the cutting. The next rain will completely close the trench.
CULTIVATION
Cultivation should start between March 15 and April 1 and continue 
into August. Mechanical cultivation is easily justified by increased cot­
tonwood growth. During the first year, intensive cultivation will result 
in tree growth two or three times greater than on sites receiving no culti­
vation. The number of times that cultivation is required (usually five 
to seven) will, of course, depend upon the amount and distribution of
rainfall during the growing season. It is best to maintain a weed-free condition.
The rows are straddle plowed, one row at a time, with the conven­
tional 4-row, front-mounted farm cultivator, until the trees are about 
two feet tall. This cultivator, equipped with shovel-type plows, allows 
tillage close to the young plants. This action not only controls weed 
growth but also loosens and aereates the soil close to the plant and in­creases the rate of infiltration.
Inside the plows are shields which are used to regulate the flow of soil 
beside the tree, as well as to protect the young plant from any large
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chunks of soil or debris. The first plowing is done with the direction of 
planting while the second cultivation is across the planting rows. Shields 
are removed for the third cultivation, but straddle plowing should con­
tinue until plant growth prevents it. Certain areas may develop heavy 
weed growth between rows while the trees are still small enough to be 
straddle plowed. In this case the plows mounted on the rear tool bar are 
removed and the 7-foot tandem disk is pulled between the rows in con­
junction with the front mount cultivator section. This procedure re­
quires changing the set of the tractor wheels.
Operation of equipment between the rows becomes necessary when 
the cottonwood trees become too tall for the tractor to straddle. Reset­
ting of the tractor wheels permits the continued use of the front-mount 
cultivator equipped with 8-inch and 12-inch sweeps. This equipment is 
used to cross plow during the fourth cultivation. The front-mount culti­
vator is removed and the 7-foot tandem disk put into service for the fifth 
cultivation which is also a cross plowing. The disk should be set to run 
as deep as possible.
The last cultivation, or lay-by, is always done in the direction of plant­
ing. The rear section of the tandem disk is removed and the front sec­
tion set at a sharp angle to cover grass and weeds with soil around the 
base of the tree. Size of trees in the latter part of the growing season of 
the first year will necessitate guards being placed over the tractor tires to 
prevent harmful limb breakage. Simple half-drum guards, mounted on 
brackets attached to the tractor frame, will afford this protection. “Stay­
ing ahead of the weeds” by plowing a little before the time needed will 
result in a clean field conducive to maximum cottonwood growth.
PROTECTION
Cottonwood plantations must be protected from fire, grazing, insects, 
and disease. Any one of these, or a combination thereof, can prove dis­
astrous to the young plantation.
Fire is the dread of all forest ownerships. The lightest burn will kill 
seedlings and young trees. Firelanes around compartments of two hun­
dred acres or less provide maximum protection after the first year and 
also serve as access roads for easy patrol.
The young cottonwood plantation should also be protected from all 
types of livestock grazing and deer browsing. Until the trees are approxi­
mately six feet tall, the young leaves and tender tips are a favorite deer 
browse. Deer do not bother the trees more than six feet in height. A deer
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fence made of clearing debris, with openings covered with hanging bur­
lap, is most effective.
Much research is still needed in the field of cottonwood insect and 
disease control. The plantation owner must alert himself as to the iden­
tity and control of these pests. At the present time the major destructive 
insects in order of importance are: (1) twig borer (Gypsonoma haim- 
bachiana Kearf.); (2) root and stem borer, or clear-wing moth (Paran- 
threne dollii Meum.); (3) cottonwood leaf beetle (Chrysomela scripta 
Fab.). Systemic insecticides are the most effective for control during the 
first year; however, most of these are very toxic and hazardous to handle. 
This is particularly true for 44 percent Thimet carbon-dust. Less toxic 
granular type systemics are now being tested by the Southern Hard­
woods Laboratory and the U.S. Gypsum Company. Some of these are 10 
percent Thimet, 15 percent Di-Syston, 10 percent Furadan, 10 percent 
Temik, and 5 percent Systox. Results will not be known until the end of 
the 1970 growing season.
Last year 95 percent concentrate of malathion was used successfully 
for control of the leaf beetle. This insecticide was applied by a ULV mist 
blower at the rate of 14 ounces per acre. The blower unit was mounted 
on a two-wheeled trailer and pulled behind the front section of a tandem 
disk. One hundred and fifty acres per day were effectively treated by 
covering six rows or seventy-two feet with each pass. This method of 
application was found to be safe and economical when done in conjunc­
tion with lay-by cultivation. It was started when moderate infestation 
had appeared on 25 percent of the trees.
EQUIPMENT AND COSTS
Based on our experience, the following is a listing of the equipment re­
quired and investment necessary for successful establishment of 1,250 
acres of cottonwood plantation each year:
Units Equipment Value
5...............93 to 100 hp rowcrop tractors....................................... $40,000
5...............4-row, front-mount cultivators .......................................  5,200
5...............Heavy-duty, 7-foot tandem disks...................................  8,250
5...............Tree planters and auxiliary equipment.......................  2,500
]...............Heavy-duty, high-dump rake .........................................  1,100
1_______ Bush-hog mower___________________ ,____________  750
1............... Bench type swing saw___________________________  250
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1_______ .Trailer mounted mist blower____________________  1,500
1_______ .Trailer mounted acetylene and electric welder--------- 1,000
1_______ Bulldozer blade for (arm tractor mount____________  900
1________Air compressor--------------------------------------------------  300
1_______ Heavy-duty farm trailer_________________________  1,000
1_____ ....Pump and hose_________________________________  175
1_______ 3/4-ton pickup truck—4 wheel drive-----------------------  3,500
1_______ 3/4-ton pickup truck—conventional------------------------ 2,400
Total _ _ __________________________________ $68,825
Costs per acre for first-year establishment by type of operations may be 
expected as follows:
Cost
Operation per acre
Site selection and site preparation--------------------------------------- --- $ 73.70
Subsoil and plant (include planting stock)------------------------------- 10.10
Weed and insect control_________________________________ ••••• 11.00
Pickup truck and equipment charges--------------------------------------  2.20
Supervision _______________________________________________ 6.00
Total cost*_________________________________ $103.00
•  Amortization cost of equipm ent investment not included.
TREE DEVELOPMENT AND HARVEST
The economic justification for intensive management in the establish­
ment of cottonwood plantations lies in superior annual tree growth. 
Three years’ experience on a commercial planting basis shows tree 
growth on good sites (Commerce and Robinsonville soils) to be as 
follows:
Height Basal area per acre Dbh
Growing season Feet Square feet Inches
 1  12 7.5
 2  21 25.0 2.0
 3 ..........................  30 40.0 4.0
Contrasting growth on poorer soil (Mhoon) has been only 50 percent to 
75 percent of that on Commerce and Robinsonville soils during the first
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year. U.S. Gypsum has had no experience beyond one year in the less 
productive soils.
Indications are that a first commercial thinning of 9 cords per acre can 
be made at the end of the eighth growing season. Another commercial 
thinning of 16 cords per acre is expected at eleven years, to be followed 
at fifteen years by a 20 cords per acre removal. The rotation would be 
ended at twenty years and the final cutting after the twentieth year is 
expected to yield 5 cords per acre, plus 16 M bd ft of sawlogs for a total 
yield of 50 cords of pulpwood and 16 M bd ft of sawlogs over the 20- 
year period. With such yields, one can expect to grow pulpwood in cot­
tonwood plantations for $3.50 per cord or less in a 20-year rotation.
SUMMARY
The successful establishment of cottonwood plantations requires careful 
consideration of the following conditions: (1) choose the best sites for 
planting cottonwood; (2) prepare the sites intensively for planting; (3) 
take the best possible care of the planting stock; (4) farm the crop effi­
ciently so as to keep it free of weeds, insects, and disease.
Discussion
Question:
Mr. Dannen- 
berg:
Question:
Mr. Dannen- 
berg:
What proportion of your company’s land holdings is 
suitable for intensive cottonwood management?
I can answer that question only on the basis of acreage 
so far treated. It appears that approximately 30 per­
cent of our river properties is suitable for the type of 
cottonwood establishment that we want.
Why is so much fine raking and dragging necessary in 
site preparation? Is it not possible to cultivate with 
some debris in the soil?
Let us consider the fine raking first. It is very impor­
tant that plowing be done as near to the young plants 
as possible in order to destroy the weeds and grass. To 
do this, a reasonably clean field is needed because the 
debris left in the field will be pushed against and will 
break the new shoots of the young cottonwood; there­
fore, the field should be cleared of as much of this ma­
terial as possible. We have found dragging to be neces­
sary because of potholes and depressions that form in
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Question:
Mr. Dannen- 
berg:
Question:
Mr. Dannen- 
berg:
the fields as a result of the clearing operation. Any 
work that can be done to make the planter operate at 
a uniform depth is advantageous to the planting oper­
ation and to the establishment of cottonwood.
Do you have any evidence to suggest that your deer 
fence brush piles provide breeding sites for insect 
pests present during the early years of plantation es­
tablishment?
This is certainly possible and it is something that we 
will have to observe and consider because we have 
only been in this program for three years. We do know 
that on the first plantation where we used the brush- 
pile type of deer fence that at the end of the second 
year it had deteriorated substantially. I doubt that we 
will have any severe insect problems resulting from its 
use. We are well pleased with this type of deer fence. 
The main thing is to complete it without any gaps or 
else the deer will surely find them.
You mentioned that leaf beetle is controlled with 
ULV malathion. How many ounces are applied per 
acre and what is the cost?
We use the 95 percent concentrate of malathion in the 
Ortho low-volume mist blower and apply it at the 
rate of 14 ounces per acre. We have determined the 
cost to be less than $2 per acre, approximately $1.75 
for each application. In the cost summary you will 
notice that I assigned a cost of $2. The reason for this 
is that on some areas we had to make two applications. 
If the application of malathion can be done at the 
time of lay-by cultivation, then the only chargeable 
expense would be that of the operation of the blower 
and of the chemical itself. The chemical ranges in 
price from $8 to $12 per gallon.
THE NECESSITY FOR INTENSIVE CULTURAL 
TREATMENT IN COTTONWOOD PLANTATIONS
M ASON C. CARTER 
Department of Forestry 
Auburn University
E. H. W HITE  
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
Stoneville, Mississippi
INTRODUCTION
Failure to apply intensive cultural treatments in cottonwood planta­
tions usually results in complete failure of the planting. McKnight 
and Biesterfeldt (1968) recently reviewed the cultural practices in gen­
eral use in cottonwood production, thus the major emphasis here 
will be placed on mineral nutrition, chemical weed control, and other 
treatments.
FERTILIZATION
On a suitable cottonwood site no fertilizer may be needed; on an un­
suitable site, no reasonable amount may be enough.* Cottonwood re­
moves two to five times as much soil nutrients as loblolly pine (Pinus 
taeda L.) per pound of dry matter (Table I). But soils suitable for cot­
tonwood usually contain much higher levels of available nutrients than 
soils from the pine lands of the Coastal Plain (Table II).
In greenhouse studies, Blackmon and Broadfoot (1969) found that 
lime and N, P, and K improved the growth of cottonwood on a Bibb 
soil of Coastal Plain origin, but growth was well below that on unferti­
lized Mississippi Delta soils. We have observed similar results in the 
field.
* Soil suitability for cottonwood is described by Broadfoot (1964).
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T able  I
Typical nutrient contents of above ground parts of a cottonwood and a 
loblolly pine weighing approximately 200 pounds*
Cottonwood Loblolly Pine Ratio 
--------------- lb/tree---------------  C/Lob
N ........................................................0.13 0.25 2.3
P .............................................. .........0.13 0.03 4.3
K ........................................................0.46 0.18 2.6
Ca ......................................................1.03 0.20 5.2
Mg ........................................... .........0.11 0.06 1.8
§ Cottonwood data from White (1969); loblolly pine data from Metz and Wells (1965).
T able  II
Comparison of available nutrients in the 0-6 inch-layer for a Coastal Plain
and a Mississippi Delta soil*
Sharkey Ruston Ratio
Clay Sandy Loam S/R
p H ...............................  6.0 5.2 -
O.M.............................. 5.6% 0.8% 7
P ..................................  31 ppm 2 ppm 15
K .................. ...............  312 ppm 43 ppm 7
Ca................................5640 ppm 200 ppm 28
Mg............... ...............  156 ppm 36 ppm 4
a Data taken from Anonymous, 1959.
We planted cottonwood on a moist stream bottom site with local al­
luvium derived mainly from a Norfolk sandy loam. The site was well 
prepared and fertilizer and weed control treatments were carefully ap­
plied. The trees responded to treatments, and at the end of the first 
growing season, their height averaged 8.3 feet on the fertilized and culti­
vated plots, compared to 3.3 feet on the control area. Foliar concentra­
tions of N, P, and K were increased significantly by treatment (Table 
III). However, calcium levels were not increased even where 2500 lbs/A 
limestone was disked into the soil prior to planting. The calcium levels 
were well below the average for good cottonwood sites (Table IV) and 
this may have been the critical factor. Trees on the best plots averaged 
only two feet of growth during the next two years. Unless fertilization 
and cultivation are continued, the plantation will not reach merchant­
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able size. We have observed several other cottonwood plantings estab­
lished on small stream bottoms in the Coastal Plain. With cultivation, 
growth was usually quite good the first year but after three to four years 
the cottonwood had all but disappeared.
Soils which are strongly acid (below pH 5.0) and/or low in exchange­
able calcium (less than 1,000 ppm) should not be planted to cottonwood 
without heavy applications of lime.
Fertilization is not widely used in cottonwood plantation on suitable 
sites but it may be a profitable practice. Merritt and Bramble (1966) re­
ported increased growth following fertilization; and Bhagwat (1967) 
found that fertilization, particularly with nitrogen, increased specific 
gravity, fiber length, and double-wall thickness in cottonwood.
T able  III
Effect of cultivation and fertilization on foliar nutrient concentration and 
height growth of cottonwood planted on an alluvial Coastal Plain soil 
(Foliage sampled after first growing season)
N P K Ca Mg Height (ft.)
-------------------- Percent------------------- 1 yr. : 3 yrs.
Not Cultivated
Not Fertilized........... 1.37 0.34 1.24 0.84 0.26 3.3 4.3
Fertilized* ... ..... .... ...... 2.23 0.41 1.22 1.01 0.36 6.2 8.3
Cultivated
Not Fertilizedb ____ 2.43 0.52 2.20 0.79 0.27 5.0 5.2
Cultivated
and Fertilized*c ....... 2.94 0.62 1.90 0.97 0.35 8.3 10.4
*2,500 lb/A agricultural grade dolomitic limestone, 700 lb/A 0-14-14, 300 lb/A  
ammonium nitrate
b Disking between rowsc Chemical application in bands
T able  IV
Range of nutrient levels in cottonwood stands growing on Alabama and
Tombigbee River floodplains*
N P K Ca Mg 
--------------------—-----------Percent---------------------------------
Upper Crown ....... 1.64—2.44 .17—.22 1.05—1.60 1.56—2.30 .18—.32
Lower Crown ___ 1.46—2.32 .17—.22 0.89—1.34 1.83—3.45 .21—.40
* Figures represent averages for stand; a total of eight stands sampled (White 1969).
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White (1969) studied five natural stands and three plantations along 
the lower Alabama and Tombigbee rivers and found that average height 
at age 6 varied from thirty-two to sixty-six feet. When soil physical and 
chemical properties were related to tree growth, soil potassium levels 
were found to be significantly correlated. Foliage concentrations of po­
tassium and calcium were positively correlated with growth while phos­
phorus levels were negatively correlated. The range of foliage concentra­
tions observed by White (1969) and critical levels are shown in Tables 
IV and V. These data were derived from a small number of plots over 
a restricted part of the range of cottonwood, and they must be tested 
over a wide range of soil and climatic conditions before their reliability 
can be assessed. However, the data suggest that fertilization may be bene­
ficial even on good cottonwood sites. Unfortunately, fertilization, partic­
ularly with nitrogen, will stimulate the competition and increase the 
problem of weed control. If nitrogen applications could be delayed until 
the second growing season or later, the problem of stimulating competi­
tion might be avoided.
On polder soils in Holland, the water table is maintained at thirty-six 
inches, and levels of all nutrients except nitrogen are adequate for the 
production of hybrid poplar (personal communication with H. A. van 
der Meiden, 1967). However, if nitrogen fertilizer is applied, the poplars 
suffer from competition. Therefore, alder (Alnus sp.), a nitrogen fixing 
plant, is planted between the rows of poplar. The poplars obtain the 
nitrogen they need from the alder without suffering from competition. 
I doubt if such success could be obtained on sites where the water table 
is not regulated and alder and poplar compete for moisture.
WEED CONTROL
Weeds compete with cottonwood not only for light and moisture, but 
for nutrients as well. The data in Table III indicate that cultivation 
increased foliage nutrient levels as much as fertilization. Cottonwood is 
very intolerant of such competition and intensive cultivation is required 
for successful plantation establishment. In the previous paper Dannen- 
berg discussed the site preparation and mechanical weed control meth­
ods necessary to provide adequate competition control. However, on 
some sites, chemical weed control may be applied successfully with a cost 
savings over mechanical methods.
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T a b l e  V
Suggested critical levels of foliar nutrients for cottonwood in Alabama*
Concentration Foliage
Element percent position
N ........................ ...................... 2.00 Lower Crown
P .................................................0.17 Lower Crown
K ....... ....................................... 1.30 Lower Crown
C a...............................................2.20 Upper Crown
Mg .............................................0.18 Upper Crown
* Based on White (1969)
Cottonwood is tolerant of a number of effective herbicides (Martin 
and Carter 1966), but chemical weed control has not proven effective in 
some instances (Krinard 1964). Clay soils or the presence of Johnson 
grass (Sorghum halepense L.) were the primary causes of the poor per­
formance of herbicides in several trials.
Preemergence herbicides are designed to function on or very near the 
soil surface. Johnson grass propagates by seed and rhizome sprouting. 
The seedlings are controlled effectively by any one of several herbicides. 
But shoots originating from rhizomes are highly resistant to preemer­
gence herbicides. Rhizomes of Johnson grass should be eliminated prior 
to planting by repeated plowing during late summer and fall. Seedlings 
of Johnson grass may then be controlled by the application of preemer­
gence herbicide.
Clay soils such as Sharkey and Alligator greatly complicate chemical 
weed control. Clays bind most herbicides and necessitate the use of rates 
higher than those used on lighter soils. Also, clay soils shrink and crack 
as they dry. These soils are usually wet in the late winter or spring when 
herbicides are normally applied. As the soil dries and cracks, untreated 
soil is exposed and weed seed germinate and grow from the fissures.
Unfortunately, clay soils infested with Johnson grass are common 
throughout much of the Mississippi Delta. On such sites, mechanical 
weed control may be the only satisfactory method, and the improvement 
in physical properties resulting from cultivation may be nearly as im­
portant as weed control. But on medium-to-light-textured soils where 
annual weeds and grasses are the primary competitors, herbicides may 
be quite useful.
The most effective compounds we have tested are simazine and pro- 
metryne. Rates may vary from 3 lbs/A on light soils to 6 lbs/A on heavy
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clays and the sprays may be applied directly over dormant cuttings.
Preemergence herbicides should be applied to bare soil. ]VTany of the 
failures of herbicides in forest plantings were caused by weeds which 
were present at time of treatment. When weeds are barely visible, they 
have already passed their most sensitive stage. Unless the planted site 
has been cultivated within a few days of treatment, a contact herbicide 
should be applied along with the preemergence compound. Paraquat, 
MSMA, and amitrole are all effective when used as directed. Amizine, a 
mixture of simazine and amitrole, has been used quite effectively in 
cottonwood plantings (Merritt and Bramble 1966). Contact herbicides 
should not be applied to foliage or buds of the cottonwood because they 
may injure the plant. They may be applied from the side as a directed 
spray or over the row using shields to protect the cottonwood.
Once the preemergence herbicide is applied, the soil should not be 
disturbed. Another common cause of herbicide failure has been the 
covering or turning under of the thin layer of herbicide treated soil.
We have not tested broadcast herbicide treatment, but banded herbi­
cide, plus disking the untreated soil between the rows, results in better 
growth than band treatment alone. Disking not only controls the weeds 
but also improves the physical properties of the soil.
Time of application will influence the persistence of the herbicide and 
the effectiveness of the weed control. Preemergence herbicides applied at 
planting in midwinter are subjected to several weeks of leaching and 
degradation before weed species begin rapid growth. Our best results 
have been obtained with amizine applied in 4-to-5-foot bands, with 
shields to protect the cottonwood foliage. Amizine at 10 lbs /A (4.5 lbs /A 
simazine) has given satisfactory weed control throughout the first grow­
ing season on Alabama sites. On more fertile Mississippi Delta soils, it 
may be necessary to repeat the treatment in midsummer.
ANIMAL DEPREDATION
A recent study revealed that quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides 
Michx.) chipped into silage was 40 percent digestable by cattle.* This is 
an unusually high digestability for a tree species. However, deer and 
cattle were already aware of the palatability of eastern cottonwood. In 
areas where cattle are present, cottonwood plantations must be well 
fenced. We have observed complete destruction of one hundred acres of
* Personal communication with W. B. Anthony, 1970.
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planted cottonwood which were exposed to cattle near the end of the 
first growing season when the tree height averaged six feet.
Deer browse is generally more difficult to cope with than cattle browse. 
Repellants have not proven effective except in a few areas with relatively 
low deer populations. Costs of wire or electrified fences are prohibitive. 
McKnight and Biesterfeldt (1968) report that brush fences built with 
debris produced during site preparation are effective and can be con­
structed at a reasonable cost.
Beaver sometimes damage young cottonwood plantings. Felling 
young trees or stripping the bark may not be extensive enough to 
justify control measures. But flooding caused by dam construction is 
another matter and control measures are necessary when extensive flood­
ing occurs. Trapping is the most effective beaver control method avail­
able, and wildlife research personnel at Auburn University have dis­
covered an attractant which they hope will increase the efficiency of 
trapping operations.
INSECT AND DISEASE PESTS
Experience indicates that insect and disease problems are inversely re­
lated to tree vigor. On poor sites or where competition is intense, cotton­
wood will be severely damaged by insects and disease; but on good sites 
with vigorous trees only twig borers and cottonwood leaf beetles gen­
erally cause damage. At present there are no insecticides registered for 
use on cottonwood but research on some of the newer biodegradable 
compounds is in progress and hopefully there will be some recommended 
materials available in the near future.
INTERMEDIATE TREATMENTS
After the first growing season, little cultural treatment is needed on 
good sites. On poor sites cultivation may be required during the second 
growing season and repeated fertilization may be necessary.
On short rotations, ten years or less, thinning may not be necessary 
if proper spacings are used. For longer rotations, thinning is advisable 
to maintain the stand in a vigorous growing condition. McKnight 
and Biesterfeldt (1968) recommend thinning when basal area reaches 
80 ft2/A with 50 to 60 ft2/A being left as growing stock. These values 
will no doubt vary with site quality in a manner similar to pine and
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other tree species. Good sites can carry a higher stocking than poor sites 
and maintain the same rate of return.
TREE IMPROVEMENT
An intensive tree improvement program is needed for cottonwood. The 
flowering characteristics of cottonwood lend themselves to genetic im­
provement research and the species propagates easily from stem cuttings 
(Farmer 1966). Farmer and Wilcox (1966) found that the specific gravity 
of cottonwood in the Lower Mississippi Valley ranged from 0.32 to 0.46 
and averaged 0.38. Thus, a considerable increase in specific gravity may 
be possible through selection and vegetative propagation alone.
Jones and Curlin (1967) found considerable variation between clones 
in response to nitrogen fertilization. Thus, it may be possible to develop 
clones which are highly responsive to fertilizer.
While extensive natural stands of cottonwood are rare outside the 
major river floodplains, occasional trees can be found growing well on 
dry or infertile soils. It may be possible to develop clones which are 
adapted to soils of low fertility or low soil calcium and thus extend the 
intensive production of the species to less fertile sites. Randall and Mohn 
(1969) have reported that clone-site interactions do occur.
Breeding for resistance to insects and disease is possible. Farmer (1966) 
reported that he found clones which were highly resistant to Melamp- 
sora rust. And it would be a considerable advance if we could develop a 
cottonwood that was distasteful to deer.
Our wild populations on good sites will equal the growth of the hy­
brid poplars in Europe where there have been selection and breeding of 
poplars for more than forty years. Therefore, a well-conducted tree im­
provement program may produce cottonwood clones with an astonishing 
growth rate. The U.S. Forest Service recently announced development 
of a new strain of cottonwood clones which has shown a superior per­
formance in test plantings. Limited supplies of cuttings should be avail­
able for commercial planting by 1972.
SUMMARY
Intensive culture of cottonwood is still in its infancy and confined to a 
relatively small portion of the southern forest. But exploding popula­
tion and shrinking forest acreage will increase the need for a timber 
species capable of high production under intensive culture. As knowl­
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edge and techniques of propagation and cultivation improve, as more is 
learned about moisture and nutrient requirement, as improved clones 
or varieties become available, I think we can look forward to more in­
tensive and extensive production of cottonwood.
Cottonwood is like an old outboard motor; it has only two speeds— 
wide open and stop. Unless cottonwood is maintained at a vigorous rate 
of growth, competition and predators will not merely retard but will 
completely eliminate it. There can be no halfway measures. Unless you 
are willing to apply intensive culture, do not plant cottonwood.
Discussion
Question: To what extent is sycamore being planted and tested
on Mississippi Delta sites, and how does its growth 
compare with cottonwood on similar sites?
Mr. Briscoe: As far as I know right now, the best of the cottonwood 
sites will outproduce the best of the sycamore sites. 
The question that I would like to have answered is, 
How do we select the sites where sycamore will out­
produce cottonwood? Certainly sycamore is a highly 
desirable species, and when the question was asked 
earlier, What species will do this and what species will 
do that? I said to myself “Sycamore, sycamore, syca­
more.” Certainly a growth of eight to ten feet the first 
year and averages above twenty feet the second year 
are not impossible with sycamore and this is a good 
rate of growth on almost any site and any species. Cot­
tonwoods will do better. Cottonwood at best will pro­
duce more volume per acre than any sycamore stands 
that I have seen up to now. Whether it will produce 
more cellulose per acre is not known.
Question: How well would sycamore be suited for sites which
are less than optimum and perhaps prohibitive for 
cottonwood growth?
Mr. Carter: I have observed sycamore to survive and grow for a 
year or two on sites that I would not expect cotton­
wood to survive for a month. It is really too early to 
predict the outcome; however, the growth seems to be 
slowing down. I agree with Dr. Briscoe on the much 
more wide adaptability of sycamore which permits it
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Question:
Mr. Briscoe:
Question: 
Mr. Carter:
to grow on some sites that are impractical for cotton­
wood. Cottonwood can be grown on the less desirable 
sites if cottonwood is really needed. Sycamore will 
probably produce the same amount of growth on such 
sites with a lot less investment. I think this is going to 
be the determining factor, plus the fact that deer do 
not eat sycamore, and as far as we are concerned, this 
is one of the greatest advantages of sycamore.
In the eastern United States (the area east of the Mis­
sissippi River), is there more acreage that is suitable 
for producing sycamore, or is there more acreage that 
is suitable for producing cottonwood?
I do not have a positive answer; however, I am sure in 
my own mind that there is a great deal more acreage 
suitable for sycamore growth than for cottonwood 
growth.
What is the beaver attractant?
The attractant is storax; it is obtained from sweetgum 
trees.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF COTTONWOOD 
PLANTATIONS
GEORGE F. DUTROW  
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
New Orleans, Louisiana
INTRODUCTION
The decline in forest resources of the Mississippi Delta must be reversed 
if the forest economy is to flourish. Cottonwood plantations offer forest 
managers and the dependent forest industries the best single alternative 
for achieving this goal. The species yields very high annual outputs of 
all classes of timber products but also holds some problems. Heavy capi­
tal investments are required to establish and maintain a stand of cotton­
wood. Those who are closely associated with cottonwood research are 
greatly impressed with the possibilities, but prospective investors also 
must be convinced. The object of this paper is to facilitate that task by 
providing the anticipated earnings from planting cottonwood under a 
variety of conditions.
In the analysis to be discussed, present net worth of plantations is 
calculated from estimates of yields, revenues, and costs.
The tables presented herein are applicable mainly to nonindustrial 
landowners. An industrial owner interested in utilizing the cottonwood 
he grows would have to view the calculations somewhat differently. For 
him, the relevant criteria may not be stumpage prices and rates of inter­
est. Here the pertinent question is, What is the cost of obtaining an 
adequate supply of cottonwood? When hauling costs are included, the 
current price for procuring cottonwood is as high as $45 per cord. The 
use of cottonwood permits drastic reduction of bleaching costs. Without 
it, some firms would be forced to invest heavily to expand bleaching 
capacity. In such situations, even low sites may prove to be profitable 
for growing cottonwood.
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PRODUCTIVITY OF COTTONWOOD
A basic question for the analysis is, How much timber will cotton­
wood yield per acre? The productivity of the species has received lim­
ited and fragmentary investigation; until recently, yields from natural 
stands were the basic guide. Results from cottonwood plantations are 
sparse, particularly for stands more than ten years old. Data from many 
sources—private industry, universities, state and federal agencies, and 
foreign investigators—are synthesized into the productivity schedules in 
this paper.
Sufficient information was gathered to prepare schedules for three site 
categories based on height of dominant trees at age 30:
High site: site index 120 or greater 
Average site: site index 100 to 120 
Low site: site index 80 to 100
Yields for pulpwood rotations of nine years and sawtimber rotations 
of twenty years were derived for each of die three site classes. These ro­
tation lengths are somewhat arbitrary but they correspond closely to 
planned rotations on industrial plantations. Mean annual increments 
for pulpwood and sawtimber culminate at approximately these ages and 
these culminations are related to economic optima.
For both products an initial stocking of 436 trees per acre—a 10-by-10- 
foot planting spacing—was assumed. Also assumed was a survival rate at 
age 6 of 75 percent, which is about average in large industrial planta­
tions. At age 6, an initial thinning removed 80 of the 320 living trees.
The yields are summarized in Tables VI and VII. These levels of 
productivity can be expected if recommended cultivation procedures 
are followed. They fall well within the extremes recorded in tended 
plantations. Maximum mean annual increment as indicated by Table 
VI is 4.4 cords per acre. Mean annual increments on high sites has 
ranged from 3.6 to 6.2 cords per acre, the higher figure representing the 
best South African plantations. The sawtimber production shown in 
Table VII of 15,120 board feet on high sites at age 20 falls within the 
reported extremes of 5,700 board feet and 30,000 board feet (Doyle rule).
The site sensitivity of cottonwood is underscored by the large differ­
ence in total yield on high and low sites. In the pulpwood rotation, 21 
more cords per acre can be expected from high than from low sites. The 
estimated yields should prove valid for land managers who are consider­
ing planting cottonwood. The investor, however, wants to know what 
the yield will be worth.
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FUTURE STUMPAGE VALUES
Various methods for predicting prices pervade economic literature but 
none have proven totally satisfactory. Rather than rely on a single tech­
nique, I chose to incorporate three price prediction methods in the 
analysis. In this manner, a broad range of economic assumptions and in­
dividual preferences are represented.
T a b l e  VI 
Pulpwood rotation yields
Growing stock. Cuts
Age Trees 
per acre Dbh
Vplume 
per acre
Trees 
per acre Dbh
Volume 
per acre
Number Inches Cords Number Inches Cords
6 ...... ........ 240 6.8
High site 
14.1 80 6.0 3.1
9 ...... . . . . 240 9.1 36.5
6 ...... ........ 240 5.9
Average site 
12.8 80 5.5 2.8
9 ....... . . . . 240 8.6 26.7
6 ...... ........ 240 4.8
Low site 
6.3 80 4.0 1.3
9 ...... 240 6.7 16.9
The first method assumes that current prices are valid in determining 
future revenues. The second method assumes that recent trends are the 
most accurate indicators of future prices. The third method involves 
econometric forecasting based on a system of simultaneous equations 
which reflect supply-demand and inventory-disequilibrium phenomena. 
Stumpage prices for sawlogs were predicted through the year 1990 by 
each of these methods. Extending current prices gives an anticipated 
stumpage value of $26 per thousand board feet in 1990; recent trends 
imply a price of $55 per thousand board feet; and the econometric tech­
nique forecasts a sawlog value of $49 per thousand board feet.
Data limitations and market structure precluded prediction of pulp­
wood stumpage prices by these methods. Instead, prices were based on 
opinions of foresters and others closely associated with the market. Esti-
Growing stock Cuts
Trees 
per acre Dbh
Volume 
per acre
Volume 
per acre
Trees 
per acre Dbh
Volume 
per acre
Volume 
per acre
Age Number Inches Cords Bd. ft. Number Inches Cords Bd. ft.
6 .......................  240 6.8 14.1
High site
80 6.0 3.19 .......... .............  150 9.1 25.7 90 8.5 10.812.......... .............  90 11.9 33.0 ........ 60 11.0 13.616.......................  70 14.8 6.8 7,280 20 14.0 1.4 1,76020 .......... ........ 70 17.9 8.4 15,120
6 .......... .............  240 5.9 12.8
Average site
80 5.5 2.89 .......... .............  150 8.6 16.5 90 7.0 6.512.......... .............  90 9.9 15.3 60 9.0 11.316.......... .............  70 12.3 3.9 3,150 20 11.5 4.520 .......... 70 14.5 7.1 5,460
6 .......... .............  240 4.8 6.3
Low site
80 4.0 1.39 .......... .............  150 6.7 12.2 90 6.0 4.712.......... ............  90 8.4 10.3 60 8.0 5.816.......... ............  70 10.6 14.1 20 10.0 2.6 ________20 .......... 70 12.6 4.6 3,290
T able VII 
Sawtimber rotation yields
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mates of pulpwood stumpage prices for one rotation ranged from $3 to 
$5 per cord, depending on stand age and tree size.
Establishment, annual, and periodic costs vary with site conditions, 
equipment availability, and size of plantations. On the basis of question­
naires completed by private and public foresters who have planted cot­
tonwood, initial establishment costs were found to average about $115 
per acre for units of at least a hundred acres. At the end of the first rota­
tion, costs are expected to decline to $52 per acre. The initial establish­
ment cost was omitted from the calculations because the individual 
investor can arrive at best estimates for his particular circumstances. His 
establishment cost is the value for entering the tables to determine the 
appropriate rate of return on his cottonwood investment.
Land costs are often included in economic analyses and the capability 
to do so was retained. Land costs can be added to initial establishment 
costs and the total figure used for determining rate of return on total 
investment. Throughout the Mississippi Delta and other river bottoms 
capable of supporting commercial cottonwood plantations, land is gen­
erally not for sale. With the possible exceptions of batture lands and 
lands subject to frequent inundations, the acreage in question is rich 
agricultural land owned by families and industries that do not plan to 
sell it. Growing cottonwood is an alternative land use on portions of 
large holdings or on acreage withdrawn from agriculture because of gov­
ernment policies. In measuring cottonwood returns, the inclusion of 
land costs has limited applicability because it requires the assumption 
that the land may be sold and the capital invested elsewhere.
In addition to establishment costs, the Southern Hardwoods Labora­
tory has estimated annual and periodic costs for the initial rotation and 
reestablishment costs for a subsequent rotation. These values were in­
cluded in the computations and are listed below:
Annual costs per acre
COSTS AND RETURNS
Taxes __ _____
Management ... 
Fire protection
$0.50
.50
.50
Total annual cost 1.50
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Periodic costs per acre
Mowing every fourth year............. .
Insect protection every eighth year 
Pruning (sawtimber rotation)
4.00
2.20
Eighth year
Second year .15.00
.35.00
General revenue and cost functions were postulated to account for 
varying yields, prices, and costs at different times in the production 
cycle. Revenues and costs were then calculated and combined to establish 
the present discounted net worth of an acre of cottonwood. Discount 
rates were varied to enable landowners to examine the results in accord­
ance with their notion of an appropriate rate of interest. Potential in­
vestors can scan the results for input-output situations applicable to 
their own circumstances.
Table VIII shows present discounted net worths per acre for cotton­
wood planted in a pulpwood rotation. The investment potentials are for 
perpetual and single rotations, with wood income only or wood income 
plus hunting fees, on high, average, or low sites. Thus, an investor con­
sidering cottonwood as a perpetual crop on a high site can incur estab­
lishment costs of $137 per acre and still expect a 5 percent return on his 
investment. If circumstances permit planting cottonwood on previously 
cleared land at a cost of $62 per acre, the investment would earn 9 
percent.
If income can be obtained from hunting in addition to stumpage, the 
investment opportunity improves. For example, the owner who uses 5 
percent as the desired rate of return can, with hunting income in addi­
tion to wood, invest up to $157 per acre to establish the plantation, 
whereas he was restricted to $137 with wood income only. Additional 
income from hunting is based on an average annual revenue of $1 per 
acre for providing deer and turkey hunting privileges.
The single rotation series provides an investment analysis for farmers 
who wish to take land out of agricultural production for about a dec­
ade. Present discounted net worths are less than in perpetual rotations, 
chiefly because the ability to capture the reduced costs of reestablish­
ment are foregone. Nonetheless, single rotations may provide an excel­
lent alternative land use, especially on cleared agricultural lands where 
establishment costs can be cut to $60 or $70. In these situations, returns 
of 9 percent and 7 percent are probable.
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T able VIII
Present discounted net worths in dollars per acre, pulpwood rotation*
Interest Wood income only Wood plus hunting income
rate High Average Low High Average Low
(percent) site site site site site site
Perpetual rotation
3 ................ ........... 253 122 (b) 286 155 12
5 ................ ........... 137 65 (b) 157 85 5
7 ................ ........... 89 41 (b) 103 55 2
9 ................ ........... 62 28 (b) 73 39 1
12 ................ ........... 39 17 (b) 48 25 0
1 6 ................ ........... 23 9 (b) 30 15 (b>
20 ................ ........... 14 5 (b) 19 10 (b)
Single rotation
3 ................ ........... 99 68 35 107 76 38
5 ................ ..........  82 56 28 89 63 19
7 ................ ..........  69 47 23 75 53 7
9 ................ ........... 57 39 18 63 45 (b)
1 2 ................ ..........  44 29 13 49 35 (b)
16 ................ ........... 31 20 8 35 25 (b)
20 ................ ..........  22 14 5 26 18 (b)
a Stumpage price assumption: $3 per cord at age 6; $4 per cord at age 9. 
b Negative value or loss.
The data in Table VIII show that careful site selection is vital for 
financial success. Assume perpetual rotations with wood income only 
and a 5 percent interest rate. The present net worth of an acre of cotton­
wood is $137 on a high site. Net worth on an average site drops to $65 
and to a negative value on low sites.
Table IX presents discounted net worths for pulpwood rotations 
where soybeans or corn are grown during the season preceding establish­
ment of the cottonwood plantation. Producers who are interested pri­
marily in wood yield find their investment opportunity vastly improved 
by using a crop-cottonwood combination to defray initial site-prepara- 
tion costs. Soybean and corn revenues for one year cover the cost of land 
clearing and cultivation.
The information on combinations is particularly relevant to the in­
vestor who allocates land to cottonwood production for a single pulp­
wood rotation. The crop-cottonwood rate of return on a high site would
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be approximately 16 percent for soybeans or corn, assuming that estab­
lishment costs for the cottonwood plantation could be partially charged 
to the agricultural crop and thus reduced to about $55. Variations in site 
continue to be critical, but even low sites provide 3-to-5-percent return 
when crop revenues and lower initial costs are considered. These areas 
would incur financial losses without crop inclusion on most ownerships.
T able  IX
Present discounted net worths in dollars per acre, pulpwood rotation 
(wood plus crop income*)
Single rotation
Interest Wood plus soybean income Wood plus corn income
rate High Average Low High Average Low
(Percent) site site site site site site
3 ...................... $128 $92 $59 $124 $88 $50
5 ...................... 110 79 52 105 75 42
7 ......................  95 68 46 91 65 37
9 ...................... 83 60 41 79 56 32
12 ...................... 69 50 35 65 46 26
16 ...................... 55 40 30 51 37 21
20 ...................... 46 34 26 42 30 18
* Stumpage price assumption: $3 per cord at age 6; $4 per cord at age 9. Agricultural 
data were obtained from Hammill and Woolf (1968).
For sawtimber rotations, present net worths were calculated at various 
interest rates for perpetual and single rotations on high, average, and 
low sites under the three pricing assumptions (Table X). Price Series A 
represents extension of current prices into the future with variations 
based on the quality of the sawtimber or pulpwood yielded at different 
ages. Price Series B gives prices predicted from the econometric model. 
Price Series C depicts results based on extrapolation of recent trends.
Regardless of the basis for anticipating prices, growing cottonwood for 
sawtimber appears more lucrative than growing pulpwood. This result 
is to be expected in light of current and anticipated stumpage price 
differentials. An owner who estimates his establishment costs to be $90 
per acre can expect a 9 percent, 12 percent, or greater than 12 percent 
return on a high site, depending on the future price. Single rotations, al­
though not as profitable as a perpetual series, provide favorable returns 
on high sites. As was true in pulpwood rotations, financial success is
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highly dependent on site conditions; even under the most favorable 
price assumptions (Series C), cottonwood planting rapidly becomes un­
profitable as site quality declines. Professional foresters’ and soil scien­
tists’ advice on site and soil characteristics is essential to financial 
success.
T able X
Present discounted net worths in dollars per acre, sawtimber rotation
(wood income only)
Interest Perpetual rotation series Single rotation series
rate High Average Low High Average Low
(percent) site site site site site site
Price series A*
3 ............ ....... 549 192 m 274 94 23
5 ............. ......  266 86 (b) 186 59 7
7 .......................  151 43 (b) 125 36 (b)
9 ............ ....... 91 20 (b) 84 20 <b)
1 2 _______ ......  44 3 (b) 45 4 (b)
16 ............ ....... 15 m (b) 16 <b> (b)
• Price series Bc
3 ............. ...... 1,021 345 80 485 163 65
5 ............. ......  499 161 25 330 106 35
7 ............. . .....  286 86 3 226 67 16
9 ............. ....... 176 47 (b) 154 42 3
12 ............. ......  90 18 (b) 86 17 (b)
16 ............. . .....  37 0 (b) 37 1 (b)
Price series Cd
3 ............. ......1,156 389 107 545 182 76
5 ................. ......  565 182 38 372 119 43
7 ............. ......  325 98 10 254 77 21
9 ............. ......  200 55 (b) 174 48 7
12 ............. ......  103 22 (b) 98 21 (b)
16 ............. ...... 43 2 m 43 2 (b)
* Pulpwood stumpage: $3 per cord at age 6; $4 per cord at age 9; $5 per cord at age 
12; $4 per cord at age 16; $3.60 per cord at age 20. Sawtimber stumpage: $24 per M bd 
ft at age 16; $26.11 per M bd ft at age 20.
(b) Negative value or loss.
'  Pulpwood stumpage as in Series A. Sawtimber stumpage: $44.23 per M bd ft at age 
16; $48.60 per M bd ft at age 20.
d Pulpwood stumpage as in Series A. Sawtimber stumpage: $50 per M bd ft at age 16; 
$55 per M bd ft at age 20.
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Table XI is similar to Table X except that income from one year of 
soybean production is included for single sawtimber rotations. As in the 
pulpwood rotation, production of soybeans and cottonwood is more 
profitable than wood production alone. Because most land clearing and 
cultivation costs can be charged to soybeans, an establishment cost of 
$70 per acre on a high site would earn 12 percent interest, even where
T able  X I
Present discounted net worths in dollars per acre, sawtimber rotation 
(wood plus soybean income)
Interest ______________Single rotation series__________ __
rate High Average Low
(percent) site site site
Price series A*
3 ....................................  298 117 42
5 ........................... ......... 209 82 25
7 ....................................  149 58 15
9 ........................ t...........  108 42 9
12 ......................... ........... 70 50 3
16 .................................. 43 40 1
Price series Bb
3 ....................................  503 184 82
5 .........:..........................  347 126 52
7 ....................................  242 88 33
9 .......................... .......... 172 63 21
12 ....................................  107 39 10
16 ....................................  61 23 4
Price series Cc
3 ....................................  561 203 93
5 ....................................  386 139 59
7 ....................................  269 96 38
9 ....................................  190 68 24
12 ....................................  117 42 12
16 ....................................  66 25 5
a Pulpwood stumpage: $3 per cord at age 6; $4 per cord at age 9; $5 per cord at age 
12; $4 per cord at age 16; $3.60 per cord at age 20. Sawtimber stumpage: $24 per M bd 
ft at age 16; $26.11 per M bd ft at age 20.
b Pulpwood stumpage as in Series A. Sawtimber stumpage: $44.23 per M bd ft at age 
16; $48.60 per M bd ft at age 20.
c Pulpwood stumpage as in Series A. Sawtimber stumpage: $50 per M bd ft at age 16; 
$55 per M bd ft at age 20.
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current prices are projected into the future. Returns are even greater if 
hunting rights are sold. Present net worth of corn-cottonwood produc­
tion is slightly less than that of soybeans and cottonwood.
Cotton and soybean production is an alternative land use on sites ca­
pable of supporting cottonwood plantations. To be as profitable a land 
use as cotton, cottonwood stumpage would have to soar to about $30 per 
cord for a pulpwood rotation or to combined prices of $12 per cord and 
$165 per thousand board feet for a sawtimber rotation. In the case of 
soybeans, cottonwood would have to increase to $13 per cord or com­
bined prices of $6 per cord and $72 per thousand board feet to provide 
equivalent rates of return on investments. Clearly, current market con­
ditions do not encourage cottonwood production on agricultural lands 
but conditions are changing.
Agricultural economists predict declining profit margins for both cot­
ton and soybeans. Cotton exports have decreased, and manmade fibers 
have captured a major share of the market. Further restrictions on cot­
ton acreage are anticipated and the domestic and world market prices 
are expected to converge. All of these factors imply decreasing profit­
ability in cotton production. Record high soybean supplies, declining 
growth in soybean use, and market inroads by substitute oils combine to 
limit financial rewards from planting that crop.
Other long-term factors that tend to limit agricultural returns may 
provide incentives for owners to grow timber on some portion of their 
lands. One such factor is the declining rate of gain in population, while 
farm output per unit of input continues to rise. Higher farm yields per 
acre in the face of stabilizing demand mean lower total returns from the 
land. Declining net returns and chronic farm surpluses induce shifts of 
land to forestry, where market expansion is predicted.
The U.S. Forest Service (1965) projected an increase in the southern 
hardwood cut from 7.0 billion board feet in 1962 to 10.1 billion board 
feet in the year 2000. In the Mississippi Delta, cottonwood should cap­
ture a growing share of this hardwood market. Cottonwood grows rap­
idly, is highly marketable, and may well be instrumental in restoring 
vigor to the forest economy of the Delta.
Discussion
Question: Are sawlogs based on Doyle Scale?
Mr. Dutrow: Yes, they were in this study.
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Question:
Mr. Stephens:
Mr. Dutrow:
How many acres of land are currently available and 
suitable for cottonwood production in the South?
I recall reading somewhere in one of the more recent 
timber surveys that cottonwood accounts for less than 
1 percent of the total volume of the other twelve 
southern states.
We at the station estimate that there are some 3,000,-
000 acres in the Mississippi Delta of the Deep South 
where cottonwood can be planted and expected to pro­
duce satisfactory yields. Currently in natural stands 
and in plantations there are only about 250,000 to
300,000 acres. It seems that the best we can hope to 
establish in plantations in the next ten years is about 
a million acres.
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OF SOUTHERN HARDWOODS
HARDWOOD SEED COLLECTION AND HANDLING
FRANKLIN  T. BONNER  
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
State College, Mississippi
INTRODUCTION
In a surprisingly few years a major proportion of the South’s timber 
stands will be artificially regenerated with selected or genetically im­
proved stock. Success with southern pines and high stumpage prices for 
certain species will spur efforts in hardwood stands. Intensive hardwood 
forestry will require better methods of seed production and handling 
than those available today.
The amount of time and money invested in producing improved lines 
dictates that all good seed be collected and that nothing happen during 
processing or treatment which will lower their quality. A lot is known 
about conifer seed but little about hardwood seed. Action, now, can 
solve some of the handling problems associated with hardwood seed 
before they become critical.
The following pages describe present handling procedures; we will 
learn which ones must be improved and which areas require additional 
knowledge.
SEED PRODUCTION
Seed yield data for hardwoods, either on a tree or on a site basis, are few 
and far between. The most comprehensive studies have been with oaks 
from the Appalachians (Beck and Olson 1968, Downs and McQuilkin 
1944, Tryon and Carvell 1962) and elsewhere (Minckler and Janes 1965, 
Christisen 1955, Gysel 1957, Sharp and Sprague 1967, Cypert and Web­
ster 1948, Heeren 1969). Data have also been published on sweetgum
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(Liquidambar styraciflua L.) (Fenton 1964, Kearney and Bonner 1968), 
yellow-poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.) (Carvell and Korstian 1955), 
and swamp tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora [Walt.] Sarg.) (DeBell 
and Hook 1969). All of these studies measured seed production in 
natural stands, and most of them revealed considerable variation in
production between trees and between sites.
At the current level of hardwood seedling production in southern 
nurseries, a lack of seed production data is not extremely damaging. Col­
lections from scattered and varying stands can usually furnish the rela­
tively small amounts of seed required.
As hardwood tree improvement programs come into their own, new 
information on seed production will be increasingly important. We will 
need to know which sites should be used for seed orchards. Although 
there are no conclusive data for any species, seed production is probably 
best on the sites where growth is most rapid. We will also need more 
precise information on seed production per tree and on the influence of 
cultural practices, such as fertilization and irrigation, on production.
Most hardwood species seem to be more consistent seed bearers than 
the southern pines. Good seed crops are the rule for green ash (Fraxinus 
pennsylvanica Marsh.), sycamore (Platanus occidentalis L.), and sweet­
gum, for instance. On the other hand, large acorn crops in a particular 
locality may be spaced three or more years apart.
COLLECTION
The single most important rule for gathering seed in natural stands is 
to collect only from the best formed and most vigorous trees. Though 
well known, this rule bears frequent repeating, because seed collectors 
often are inadequately supervised. Another standard precaution is to 
avoid trees that are isolated from other members of their species, both in 
open areas and in stands. Isolated trees are likely to be self-pollinated 
and usually do not bear many good seed. Their fruit crop may be heavy, 
especially if they are growing in the open, but the number of filled seed 
is likely to be low. Full seed from these trees are just as good as other 
full seed but there usually are not as many of them.
In natural stands, the tops of recently logged trees are still the cheap- 
est source of seed of most hardwood species. A little advanced scouting 
on timber sales is well worth the effort; the size of seed crop can be 
checked and the time of maturity can be estimated. Collecting just as the 
seed mature is most crucial for multiseeded fruits, such as sweetgum and
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yellow-poplar, because once released from the fruit, these seed are almost 
impossible to gather.
Of course, larger, single-seeded fruit, such as acorns or tupelo drupes, 
can be gathered from the ground under standing trees. Nevertheless, 
acorns can usually be obtained more quickly and cheaply from tops of 
logged trees. The ideal tree top is one that was felled just prior to nat­
ural abscission of the acorns. Most acorns are jarred loose as the tree hits 
the ground, and they can be scooped from beneath the branches. Acorns 
that remain on the branches usually can be easily picked by hand after 
a day or so of drying.
Gathering of immature seed is a big problem, particularly where free­
lance collectors and idle fire crews are depended upon. These people 
tend to pick early because they are anxious to fill their quotas as quickly 
as possible. Immature seed germinate poorly, if at all, and their use 
wastes nursery labor and bed space. Fortunately, there are good rules of 
thumb for timing collection of most species.
For sweetgum, collection is safest when the lustrous green color of the 
fruit head fades and the spines turn brown. These changes occur in Sep­
tember through October in central Mississippi. In southern Mississippi, 
fruit heads rarely change color (Wilcox 1966), but seed is good when 
collected early in September. We have found that seed from some trees 
are physiologically mature by mid-August, but I do not recommend col­
lecting that early.
Acorns are generally ready for collection when the micropylar end 
turns brown, usually in October. Mature acorns are heavy and have a 
bright color. Cup scars of cherrybark oak (Quercus falcata var. pagodae- 
folia Ell.) acorns, for example, may be bright pink, orange, or white. If 
collections are made under standing trees, the first acorns to fall should 
be discarded, as they are usually immature or insect-damaged.
Oaks cut too far in advance of natural acorn maturity present a prob­
lem. A certain amount of ripening will occur in acorns still attached to 
branches, but no one knows how much. The best rule of thumb when 
collecting acorns from the branches of recently logged trees is to take 
only those that slip easily from the cups. If the acorn must be twisted or 
tugged from its cup, it is probably not mature.
The samaras of both green ash and white ash (Fraxinus americana L.) 
can be collected when their green color fades to brown, usually in Oc­
tober in central Mississippi. If collection is postponed until the samaras 
are completely dried, the clusters will shatter easily. Under these circum­
stances, collection from logged trees is difficult.
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Figure 1. Changes in crude fat content and germinative capacity of sweetgum seed from a single 
tree in Oktibbeha County, Mississippi.
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Yellow-poplar seed have been expensive to collect, because for every 
good seed, five to twenty empty ones are collected. Picking cones from 
the tops of logged trees has been the best method for yellow-poplar, but 
timing is important. Cones picked while still green yield immature seeds. 
When the exterior carpels turn tan to light brown—usually in October 
in the South—the cones are ripe. Yellow-poplar will also stand some 
ripening on the branches after trees are cut but we do not know how 
much. Because cones that were too green when picked tend to turn 
much darker when they dry than do cones that dry naturally on the 
standing tree, very dark cones on tops of logged trees should be avoided.
A change in color indicates maturity of swamp tupelo fruit. The skins 
on unripe fruit are green and they are deep black-purple or black when 
mature. In the mid-South, maturity occurs in late October and Novem­
ber. When depulped, swamp tupelo seed may be pink, white, or black; 
all colors germinate equally well.
Sycamore fruit can be collected late in the fall. They persist on the 
trees well into winter before they disintegrate, and there should be no 
difficulty in obtaining plenty of seed after all other species have been 
gathered. Fruit may be collected any time after turning brown; this is 
usually in late October in the mid-South. Some crews gather sycamore 
fruit early and I suspect that some poor seedling stands have resulted.
Avoidance of isolated trees is particularly important for sycamore. In­
dividual trees vary widely in percentage of full seed per fruit, and the 
species is apparently highly self-incompatible (Beland and Jones 1967).
There are several new developments in tree seed collection that should 
be mentioned. At least in some species, seed maturity can be determined 
through chemical analyses. Crude fat content of noble fir (Abies procera 
Rehd.) seed and reducing sugar content of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 
menziesu (Mirb.) Franco) seed are being used to time cone collections by 
one company in the Northwest (Rediske 1967). Our research at State 
College indicates that crude fat content of sweetgum seed could be used 
to indicate maturity in this species. A concentration of about 25 percent 
is associated with good, complete germination (Fig. 1).
Another new development is artificial ripening of seed picked before 
maturity. This technique was first tested on conifers on the West Coast 
(Silen 1958, Krugman 1966) and was fairly successful. It will also work 
with sweetgum (Bonner 1970). Fruit heads picked as early as July 19 
were artificially ripened by moist storage at about 41 °F. until late Sep 
tember. Artificial ripening increased seed yields and seed quality for 
seed collected up until the middle of August. It is doubtful whether this
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procedure would be practical for extending the collection season for 
sweetgum on a production scale, but it could be used to salvage some 
seed when inexperienced collectors deliver immature fruit heads.
We have also tried artificial ripening of sycamore, green ash, and 
water oak (Quercus nigra L.). Of these three, only sycamore has shown 
any response and the benefits were too little to justify the method.
EXTRACTION, CLEANING, AND PROCESSING
Hardwood fruit and seed should, in most cases, be dried immediately 
after collection to avoid damage from molds and from overheating in 
confined storage. Air drying in shallow layers is the standard method, 
but artificial drying would probably work for most species. We have suc­
cessfully dried small lots of sweetgum and sycamore fruit in laboratory 
ovens at State College without any apparent damage.
Seed with naturally high moisture contents, such as acorns, pecans, 
and walnuts, can be placed directly into storage or stratification without 
drying. Excessive drying can be very damaging to acorns.
Mechanical macerators, either commercial or homemade, can be used 
to shake sweetgum seed from dried fruit heads, to break up sycamore 
fruit, and to shatter dried yellow-poplar cones. Some commercial models 
can be used with water to depulp fleshy drupes or break up fleshy, multi­
seeded fruits, such as Osage orange (Maclura pomifera (Raf.) Schneid.). 
There are good published descriptions of devices for cleaning sycamore 
seed (Webb and Porterfield 1969) and hulling walnuts (Churchwell 
1964).
It is desirable and sometimes necessary to remove trash, fruit remains, 
empty or defective seed, and unwanted seed appendages from seed lots. 
Seed extracted by wet maceration can usually be separated from un­
wanted materials by water flotation. Good acorns, walnuts, and hickory 
nuts should sink in water, and trash and empty seed can be easily re­
moved by flotation. If large numbers of these seed float, then samples 
should be cut open to be sure the floating seed are empty. Excessive dry­
ing can cause many good seed to float. If this problem occurs, a day or 
two in water may be needed to allow good seed to imbibe enough mois­
ture to sink.
Standard air-screen cleaners or aspirators for seed processing efficiently 
separate dry materials. Air-screen cleaners, for instance, are very effective 
for cleaning lots of sweetgum and sycamore seed.
Little attention has been given to processing hardwood seed to in­
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crease the proportion of sound seed in the lot. Two important species, 
yellow-poplar and sycamore, are plagued by great variation in the per­
centage of sound seed. The all too familiar result is practically no control 
over nursery bed density. With the advice of agricultural seed processing 
specialists at the Mississippi State University Seed Technology Labora­
tory, we have developed a technique for upgrading yellow-poplar seed 
lots. Dried and separated carpels are first dewinged in an oat debearder, 
and dust and wing fragments are removed in a large aspirator. The 
slightly polished seed are then run through a gravity separator to iso­
late the heaviest fractions, which contain most of the full seed. In a 
pilot test this past winter, we took 20 bushels of separated carpels that 
a cutting test showed to be 6 percent full and reduced them to 1.5 
bushels of dewinged seed approximately 50 percent full. The process­
ing recovered over 90 percent of all the good seed in only 8 percent of 
the original volume. Attempts to upgrade sycamore lots have not yet 
been successful.
STORAGE
Seed of most hardwood species must be stored through the winter if they 
are to be planted in the spring, and holding them for this length of 
time is seldom difficult. Major problems arise with long-term storage 
(five years and more), which is often needed to stockpile against poor 
seed years and to preserve germ plasm for breeding research.
All southern pine seed can be stored for at least ten years at 0°F. and 
a moisture content of no more than 10 percent without significant losses 
in viability (Barnett and McLemore 1970). These same conditions should 
also be sufficient for at least five years and probably longer for sweet­
gum, sycamore, green ash, yellow-poplar, and most other seed which can 
be dried to about 10 percent moisture without loss of viability. An ex­
ception to this rule is eastern cottonwood, which requires, in addition, 
low oxygen levels. Fresh cottonwood seed will keep for only about one 
week at room temperature; however, at storage temperature of 35° to 
40° F. their viability can be maintained for three to five weeks (Gam- 
mage and Maisenhelder 1960). Seed of cottonwood can be held for two 
to three years by reducing the moisture content to about 6 percent and 
storing at temperatures just above freezing under a partial vacuum 
(Holmes and Buszewicz 1958).
Seed with naturally high moisture content are very difficult to store 
for long periods. In acorns of the red oak group, for example, drying to
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a moisture content below 25 to 30 percent kills the seed, and so do stor­
age temperatures below freezing at any moisture content. Because red 
oaks are important timber species and good acorn crops are not pro* 
duced every year, acorn storage studies have high priority at the South­
ern Forest Experiment Station. Our best results have been obtained by 
raising the moisture content of the acorns as much as possible (45 to 50 
percent of dry weight), placing them in sealed plastic bags, and holding 
the temperature a few degrees above freezing. The acorns remain viable 
under these conditions, but they also tend to sprout in the storage con­
tainer. Research is currently aimed at preventing this sprouting.
In many hardwood species, seed lots with identical initial germinative 
capacities vary in their storage potential. A test is needed that will re­
veal differences in storage potential, indicating to the nurseryman which 
lots should be used quickly and which should be stored. Research has 
developed some promising techniques for agricultural seed. (Helmer 
1967) that may also be applicable to tree seed.
STRATIFICATION
Seed of many hardwood species exhibit internal dormancy, which is best 
overcome by moist stratification. This treatment does not turn a bad or 
empty seed into a good one; it merely brings good ones to the threshold 
of germination.
Most seed are now stratified in polyethylene bags without a moisture- 
holding medium, a method commonly called naked stratification. Be­
fore they are placed in bags their moisture content should be raised to 
the proper level by soaking in water, usually overnight, at room temper­
ature. Excess moisture should be poured off prior to refrigeration. Three 
or four days of soaking are required for hickory nuts and the water 
should be changed daily (Eliason 1965).
To maintain good aeration, bag walls should be no more than four 
mils. As an added precaution, bags should be turned over at least weekly 
and opened for airing every two or three weeks. Experience is lacking on 
the quantity of hardwood seed placed in each bag. The upper limit 
usually given for southern pines—25 pounds—should be applied to hard­
wood seed also, until data for individual hardwood species are obtained.
The best stratification temperatures for southern hardwoods are be­
tween 33 to 40° F. Freezing temperatures should be avoided.
Seed that mature in the spring, such as cottonwood and silver maple 
(Acer saccharinum L.), do not require any pregermination treatment. 
Information in the Woody Plant Seed Manual suggests the stratification
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of sycamore. We also recommended this procedure at one time. Recent 
tests have shown conclusively, however, that sycamore seed are not dor­
mant and do not require pregermination treatment. Our current recom­
mendations for length of stratification for some other hardwood species 
are:
Species Days of stratification
Sweetgum ......................................................................  14-30
Green and white ash ................................................ 90-120
Swamp tupelo................ .......................................overwinter
Yellow-poplar.......................................................  overwinter
Sweet pecan..................................................................  30-60
Water and willow oaks................................................ 60-90
Shumard, cherrybark, and Nuttall oaks...................... 30-60
If the stratification period is too long, seed of some species will germinate 
in the bags. Red oak acorns are prime examples.
Acorns of the white oak group should be sown in the fall. They put 
down a root system in the winter, and the shoot emerges the following 
spring. White oak acorns can be stored overwinter for spring planting 
but a loss in viability must be expected.
Stratification can be bypassed for all species by fall planting of un­
treated seed. If the seed can be protected against birds and animals dur­
ing fall and winter, the method is good. It is commonly done in northern 
nurseries and it is effective for red oak acorns in the South. Fall plant­
ing of untreated seed should also be strongly considered for the direct- 
seeding of hardwoods.
Effective stratification methods are available for all important species, 
but it is to be hoped that more can be done than merely to circumvent 
seed dormancy. Ideally, dormancy would be turned off or on as desired. 
The ability to turn it off would mean quick, uniform germination in the 
nursery bed and quick field germination for direct seeding. The ability 
to turn it on could mean easy storage for long periods of all tree seed. 
Research can provide the techniques that are needed.
CONCLUSIONS
It seems clear that knowledge about and methods for collecting and 
handling southern hardwood seed are adequate only because hardwood 
nursery operations are relatively small. It is embarrassing to compare 
the methods applied to hardwood seed with those for conifer seed. While 
mechanical tree shakers are used in southern pine seed-production areas,
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idle fire crews and free-lance collectors gather hardwood seed. Pine cones 
are processed with specially designed commercial equipment; hardwood 
fruit are spread on the ground to dry behind the barn and extracted and 
cleaned with homemade equipment. Nearly all equipment and opera­
tions in tree nurseries are keyed to pine seedling production. Hardwood 
operations are carried out on a hit-or-miss basis that often misses.
The situation demands a remedy. If we are serious about genetic im­
provement and intensive culture of hardwoods, we must improve our 
methods for producing, collecting, processing, and treating southern 
hardwood seed.
Discussion
Question: Is anyone collecting acorns on ground cloths?
Mr. Bonner: Yes, some nurserymen do this and it is a successful 
method if the cloths are put down at the right time.
The state of Illinois has a unique collection system. 
Cloths are spread under the tree and a man is sent up 
the tree with a sledgehammer; he beats the limbs with 
the hammer and shakes down the acorns. A tree shaker 
will also bring down a lot of seed.
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NURSERY PRODUCTION OF HARDWOOD SEEDLINGS
EUGENE E. TURNER  
Louisiana Forestry Commission
INTRODUCTION
The objective of every forest tree nurseryman is to produce large num­
bers of high-quality seedlings at the lowest possible cost. It is in the 
accomplishment of this objective that complexities reveal themselves to 
the nursery manager as he strives to grow seedlings which have the ca­
pacity for survival and growth after outplanting.
The planting stock used for the majority of southern hardwoods con­
sists of bare-rooted, 1-year-old (1-0), nursery grown seedlings. The pro­
duction of these types of seedlings is a year-round operation. No sooner 
are the last seedlings lifted and shipped, than all activity is concentrated 
on preparing the soil for sowing seed for the new crop of seedlings.
Numerous factors control the production of hardwood seedlings, but 
the strongest controlling factor is the availability of seed for the desired 
species. Fortunately, in some species there is never a complete crop fail­
ure but unfortunately in other species the gamut runs from successive 
years of no seed, through fair and good crops, to back-to-back years of 
bumper crops. The seed of some hardwood species can be stored for 
several years under regulated temperature and moisture conditions with 
little or no loss in germinative capacity. In other species the germination 
potential declines rapidly from the time of collection at maturity to 
periods of from two weeks to three months, even under controlled stor­
age conditions.
In addition to influencing the number of seedlings, seed are a very im­
portant element in the quality of seedlings grown at a nursery. The best 
seed make the best seedlings, the best seedlings make the best trees, and
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the best trees make the best seed. This cycle is both the nucleus and im­
petus of tree improvement.
The kinds and amounts of hardwood seedlings grown at a nursery 
are based on the demands of the planters for planting stock. The in­
crease or decrease of the annual supply provided by the nursery is a re­
flection of the interest shown by the planters in filling their needs.
Current hardwood nursery production at Louisiana Forestry Com­
mission nurseries includes the following species and amounts:
Species Amount
Cottonwood* ............................................ 900,000
Sycamore ............. .....................................  500,000
Cherrybark oak ______________________  75,000
Water oa k _________________ _________  25,000
White oak .................................................  15,000
Green ash .................................................  75,000
Sweetgum ...................... |.........................  50,000
Total ................................................. 1,640,000
* For cottonwood this includes 400,000 seedlings, 400,000 cuttings, and 100,000 rooted 
cuttings.
In pursuing the objective of producing sufficient quantities of the de­
sired species of planting stock to meet the requirements of tree planters, 
the commission has produced the following species since the hardwood 
nursery program was initiated in 1959:
Common name Scientific name
Cherrybark............................................  Quercus falcata var. pagodaefolia Ell.
Cow oak...................................................................... Quercus michauxii Nutt.
Live oak ......................................................................Quercus virginiana Mill.
Nuttall oak................................................ -_________Quercus nuttallii Palmer
Sawtooth oak........................................................ -....Quercus acutissima Carr.
Shumard oak ......................................................1_ Quercus shumardii Buckl.
Water oak ...............................................................................  Quercus nigra L.
White oak ............ I................................................................... Quercus alba L.
Willow oa k .........................................................................  Quercus phellos L.
Blackgum ........................................................................Nyssa sylvatica Marsh.
Tupelo-gum...................................................................-____Nyssa aquatica L.
Catalpa..................................................................  Catalpa bignonioides Walt.
Eastern cottonwood.......................................................Populus deltoides Bartr.
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Green ash_______
Southern magnolia
Sweetgum.............
Sweet pecan...........
Sycamore... ...........
Yellow-poplar.......
_____Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh.
.....................Magnolia grandiflora L.
................Liquidambar styraciflua L.
Carya illinoensis (Wangenh.) K. Koch
.................... Platanus occidentalis L.
. ............... Liriodendron tulipifera L.
Some of these species were custom grown in response to the requests 
of individual planters, who furnished the seed. Others were produced to 
fill anticipated demands. As interest declined for certain species, they 
were dropped from production. Some species have remained on the 
planting list since the beginning of the hardwood seedling program. 
Should planters indicate a need for species not in current production, 
plans will be developed to have the planting stock available in the im­
mediate future.
To grow the millions of seedlings and cuttings that are prerequisite to 
hardwood reforestation, the grower has to perform most carefully, in 
proper sequence, a number of precisely defined procedures to get the 
variety, quality, and quantity of desired planting stock. The nurseryman 
has to have a working knowledge of several sciences, including botany, 
dendrology, soils, pathology, entomology, metereology, and, of more im­
portance every day, chemistry. However, the forte of the nurseryman is 
patience. Sometimes it seems to him that luck and maybe astrology play 
roles in his operations. People operate a nursery, and it certainly is most 
beneficial if the nurseryman has a bit of the psychologist in him when 
directing the work force.
The results of the nurseryman’s efforts are visible within one year be­
cause he is involved with producing 1-0 stock. His mistakes show up 
very quickly, as do his achievements, and he is confronted each year with 
the challenge of growing a new seedling crop.
Ground Preparation
In late February or early March, ground preparations are completed. 
The ultimate goal is to have a planting bed perfectly prepared to receive 
the tree seed. The soil is worked with tractor-drawn disks and spring- 
tooth and spike-tooth harrows; it is loosened to a working depth of eight 
inches. This assures easy root penetration, good moisture retention, de­
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bris destruction, and elimination of weeds. All of these steps, when com­
pleted, result in the soil being in a good, friable working condition.
After the ground has been prepared, it is chemically treated with in­
secticides and fumigants. These treatments decrease or eliminate natural 
pests of the seedling stock. If allowed to remain or go unchecked, cut­
worms, white grubs, borers, armyworms, harmful bacteria, nematodes, 
and fungi could completely destroy a seedling crop. This is only a partial 
list of the natural pests and singularly or collectively their damage can be 
serious. All protectants are applied mechanically and thoroughly incor­
porated into the soil. It is necessary to seal them in with a drag or with 
a water seal provided by irrigation.
The development and use of agricultural chemicals is increasing at a 
rapid rate. Past strides have been tremendous. The manufacturers of 
agricultural chemicals claim that in the next ten years current agricul­
tural methods will be vastly outmoded. The further development of new 
chemicals will play the major role in this transition.
The progress made by the use of chemicals in the control of the dam­
age to seedlings has been tremendous and can be exemplified in the 
development of the control for the white grub (Phyllophaga sp.). The 
white grub is the larva of the June bug; it lives in the soil and feeds on 
the roots of the seedling, resulting in seedling mortality. In the past, 
nurseries have lost much of their stand because of white grub damage. 
A few years ago the only chemical in use for control of the grubs was 
carbon disulfide. This chemical was relatively ineffective and the dam­
age due to white grubs continued to be a problem. Then chlordane was 
introduced and for the first time grubs were controlled in the seed beds. 
Chlordane was applied to the soil prior to sowing at the rate of 6 pounds 
per acre for the first application with booster applications every two 
years. Chlordane was soon replaced by a newer insecticide, dieldrin. 
Dieldrin is applied at the rate of 1.5 pounds per acre. It is disked into the 
top twelve inches of soil, and because of its residual action, the chemical 
is effective for five or more years. White grubs that once devastated nurs­
eries have been eliminated as a nursery problem.
Insecticides are now undergoing a careful, detailed review as to their 
effects in the areas of mammalian toxicity, pollution, and ecology. In 
the future more sophisticated insecticides will be used with no deleteri­
ous effects on the environment.
Soil fumigation is a relatively new nursery practice. It is used to con­
trol two problems—weeds in seed beds and root-rot in seedlings. Hand 
weeding is a very expensive nursery operation and the use of herbicides
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has greatly reduced this cost. Soil-borne nematodes are microscopic or­
ganisms; many species feed upon the roots of seedlings and cause root- 
rot. Some soil fumigants are all-purpose in that they are herbicides and 
nematocides. The all-purpose fumigants used are methyl bromide, Va- 
pam, and Mylone.
Other fumigants are only nematocides. The fumigants used that are 
of this nature are D-D mixture, ethylene dibromide, and Telone. These 
nematocides are applied beneath the surface of the soil by a tractor- 
mounted soil injector. The chemical is pumped from a tank through 
polyethylene tubes to shanks where it is injected ten inches below the 
soil surface. The equipment can be calibrated for various rates of appli­
cation such as 30 gallons per acre of D-D mixture, 20 gallons of Telone, 
and 6 gallons of ethylene dibromide. After the chemicals are injected 
into the soil, fourteen days are allowed to pass before planting. This 
time interval is sufficient to allow the volatile chemicals to pass through 
and out of the soil. The soil is then disked and subsequent aeration re­
leases any remaining chemicals.
Eptam is used as a preplant chemical treatment. If it is for control of 
cocograss or nutgrass (Cyperus rotundus L.) along with other weeds and 
grasses, it is applied in liquid form by a tractor-driven sprayer equipped 
with a boom that is 18 feet wide and which has been fitted with nozzles. 
The material is applied to the surface of the soil and is immediately and 
thoroughly incorporated into the soil by cross disking and rototilling. 
After a waiting period of fourteen days the treated area is ready for sow­
ing of seed.
Bed Shaping
The seed bed, including water furrows, is six feet wide from the center 
of one furrow to the center of the other. The planting surfaces of the 
beds are four feet wide. The ideal length is 400 feet. Because of the nurs­
ery layout of roads, turn rows, etc., it is necessary to vary the bed length 
in ranges of 100 to 650 feet.
Water furrows are made with tractor-drawn, 12-inch, middlebuster 
plows placed six feet apart. The furrows are plowed to a depth of eight 
to ten inches, turning up the soil to provide for a good, flat, firm bed. 
The furrows aid in field drainage and provide space for equipment 
travel.
The beds are shaped with a tractor-drawn converted rototiller that is 
four feet wide. This machine completely mixes the soil and levels the 
surface of the bed at a height of eight inches to provide a finely pulver­
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ized sowing medium. Handwork with shovels and rakes is sometimes 
necessary at the end of each bed to complete the job.
Seed Treatment
Seed that are sown in the spring (sycamore, sweetgum, green ash, and 
so forth) are stratified in order to improve and hasten germination. The 
seed are immersed in a container of water to allow them to absorb a 
sufficient quantity of mositure. They are removed from the container, 
drained, and placed in a polyethylene bag. The sacks of seed are then 
placed in cold storage at a temperature of 35° to 38°F. The seed are kept 
moist but well aerated. Once a week the sacks are turned over to provide 
a balanced supply of air and moisture for all of the seed. Stratification is 
usually continued for thirty days.
Acorns are not stratified, because they are sown in the fall immediately 
after collection. Yellow-poplar is sometimes stratified in a mixture of 
sand and seed. The seed is stratified overwinter in a hole made in the 
slope of a creek or lake bank. The top of the mixture is covered with 
ten to twelve inches of sphagnum peat moss. A slight depression is left 
at the top of the hole for water absorption. Baldcypress (Taxodium 
distichum (L.) Rich.) seed are loosely packed in a burlap bag and then 
placed in water, usually a pond, for thirty days. A weight is tied to the 
sack to keep the bag entirely submerged.
Acorns are consumed by several species of birds indigenous to the 
Gulf South. Rain crows (Coccyzus americanus) are especially attracted 
to fall sown acorns during the early winter months when other food 
sources become scarce. Prior to sowing, the acorns are coated with the 
bird repellent, anthraquinone. The seed are first immersed in a mixture 
of latex and water which leaves an adhesive layer on the seed. The seed 
are removed from the liquid mixture and placed in a tumbler with the 
powdered anthraquinone: the gentle tumbling action coats the seed 
with the repellent. This treatment has eliminated depredation of the 
acorns by birds.
Sowing
Hardwoods are propagated in the nursery by the sowing of seed and 
the planting of cuttings.
The acorns of all oaks are sown in the fall as soon as possible after 
collection. The fall sowing of acorns improves germination, because un­
detected acorn weevils (Curculio sp.) within the acorns can reduce the 
amount of germination in a seed lot while it is in storage or in over­
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winter stratification. The fall sowing of seed also reduces the work load 
during spring. Germination of the unstratified fall sown acorns begins 
early the following spring.
The small-seeded species such as sycamore, sweetgum, green ash, and 
tupelo-gum are stratified and sown in early spring. Cottonwood seed is 
sown immediately after collection in late spring and is not stratified 
prior to planting.
Almost all hardwood seed is sown by hand. This increases the cost of 
planting. Several types of planting machines have been adapted to mech­
anize the sowing of hardwood seed but, because of the variation in seed 
size, no single machine has been successful with all hardwood species. Ex­
cellent results have been obtained with some of the small-seeded species 
by using a modified fertilizer distributor to broadcast-seed one bed at a 
time.
The decision to sow broadcast or in drill rows on the bed is based on 
the nurseryman’s objectives and experience. One factor that must be 
considered is the weed and grass problem in the seedling production 
area. Labor costs for hand weeding continue to increase each year. No 
tools can be used among the seedlings when they are grown broadcast on 
the bed. Drill rows offer the possibility of using hand hoes as well as 
tractor-mounted hoes or cultivators to eliminate the weeds and grass 
from between the rows of seedlings.
Sweetgum and baldcypress are resistant to herbicidal oil and with the 
postplanting use of this herbicide for weed control, these species can be 
grown either broadcast or in drill rows.
Small-seeded hardwoods are usually grown in drill rows with four rows 
planted on each bed. During 1970 oak seedlings will be raised in beds 
that contain only three rows of seedlings. The wider spacing between 
rows will permit the use of cultivating equipment suspended from the 
tractor. This will result in a lower density per square foot of bed space 
than when four rows are planted; however, the use of mechanical culti­
vation should reduce the cost of weeding.
The density per square foot is determined by the spacing required for 
optimum seedling development. This spacing varies between species but 
generally the range is 12 to 15 seedlings per square foot. The great vari­
ation in size of seed requires care in planting in order to assure the cor­
rect density of the various species. Sycamore, for example, has 200,000 
seed per pound. In order to secure the desired spacing of seedlings, one 
pound of sycamore seed must be evenly distributed over approximately 
2,500 linear feet of bed space. In comparison, Nuttall oak has 100 seed
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per pound. This species must be sown so that one pound of acorns is 
equally distributed over one linear foot of bed space.
Seed germination tests provide a guide for determining sowing rates 
so as to obtain the best utilization of the area. When the rate is decided, 
much care must be exercised in controlling the sowing so as to provide 
an even, uniform stand with no overcrowded or thinly populated areas 
on the seed bed.
The seed of all species are pressed into the soil with a tractor-pulled 
roller. In addition to making for excellent contact with the soil, this also 
prevents wind and rain from dislodging the seed. Rolling the bed also 
provides a thin soil covering for seed that are in drills.
After sowing, the beds are covered with a protective mulch of dried, 
chopped pine needles. The mulch helps retain moisture in the soil and, 
in addition, offers some deterrent to birds and protects the shoulders of 
the beds from eroding. The pine straw mulch is applied to a thickness of 
approximately .25 of an inch with a converted manure spreader drawn 
by a tractor.
Propagation of cottonwood by seed is accomplished differently from 
that of other hardwood species. The beds are fumigated with methyl 
bromide for weed control. Waterproof kraft paper supported by wooden 
stakes is lined along the sides of the bed to a height of twenty-four inches. 
This provides a windbreak to prevent the seed from blowing off the bed. 
A lightweight cord is strung from the wooden stakes in a crisscross pat­
tern twenty inches above the bed surface. The freshly collected cotton­
wood catkins, usually with half opened capsules, are hung on the string: 
as the capsules open, the seed fall to the bed surface. The beds are 
slightly irrigated with overhead sprinklers each afternoon until germi­
nation is complete; most of the seed will germinate within three to four 
days. If a satisfactory stand is not evident at the end of four days, addi­
tional catkins are collected and hung to furnish seed to attain the re­
quired density.
Recent work indicates that cottonwood seed can be cleaned by run­
ning the catkins through a hammer mill and seed cleaner. The seed are 
then sown broadcast on the beds. This eliminates the need for construct­
ing the windbreak and catkin holders. A mulch is not applied to the beds 
which have been planted to cottonwood seed.
Cottonwood cuttings, twelve inches long and from y8 to s/4 of an inch 
in diameter, are obtained from year-old stems. Smaller sizes are not used, 
as they dry out excessively after planting and contain insufficient food 
reserves for good growth. The cuttings are planted, in January or Feb­
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ruary, one foot apart on elevated or flat rows spaced three feet apart. 
Just prior to planting, a soil chisel mounted on a tractor and set to a 
depth of ten inches is pulled down the rows.
Irrigation
Once the seed are planted, every effort must be made to assure proper 
germination and growth conditions. The beds are kept moist during the 
30-day germination period. Spring rains supplemented by the use of the 
irrigation system make this possible. Likewise during the growing sea­
son, the irrigation system is used to supplement normal rainfall. Water­
ing is reduced from September on to allow the plants to "harden off” ; 
this improves the physiological qualities of the seedlings.
Plant Protection
The protection of planting stock from diseases, insects, birds, and 
weather begins before the seed are sown and continues until the seed­
lings are shipped.
Harmful soil organisms, such as fungi and nematodes, are controlled 
by presowing applications of the various fumigants. Other control meas­
ures are applied as the seedlings develop and become susceptible. Ap­
proximately three days after sowing, the nursery beds are sprayed with 
fungicides to prevent damping-off. This is done with a tractor-drawn 
sprayer that is capable of spraying three beds at one time. This spraying 
continues at 10-day intervals for a total of six applications until the seed­
lings are no longer susceptible to postemergence damping-off.
Cutworms and the lesser cornstalk borer (Elasmopalpus lignosellus 
Zell.) that were not controlled by the preplanting application of insecti­
cides are controlled by spraying the seedlings with chlordane, DDT, or 
malathion. Aphids and the parasitic fungi that cause leaf blight on oaks 
can be readily controlled by spraying with a malathion-captan mixture.
Cottonwood seedlings are more susceptible to insects and diseases than 
are the other hardwoods. Several kinds of insects feed upon cottonwood 
and their damage can be severe. Cottonwood borers and cottonwood 
leaf beetles can do heavy damage to the seedlings. Cottonwood borers 
are controlled by coating the end of the cutting with 44 percent Thimet 
powder. This treatment protects the seedlings for one year. During sub­
sequent years 35 pounds per acre of 10 percent granular Thimet is ap­
plied as a side dressing to the stubbles of the plants after cuttings have 
been harvested. Cottonwood leaf beetles are controlled by weekly spray­
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ing of dieldrin, malathion, chlordane, or Sevin during the period of May 
to September.
Defoliation of cottonwood may be caused by a rust fungus of the genus 
Melampsora. The symptoms are yellow spots on the underside of the 
leaves and dark brown patches on the upper surface. This fungus is con­
trolled by frequent applications of Phaltan.
Weeding
Weeds and grass must be controlled in the beds and rows of hardwood 
nursery stock. Unfortunately, hand weeding is still the main method of 
keeping the beds free of weeds and grass. The wider spacing of drill rows 
on the bed permits some use of hand hoes and tractor-mounted culti­
vators, thereby reducing the cost of weeding.
The carefully controlled application of preemergence herbicides per­
mits the use of certain types of chemicals for weed control. Postemer­
gence herbicides that can be applied as foliage sprays without causing 
damage to hardwood seedlings have not been developed. Extensive field 
tests of the jellied form of methyl bromide are being conducted this 
year in several nurseries. The use of this form of methyl bromide re­
quires no covering to hold the volatile material in the soil, thus greatly 
reducing the cost of its use as a herbicide. Mylone is used for chemical 
control in sycamore. It is applied to preshaped beds either in the fall or 
spring, prior to the planting of sycamore seed.
Eptam, used in conjunction with other herbicides, has given good 
weed control. It is applied as a two-season treatment. During the first 
season it is applied at the rate of 2 gallons per acre just prior to planting 
of the cover crop. The following year 1 gallon per acre is applied to the 
seed bed area just prior to preparation of the beds. An additional herbi­
cide (Treflan, Dymid, or Dacthal) is applied after the seed have been 
sown, but prior to the application of the pine straw mulch. This type of 
herbicide treatment controls a wide variety of weeds and grass and 
greatly reduces the population of cocograss.
Immediately after the planting of cottonwood cuttings, the rows are 
sprayed with Alanap. This herbicide controls the early germinating 
weeds and delays start of mechanical cultivation. Several cultivations are 
required during the first year to keep the rows clear of other vegetation. 
In the second year of production only one or two cultivations may be 
necessary. During the third year the rapid growth of the seedlings from 
the older rootstock eliminates the need of cultivation for weed control.
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The use of preemergence herbicides and subsequent hand weeding 
provides the best weed control at the lowest cost. Where possible, the 
use of mechanical cultivation further aids in weed control and reduces 
costs.
Cultural Practices
If the seedlings are not growing well, fertilizer, usually only nitrogen, 
is applied to induce growth. If a small area is to be treated, a one-bed 
mechanical fertilizer distributor is used to topdress the seedlings. Larger 
areas are fertilized by applying a water soluble form of nitrogen (ammo­
nium nitrate) through the irrigation system.
The growth of seedlings can be regulated to some extent by adding or 
withholding water. The rainfall pattern during latter part of the grow­
ing season has a decided influence on the effectiveness of the use of irri­
gation to control seedling development. Seedling height growth can be 
controlled by top and root pruning. Newly developed chemical growth 
retardents are being tested to restrict the seedling growth to the most 
desirable height.
Cottonwood Improvement
The production of cottonwood cuttings at the commission nurseries is 
being converted exclusively to improved strains. Several clones, obtained 
from the Southern Hardwoods Laboratory at Stoneville were propa­
gated in the nurseries until a sufficient quantity was produced to warrant 
distribution to planters. Nursery cuttings produced from stems obtained 
from selected trees in South Louisiana are now available to planters. 
Selections have been made from these nursery grown plants which ex­
hibited resistance to the Melampsora fungus. Cuttings of several clones 
from various geographical sources throughout the world are being ex­
perimentally grown at a commission nursery as part of a cooperative 
program with the Louisiana State University’s School of Forestry and 
Wildlife Management.
Improved cottonwood cuttings are grown in a nursery area in a 3-crop 
cycle. At the end of the first year the cuttings are harvested and the sec­
ond crop is grown from the root stock which remained after the cuttings 
were removed. This procedure is repeated to provide cuttings for the 
third year. The area is cleared of the root stubbles and prepared anew 
for growing cuttings to renew the 3-year cycle.
If fertilization is necessary during the cycle, the fertilizer is applied 
through the irrigation system or by side dressing.
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Soil Management
Soil texture is extremely important in the successful operation of a 
nursery. A sandy loam soil with a silt and clay content of 15 to 25 per­
cent is considered the best because it can be worked during the fall, 
winter, and early spring.
Hardwood species are generally tolerant of a wide variety of soil con­
ditions. Nursery areas having different soil conditions are delineated for 
treatment as separate sections in the soil management program. Annu­
ally, in October, representative soil samples are taken of the A (surface 
to 10 in.) and B (10 in. to 18 in.) soil horizons and analyzed. Based on the 
results of the soil tests, the necessary action is taken to bring the soil 
fertility up to the desired levels. The pH of the soil should not be greater 
than 6.5 nor below 5.5. Lime is added as needed, prior to sowing the 
cover crop.
As a result of crop rotation, areas not devoted to seedling production 
are sown to summer cover crops. Peas are not used for cover crops be­
cause their use increases the incidence of root-rot in forest tree seedlings. 
Soybeans are not grown as a precaution against the possible increase in 
the populations of the soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines 
Ichiriohe). Crotalaria sp. and Sesbania sp. are two excellent summer 
cover crops that provide large amounts of organic matter when turned 
under. In addition, their use tends to reduce the nematode population.
Organic matter content of the top soil should not be below 1.5 per­
cent, preferably not below 2.5 percent. Sawdust is used to maintain or­
ganic matter. A 1-inch layer of sawdust, 135 cubic yards per acre, is 
disked into the soil prior to planting of the cover crop. Soil nutrients 
necessary to maintain the desired soil fertility are generally added during 
the cover crop portion of the crop rotation cycle. This provides the opti­
mum soil conditions for the proper growth of the forest tree planting 
stock at the time of sowing.
Inventories
Inventories of hardwood seedlings are taken in the spring by June 15 
and again in the fall, usually immediately after the first of November. 
Cottonwood cuttings are inventoried when they have reached maturity, 
which is late October or early November. The results of the inventories 
indicate the number of each species available to the planters.
Lifting
Seedlings are lifted during the winter months when the young plants
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are dormant. The tap roots of the seedlings are cut at a depth of ten 
inches with the tractor-drawn lifter blade. After the lifter blade has 
passed through the bed, the lifting crews ease the seedlings out of the 
soil and shake the soil from the roots. The seedlings are placed in tubs 
for transportation to the grading room; to protect the seedlings from 
drying out, a tarpaulin is placed over the tubs on their short trip from 
field to grading room. All necessary precautions are taken to prevent the 
seedlings from drying during the lifting, grading, counting, and packing 
operations.
Cottonwood stems are harvested by hand labor using cane knives or 
machetes. A circular saw, mounted on a tractor, is also used to cut the 
stems near ground level. The long stems are transported to the grading 
shed, where they are trimmed into 20-inch cuttings by a mechanically 
operated multiple-saw.
Grading
The guidelines that have been established to determine plantable 
hardwood seedlings vary according to species. In the establishment of 
plantable seedlings standards, consideration has to be given to type of 
planting site and method of planting.
The following standards are used at the present in selecting plantable 
seedling for certain hardwood species:
Root collar diameter Height
Species Inches Inches
Oaks _______________ _________________ 1/8—1/2 8-36
Cottonwood _______________ __________  6/32 8-36
Sweetgum ------------------------------------------  5/32-1/2 8-36
Sycamore________________________ ____ 5/32-1/2 8
Green ash................ .................................  5/32-1/2 8-36
Tupelo-gum..............................................  6/32-1/3 8-36
The size standards for cottonwood cuttings are: 20 inches in length and 
s/g to y4 inch in diameter at the small end. Different specifications, based 
on an agreement between the planter and the commission, may be used 
for custom-grown seedlings.
Packing
Seedlings are brought from the field to the grading room where 
graders separate the plantable seedlings from the culls. The acceptable
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seedlings are placed on a conveyor belt in groups of ten and are carried 
to the end of the table where they are removed and packed in groups of 
one hundred seedlings until the packers have composed a bale of the 
desired number.
The standard hardwood seedling bale of two thousand seedlings is 
comprised of alternate layers of wet peat or spaghnum moss and seed­
lings. This is encased in a waterproof wrapping of kraft paper with a 
glass-and-fibre-reinforced asphalt interliner. For additional strength, a 
wooden stick is inserted and the bale is tied with two steel or plastic 
strappings.
Bales of different species of hardwoods may contain different amounts 
per bale because of variation in seedling size. When a bale of two thou­
sand seedlings is too heavy or bulky, it is reduced so as to contain only 
one thousand seedlings. Bales other than these sizes are packed in mul­
tiples of five hundred seedlings.
The 20-inch cottonwood cuttings are placed twenty-five to the bundle; 
they are also available in lengths of 40, 60, or 80 inches.
Shipping
Bales of seedlings are moved into the storage area to await shipment. 
If the seedlings are to be stored more than forty-eight hours, they are 
watered at intervals of every five days. Under proper storage, seedlings 
can be held in bales for thirty days with no harmful effects.
As the bales of seedlings are loaded on trucks for shipment, 2-inch-by- 
3-inch wooden sticks are placed between each layer of bales to insure 
proper aeration. The loads of seedlings are covered with tarpaulins to 
prevent drying. Pickup trucks can haul 25,000 to 40,000 seedlings, 2-ton 
trucks can haul up to 250,000, while transport trucks haul as many as
500,000 to 800,000 seedlings.
Planters should notify the nurseryman immediately if the planting 
stock is unsatisfactory so that corrective action can be made. A delay in 
registering complaints leaves little opportunity for remedial steps.
SUMMARY
Much progress has been made in developing nursery techniques for pro­
duction of hardwood seedlings; however, much more needs to be done. 
Developments are needed in mechanical equipment and agricultural 
chemicals so that their use can reduce the cost of nursery production.
The postemergence herbicides presently available can be used only
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when applied as directed sprays to weeds, with special precaution taken 
to avoid hitting the hardwood foliage. The close seedling spacing on the 
beds makes this a difficult undertaking. A selective herbicide is needed 
that can be sprayed over the entire bed without damage to the hardwood 
seedlings.
The task of growing quality seedlings is a constant challenge. Initially, 
morphological qualities were the criteria for quality seedlings; later, im­
provements in physiological qualities became the goal. More recently, 
improvements in the genetic makeup of the seedlings has become the 
standard of quality.
The success of the nurseryman’s efforts is not measured by the num­
bers of seedlings produced but rather by the numbers of seedlings that 
survive and contribute to the overall development of the forests of the 
South.
Discussion
Question: 
Mr. Turner:
Mr. Briscoe:
Question:
Mr. Turner:
If the spring flood hits my cottonwood plantation, is 
there anything I can plant in June?
We do not now have such seedlings, but one day we 
will. Hardwood seedlings store well in cold storage; 
there is no sprouting whatsoever and when they are 
planted, all they need is moisture. Although we do not 
have anything at the present, we are certain that if the 
demand is there, we are going to supply it eventually. 
Related to the question is the concept of regeneration 
by use of tubed seedlings, which may give you seed­
lings to plant in June if the water is too high in April. 
Can you describe the dormancy characteristics of saw­
tooth oak seed? Who uses the sawtooth oak seedlings 
that you produce?
We have not observed dormancy in sawtooth oak seed. 
We obtain and plant the acorns in the fall. This plant­
ing procedure results in natural stratification and our 
production has been quite good. We grow sawtooth 
oak seedlings under a cooperative program with the 
Soil Conservation Service. Perhaps Mr. Fallin can tell 
us who plants the seedlings.
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Mr. Fallin:
Question:
Mr. Turner:
The seedlings are planted by various cooperators of 
the Soil Conservation Service as potential mast-pro­
ducing trees for wildlife.
In your slide presentation you showed pictures of cot­
tonwood cuttings being transported on trucks without 
a covering. In order to avoid drying, would it not be 
better to cover them?
We would like to see that every seedling and cutting 
which leaves the nursery is covered with a tarpaulin 
or a suitable covering. Some planters feel that a cover 
is necessary to protect the planting stock from wind 
and sun; others are of the opinion that the covering 
causes the seedlings and cuttings to heat excessively, 
especially on bright, sunny days. We have the planters 
sign a statement that the shipping of planting stock 
without a covering is at their risk.
PLANTING OF HARDWOODS
J. W IL L IA M  JOHNSON  
School of Forest Resources 
North Carolina State University
INTRODUCTION
Any consideration of hardwood tree planting is like a long, dark road 
with a lighted window at the end. It is depressing to know that planted 
trees live but do not grow; that plantations maintain their identity but 
are submerged in natural regeneration; that planting is costly, with re­
turns few and small or else distant in time. It is heartening, on the other 
hand, to think that the problems appear to be solvable and that there is 
a real need for their solution. Planting programs will be the surest path­
way to gains from tree improvement, and there are substantial acreages 
of hardwood sites that will have to be planted if they are ever again to 
be really productive. Finally, tree growers need to be able to plant hard­
woods with routine and satisfactory results simply because they do not 
know what form future silvicultural or economic conditions will take, 
and have to be ready for anything. Who among us would have predicted 
in 1940 the size of the present-day southern pine planting program? In 
short, a great deal more needs to be known about hardwood planting 
than can be actually used at the moment. Every skill that can be mus­
tered will be used, sooner or later, as demands for hardwoods continue, 
particularly if the land base that is devoted to hardwood forestry con­
tinues to be reduced.
There do indeed seem to be distressingly few good examples of hard­
wood planting to report, nor is there even much current research to 
cover. While there may be more going on than is actually known, it may 
be the general feeling that enough is known about hardwood planting 
and that available time and effort can better be spent in other research. 
In any case, it is necessary to consider some of the basic concepts involved
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in hardwood planting and to discuss, at least in general terms, a few of 
the absolute essentials for successful artificial regeneration of these spe­
cies. Hopefully, the sections that follow will channel our thinking about 
some of the basic problems. There are few specifics to pass on, other than 
die obvious.
SPECIES DIFFERENCES
It must be first noted that there are tremendous silvical differences be­
tween the many species of trees called “hardwoods” and that these dif­
ferences are important when it comes to planting. More than that, too 
many of us are likely to be exhibiting unknowingly the pine-planting 
syndrome. We know how to plant the southern pines and we do this in 
a routine and successful manner and we assume that the criteria for hard­
wood planting success are the same. If they are, it is fortuitous. Beyond 
the obvious requirement that all seedlings be healthy and vigorous, the 
conifers and the hardwoods may have little in common. This is not to 
say that a great deal cannot be learned from the long history of pine 
planting. It is necessary, however, that we be able to think in what may 
be a completely new dimension when it comes to planting hardwoods.
Carrying this a step further, it is necessary to understand the differ­
ences between the hardwoods as such. There is no reason whatsoever to 
assume that the planting practices for sweetgum, for example, will be 
the same as those for the oaks; yet such assumptions are often made. It 
was learned early in the game that longleaf pine (Pinus palustris Mill.) 
must be handled quite differently than loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) if 
plantings were to live and thrive. As complicated as it may be, we must 
work out the vital information for hardwood planting species by species 
if we ever hope to be successful with it. Some of the tremendous differ­
ences between species are emphasized by the way seedlings must be han­
dled. We literally butcher the root systems of sycamore with good results, 
but we have to baby yellow-poplar or black walnut (Juglans nigra L.).
We may not be close to all the necessary understanding of species dif­
ferences. These differences make even discussion of the subject difficult. 
When I mention “hardwood planting,” I may be thinking about sweet­
gum while you have in mind sycamore. We are likely to spend as much 
time laying the ground rules as we should be playing the game.
SITE SELECTION
The foregoing leads naturally into a consideration of what is certainly
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the most important single factor in the establishment of successful, vig­
orous hardwood plantations—site selection. There is nothing new in 
this. Practically every reference on hardwood planting either states or 
implies as much, and many of us have had personal experiences that 
have driven home the importance of site characteristics and the frequent 
difficulty of spotting differences between sites. The extremes are obvious. 
I have measured sweetgum that grew four feet in height the first season 
after outplanting and, quite nearby, on an older terrace of the same ma­
jor drainage, sweetgum that was to all appearances healthy but that had 
grown less than three inches its first year. There are countless similar ex­
amples, some much more predictable but many completely unexpected.
One major problem here, it seems, is the fact that most hardwoods 
will live almost anywhere they are planted, at least over a great range of 
site characteristics. Mere survival is not enough. The time and expense 
of establishing a plantation must be rewarded with productivity at least 
equal to that from the planting of other species or else from some alter­
native use of the land. An off-site hardwood planting can be a cruel de­
lusion. We are proud of the initial survival and we expect normal or 
even vigorous development, which simply does not materialize. We are 
deluded by our experiences with the pines, which surge ahead in growth 
after the single year that it usually takes for seedlings to recover from 
the transplanting shock and which develop adequately over a wide range 
of sites. We keep waiting for this surge of growth with our planted hard­
woods and, unless the site is right, it simply does not happen, at least not 
within an allowable span of time. The presence of hardwoods on a site 
is no real indication of its potential for planted trees even of the same 
species. Trees of merchantable sizes might well have dawdled along over 
long numbers of years in their early life. Even intensive stem analyses 
may not reveal whether this was a result of crowded stand conditions 
during those years or inherent site limitations.
In short, hardwoods are planted at a considerable risk unless there is 
confidence that the planting site is appropriate for the species being 
used. Site specifications are being worked out. One important example 
might be the soil suitability classifications described by Broadfoot (1964). 
These classifications are indicative of what has been done and what is 
needed.
The problem of site selection is accentuated by an increasing desire 
to grow hardwoods for specific purposes, such as pulpwood, on sites 
that can be logged during wet or dry seasons. A great many of the pulp 
and paper companies have established pilot plantings on such sites and 
are continuing to do so. You may know of the Cooperative Hardwood
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Research Program at North Carolina State University, in which some 
twelve pulp and paper companies, along with one lumber company and 
a state forest service, are participating. Much of the research under way 
deals with planting and, more specifically, with site preparation treat­
ments that could improve characteristics needed for best growth of seed­
lings. This work is being done in close cooperation with another similar 
but newer program, the North Carolina State Forest Fertilization Co­
operative. Just how successful all this will be in extending the range of 
sites over which hardwoods can be planted and grown remains to be 
seen.
SITE PREPARATION
Site preparation, like site selection, has come to be considered one of the 
essentials for successful hardwood planting. Its role is a dual one, how­
ever, and its functions should be clearly understood and differentiated 
in the interests of holding costs to a minimum. Site preparation is usu­
ally the most costly single operation in artificial regeneration. While 
false economies here are foolhardy, excessive and needless work can 
doom any hope of reasonable financial returns.
The first function of site preparation is that of changing and improv­
ing physical and microtopographic conditions for seedlings. The second 
is controlling competition and preparing the area for postplanting culti­
vations that maintain this control. As to the first function, the condition 
that most often needs correction is compaction of the soil, largely as a 
result of logging or routine farming practices (if the site is a former field) 
that led to loss of structure or formation of hardpans. In this regard, the 
problems connected with old-field planting can be severe but correctable. 
R. D. Heeren has described to me a hardwood planting in an old peanut 
field that failed initially. The field was subsoiled and replanted. Heeren 
reports outstanding results for the first season.* Similar conditions have 
led Arend and Scholz (1969) to note that abandoned agricultural fields 
or old pastures are not necessarily the best sites for planting oaks in the 
Lake States, in spite of the requirement of oak seedlings for full sunlight 
if they are to develop well. Rather, they declare, the ideal sites will be
recently logged sawtimber stands.
Unfortunately, the better hardwood sites, even if forested, are prone 
to compaction because they are composed mainly of silt and silt loam 
soils. Heavy logging equipment and particularly logging operations dur-
• Personal communication from R. D. Heeren, Senior Research Forester, Hardwood 
Research, Union Camp Corporation, Franklin, Virginia.
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ing wet seasons can result in substantial degrade of aggregate structure. 
Fortunately, this degradation is not permanent and will be reversed with 
normal development of natural forest cover; however, this reversal proc­
ess may require more time and cost than can be tolerated in a plantation 
economy.
Competition control in the course of site preparation is uncompli­
cated. One important point should be remembered, however—the better 
the site, the more tenacious the competition and the more difficult its 
control. A less-than-complete treatment may simply cultivate the unde­
sired plant species and increase its harmful effect.
Site preparation usually involves one or more cultivations with heavy 
disk harrows or choppers, depending on the nature of the soil, its tillage 
condition, and the quantity and form of vegetation present. The first 
disking should be complete. Based on tillage conditions and amount of 
vegetation present, subsequent diskings might reasonably cover only the 
planting strips, if these can be laid out and followed.
Bedding or ridging can be used in hardwood plantings. The technique 
is used extensively in pine planting, with spectacular results in terms of 
increased development of seedlings. It has been extrapolated to hard­
wood planting use, often with equally good results on sites where excess 
water is a problem. Bedding apparently does two things: (1) it raises the 
microtopography where seedlings are to be planted and thus improves 
drainage and assures a more hospitable environment for tree roots; and 
(2) it concentrates topsoil and organic matter in a relatively narrow zone, 
to the obvious and immediate benefit of seedlings planted in that zone. 
If the planting site is a deep alluvial soil, rich in nutrients and normally 
free from flooding or standing water, there would seem to be little point 
in bedding. Not that there is anything wrong with it, from the standpoint 
of the seedling. Bedding may actually be a good way to make the second 
disking on that portion of the area where seedlings will be planted.
Finally, with respect to bedding, the fact cannot be overlooked that 
this form of site preparation will make subsequent mechanical cultiva­
tion of plantations extremely difficult, if not impossible. The benefits of 
ridging, therefore, must be carefully weighed against the possible need 
to cultivate after planting. Cultivation after planting will be essential 
for certain species on certain sites.
PLANTING TECHNIQUES 
When plantings fail to survive or develop as we think they should, the
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first suspect is the planting technique. If it is unfair always to lay the 
blame here, it at least emphasizes the point that planting technique is 
important, especially with the hardwoods. I had hoped to assemble new 
and interesting information about actual planting practices and I am 
disappointed that this has not been possible. The factors that were 
known to be critical five or ten years ago remain so and not much has 
been added to the list. The main problem, I suspect, is that present tech­
niques are about as simple and inexpensive as we can imagine. It is 
rather obvious that different ones will be expensive, and we shy away 
from anything that will add to the cost of an already costly task.
I have mentioned the tenderness of some hardwood seedlings and the 
care with which they must be handled. It does seem that the exact oppo­
site of this care is the way we make a slit, cram into it the roots of a seed­
ling, and then mash it shut. We do this routinely and apparently get 
away with it—or do we? I suspect the last word has not been written. We 
may yet find that how we plant will have a great deal to do with growth 
and productivity, no matter what the species or the site. I must add that 
some very recent work by Union Camp in Georgia and South Carolina 
shows that sweetgum requires no more care in planting than loblolly 
pine.* Only shallow planting actually proved detrimental, reducing sur­
vival and height growth of both sweetgum and pine.
Although there is nothing really new about it, the drastic root and top 
prunings that are carried out with some of the hardwoods are interest­
ing. Sycamore, for example, seems to endure this sort of treatment with 
no ill effects; rather, the severely pruned seedlings prove to be much 
easier to handle, which means that the planting job can be more care­
fully done (Briscoe 1969).
In summary, about all that can be said about planting techniques is 
that seedlings should be treated and set out so that their root systems can 
resume as quickly and as vigorously as possible the growth that will en­
able them to come in contact with sources of soil moisture and nutrients. 
The heavy nature of most good hardwood soils and the slit-planting 
technique work against us here. We must become knowledgeable of the 
limitations of individual species and learn how to work within them.
PLANTING STOCK
Nursery grown hardwood seedlings must be strong and healthy, with
* Personal communication from Barry F. Malac, Union Camp Corporation, Savan­
nah, Georgia.
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root systems disturbed as little as possible in lifting and handling. Per­
haps all that needs to be added to what was covered in a previous paper 
is that repeated observations have shown gross size as indicated by root- 
collar diameter to be directly related to subsequent development. Ordi­
narily, a root collar diameter of .3 of an inch is considered the minimum 
for almost all species. You will recognize that this rough rule of thumb 
will be too large for many species and too small for others and that it 
imposes a harsh but necessary restriction on number of seedlings per 
square foot of nursery bed. It is not likely that seedling size standards 
can be relaxed, but size restrictions must be worked out for individual 
species in view of site, site treatments prior to planting, and cultural 
operations during the early years of plantation existence.
One of the most interesting prospects in reducing damage to root sys­
tems is the production and planting of tubed seedlings. According to 
Jones (1967), a 4:2:1 mixture of vermiculite, soil, and peat was a good 
planting medium. His study showed that tubes made of kraft paper with 
a water-resistant, nontoxic adhesive were adequate. The advantages of 
the tubed seedling method of planting are obvious: seedling root sys­
tems are undisturbed either in the process of growing or transplanting, 
planting can be carried out during most of the year, nurseries as we know 
them are not needed, there is a chance to develop more efficient plant­
ing machines, and others. Major disadvantages would seem to be in­
creased cost of seedling production and the small size of plants at the 
time they must be planted. This last factor will mean that site prepara­
tion both for planting and subsequent cultivation must be more com­
plete and, therefore, more costly. Research to date does not indicate ex­
tra growth and development that would outweigh these disadvantages.*
CULTURAL TREATMENTS
Unfortunately, from the cost standpoint, it appears that an absolute re­
quirement for successful hardwood planting on most sites is cultivation 
of seedlings, at least through their first growing season. The growth of 
weeds, grass, vines, and sprouts on good hardwood sites is so vigorous 
that newly planted seedlings cannot compete without cultivation. The 
intensity of cultivation for cottonwood has been described in a previous 
paper. I expect that equally intense operations will be needed for other 
species as well.
The role of site preparation in the control of competition has been
• Personal communication from J. S. McKnight, U.S. Forest Service, Stoneville, 
Mississippi.
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alluded to before. It is obvious that intensive treatment can reduce the 
amount of postplanting work needed and that it is essential for mechan­
ical cultivation. The prospects for anything other than mechanical culti­
vation are not good. Handwork is almost out of the question now, and 
selective herbicide treatments remain costly, or uncertain, or, nowadays, 
unethical. Thus, it appears that machines of one type or another must 
be relied on. The picture is not brightened by the fact that the most 
severe competition to hardwood plantings on hardwood sites is vines. 
All in all, the best bet seems to be intensive site preparation prior to 
planting to reduce the costs of cultivation even if it does not remove the 
need for it.
Two more dreary thoughts with respect to cultivation. It may well be 
physically impossible on many of the wetter hardwood sites and, even if 
machines can be used, there is a very real chance of severe and lasting 
damage through soil compaction in the course of the work. Selective 
herbicides may yet have to be used.
SUMMARY
I am afraid I have not painted a very rosy picture of hardwood planting 
prospects, and yet I feel that these prospects are not as unpromising as 
they may seem. Most of the problems are not really overwhelming. We 
should be able to surmount them with intensive research and careful 
and skillful operations, much as we overcame what must have seemed 
equally insurmountable obstacles in the early days of pine plantings. 
That hardwoods other than cottonwood can be planted and that they 
will live and develop satisfactorily is nowhere better indicated than in a 
pictorial article by Broadfoot and Krinard (1961). Their illustrations 
showed the following average sizes:
Dbh Height
Species Age Inches Feet
White oak ...................... 21 9.2 50
Yellow-poplar .................. 25 8.8 63
Sweetgum ........................ 17 5.2 42
Swamp chestnut oa k ...... 21 6.9 45
These and other illustrations all attest to the real possibilities of hard­
wood plantations on the proper sites.
I have discussed some of the reasons for planting hardwoods and the 
need to focus our thinking on individual species rather than “hard­
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woods” en masse. The overriding importance of site selection and the 
absolute need for site preparation, proper techniques of planting, and 
postplanting cultural treatments have all been mentioned. You will note 
that some very important matters, such as fertilization, protection, stand 
development, and above all, economics, have not been treated. They 
should be—somewhere, sometime.
Finally, I wish to make clear my feeling that the need (present and 
future) for this wood resource, the limitations that we are already facing 
in the land area that will be allocated to its production, and the possi­
bilities of increased productivity and higher quality through genetic im­
provement make it imperative that we perfect our abilities in planting 
as in all other areas of hardwood silviculture and management.
Discussion 
Question: 
Mr. Johnson:
Mr. Briscoe:
Do any species other than sycamore show favorable re­
action to root and/or top pruning?
I cannot answer with respect to root pruning, because
I am not that familiar with it. In order to provide for 
easier handling of seedlings, top pruning has been 
made routinely in other species with apparently little 
damage.
Almost every species that I know of has been top 
pruned successfully and there is hardly a nursery that 
does not root prune without planning to at the time 
seedlings are lifted.
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INTRODUCTION
Prior to the 1940s, hardwood genetics research, though old and respect­
able, consisted of isolated and independent work. Scholarly reviews of 
the literature seldom achieved an adequate synthesis and almost never a 
program. But after World War II a definite pattern of research emerged, 
first in pine and then in hardwoods, the purpose of which was to put 
knowledge in the context of potential use. This pattern includes the in­
vestigation of natural variation in species, analysis of geographic vari­
ation, and progeny testing and related breeding research. We will survey 
these three key aspects of tree improvement in southern hardwoods.
NATURAL VARIATION
The concept of natural variation is inherent in all studies defining the 
limits of morphological variation allowable within the species concept. 
Such studies may furnish the tree breeder with clues to the origins of 
variation in the species which interest him or provide other information 
that will prove useful in developing breeding procedures (Ernst 1963, 
Makarova 1957, Palmer 1948). But when R. A. Fisher devised the statis­
tical procedure for partitioning variation, he provided tree improvement 
workers with a means for answering the question Is the game worth 
the candle?” The investigator can partition the total observed pheno­
typic variation into components attributable to location, stand site, and 
finally a residual tree-to-tree variation. Then, if tree-to-tree variation is
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large relative to the other sources, he can assume that some part of it, 
perhaps a substantial part, is genetic in nature.
Taylor (1963) reported significant between-tree differences in yellow- 
poplar fiber length in a small sample of trees. In a larger sample, which 
included material from the Coastal Plain, he found that differences in 
specific gravity were largely accounted for by tree-to-tree variation, al­
though mountain stands tended to differ from those of other provinces 
(Taylor 1965). Kellison (1967) found that tree-to-tree variation in specific 
gravity of yellow-poplar far exceeded the variation among any other 
sampling units, including region, areas in region, and stands in areas. 
Stand differences were important, though, and he tentatively suggested 
that a Lower Coastal Plain population might be a distinct “acid soil” 
ecotype. Girard form class showed no significant differences for any sam­
pling unit. In a study of yellow-poplar trees from eastern Tennessee and 
southeastern Kentucky, there was very little variation in fiber length but 
large tree-to-tree differences in specific gravity (Thorbjornsen 1961).
In sweetgum also, most variation in wood properties appears to be 
accounted for by tree-to-tree differences. This is true of fiber length, 
although geographic areas also influence this property (Webb 1964, 
Hunter and Goggans 1969, Johnson and McElwee 1967). Water-resistant 
carbohydrates, alpha cellulose, and interlocked grain also vary greatly 
from tree-to-tree, although stands have a significant effect on interlocked 
grain (Webb 1964). Hunter and Goggans (1968) also investigated color of 
heartwood, specific gravity, and periodic diameter growth. While geo­
graphic location and environmental patterns affected the last two, most 
of the observed variation was between trees.
Recently, sycamore has occasioned much interest by its rapid juvenile 
growth and an apparent adaptability to a wider range of sites than cot­
tonwood. Taylor (1969) found significant tree-to-tree differences in spe­
cific gravity, cell diameter, fiber length, and proportion of ray tissue in a 
stand near Newellton, Louisiana. Schmitt and Wilcox (1969), studying 
twelve sycamore characters in three Lower Mississippi Valley popula­
tions, concluded that differences between trees within stands accounted 
for most of the trait variations. Nevertheless they observed highly sig­
nificant stand differences in height, diameter, straightness, limb diame­
ter, specific gravity, and fiber length. Form class, live crown percent, and 
crown radius were seemingly little affected by stand conditions.
Investigations of specific gravity and fiber length in cherrybark oak 
(Farmer and Nance 1969) and in water tupelo (McElwee and Faircloth 
1966) revealed a pattern similar to that in other species. Most of the ob­
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served variation could be attributed to differences between trees within 
stands, but a significant portion was associated with stands.
It is clear from these studies that ample tree-to-tree variation exists in 
all the species examined. In this respect the data correspond to those 
from studies in pine. But it is also clear that site and geographic location 
may contribute substantially to observed variation. Simple mass selection 
in wild populations of hardwoods may be difficult, especially because 
phenotypic correlations between the same characters (except height and 
diameter) often differ significantly from stand to stand (Schmitt and 
Wilcox 1969).
GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION
Progeny of Geographic Populations in Test Plantations
For present purposes, studies of geographic variation are distinguished 
from those of natural variation in that (1) the variation pattern observed 
is not that of the source locations per se but rather that of progenies 
from the locations, and (2) the variation pattern is studied in two or 
more environments. While studies of geographic variation are usually 
undertaken to determine safe limits of seed movement, they are often 
capable of yielding genetic information that may have a decisive effect 
on tree improvement programs (Stern 1964).
Analyses of geographic variation in Europe are for the most part older 
(e.g., Kienitz 1887 cited in Rohmeder and Schonbach 1959) than those 
undertaken on this continent. A review of the earlier European seed- 
source studies, chiefly with beech and oak, may be found in Rohmeder 
and Schonbach’s text (1959). These authors note, for example, that stem 
form of beech progenies, regardless of parent type, may be influenced by 
site manipulations that alter growth rhythm. Stern (1962) simultaneously 
examined two sympatric birch species and showed that the variation in 
cessation of height growth for geographic regions and subpopulations 
within regions was quite different for the two species. In particular, he 
provided a plausible genetic explanation for the observed variation be­
tween subpopulations within a region.
For most of the important southern hardwoods, studies of geographic 
variation have been established only recently but some results are avail­
able. Provenance research in yellow-poplar has been summarized by Wil­
cox and Taft (1969). Apparently no range-wide test results are available, 
but data from several climatic and physiographic areas support the con­
clusion that geographic populations are optimally adapted to their cli­
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matic zones and do poorly outside them. The evidence is particularly 
convincing with respect to frost damage. Genetic adaptation to photo­
period (Vaartaja 1961) must account, at least partially, for climatic ad­
aptation. Subpopulations within climatic or physiographic zones differ 
significantly among themselves, and the differences are often not consist­
ent from planting site to planting site (Farmer et al. 1967).
When sweetgum seed from a range-wide (17° to 40° N.) collection, in­
cluding the Mexican disjunct population, were germinated and grown 
in a programmed set of photoperiodic and temperature environments, 
juvenile fiber length decreased and specific gravity increased with an in­
crease in latitude. The response to the imposed environmental regimes 
was marked in the United States population, but not in the Mexican. Al­
though specific gravity and fiber length exhibited a clinal trend, proge­
nies from the same source frequently differed significantly in these char­
acteristics. It was apparent that photoperiod and temperature mediated 
fiber length and specific gravity responses which were consistent with 
climate at the source, but that fiber length in the Mexican sources re­
sponded positively to increased temperature while the clinal inverse re­
lationship prevailed in the United States populations (Winstead 1968).
Somewhat in contrast to these results, seedlings from eight sources on 
a latitudinal transect in North Carolina from the Coastal Plain to the 
Piedmont varied in specific gravity with little relation to source. Corki­
ness and defoliation, by contrast, were related to climate at the source 
(Roberds 1965). Wilcox (1968) investigated the stratification require­
ments of sweetgum seed from eighteen stands in Mississippi, Alabama, 
and Louisiana. He found a clinal pattern that could be associated with 
source climate, although the most southern sources (31° N) germinated 
faster and required less stratification than all others.
Webb and Farmer (1968) found that sycamore germination rate and 
stratification requirements also were related to seed source, but no clinal 
pattern was evident. A range-wide test of sycamore, including six seed 
sources, was planted at Baton Rouge, Louisiana (Fogg 1966). Although 
the sources varied little in survival after two years, they displayed small 
but significant differences in height. Although the local source grew best, 
a Pennsylvania source performed almost as well.
Five sycamore stands, at roughly equidistant points from the head to 
the mouth of the Chattahoochee River, were sampled and the progenies 
planted in south Mississippi by the present authors. This river runs more 
or less directly north to south. After the first growing season there was no 
evident source effect, but progeny differences in height were significant 
in two sources. Date of foliation showed a clearly clinal pattern (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Average foliation date of sycamore (in days after March 31, 1968), as related to distance 
from head of Chattahoochee River to mouth. Data are from one stand at each of five localities.
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T he source near the head of the river completed foliation ten days later 
than the source at the mouth. There were also highly significant differ­
ences among families within sources. The pattern is what we could ex­
pect even for this “short cline” (Kaskurewicz and Fogg 1967) and is of 
interest because of its clearly genetic origin and possible relation to 
growth. There was no relationship between date of foliation and subse­
quent growth, but the first-year data may be unreliable in this respect.
In  a unique study embracing most of the range of white ash, W right 
(1944) distinguished three ecotypes—southern, intermediate, and north­
ern-based on winter kill, height growth, and foilage characters. Chro­
mosome investigations showed that a polyploid series exists in the south­
ern part of the range.
Red oak provenance tests have been established in both Europe and 
this country. The European data from 8-year-old plantings are of inter­
est because distinct German seed source differences occurred in  height 
growth, foliation, and form (Krahl-Urban 1966). Thus, the writer sug­
gested that there are races of red oak in North America. These results 
confirm seedling data from Kriebel’s (1965) test in this country. Kriebel 
provided two analyses, one for a range-wide collection in which distinc­
tive provenance differences in first-year height occurred, and one for a 
geographically limited collection in which family differences in height 
within sources were more important than source differences. He con­
cluded that some consideration should be given to geographic origin 
even after rejection of the more extreme sources.
In  Europe, Leibundgut (1969) found useful mildew resistance in oak 
both between and within geographic sources. These differences may be 
related to leaf structure and phenology. As United States research on 
hardwoods progresses, it is likely that analyses of geographic variation 
will provide our first sources of pest-resistant material.
PROGENY TESTS AND BREEDING EXPERIMENTS
We will omit reference to investigations on floral biology and breeding 
techniques. Reliable breeding techniques exist for all our important 
hardwoods except oaks. Nevertheless, relatively little breeding research 
has been undertaken.
The type of results that can be expected from breeding research is in­
dicated by a small diallel crossing experiment in birch (Tigerstedt 1966). 
The chief conclusions were: (1) general combining ability (the progenies 
of one tree were consistently superior regardless of mating partner) was 
the chief source of genetic variance in height growth; (2) maternal effects
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tended to disappear with age; and (3) genetic variation was at least partly 
influenced by progeny age.
Controlled breeding in yellow-poplar has shown that distant crosses 
produce more viable seed and thriftier seedlings than close-neighbor 
crosses (Carpenter and Guard 1950, Stairs and Wilcox 1966). There is 
also an indication that a rather simple type of incompatibility mechan­
ism operates in this species (Boyce and Kaeiser 1961, T aft 1966). The re­
search is worth pursuing, as it has potential for analyzing the genetic 
substructure of yellow-poplar populations.
Controlled crosses of sweetgum have been made in a number of loca­
tions but for some time, breeding information, particularly heritability 
estimates, will be derived from open-pollinated progeny tests. For exam­
ple, Wilcox (1970) reported moderate to strong heritability estimates for 
height, diameter, form (ratio of tree height to crown diameter), and foli­
ation date for consecutive years to age three. The data were obtained 
from two plantings, one near Gulfport, Mississippi, and one near Green­
ville, Mississippi. Each planting contains forty progenies from selections 
within an 80-mile radius of Gulfport. The Gulfport planting maintained 
a significant height advantage, even though site and climatic conditions 
might well be considered more salubrious for sweetgum at Greenville.
T he Southern Hardwoods Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi, and 
the Institute of Forest Genetics, Gulfport, Mississippi, have 6-year data 
from the above study as well as 1- and 3-year data from another wind- 
pollinated progeny test of sweetgum that differed from the previous one 
in three important respects: (1) selections were from six sources ranging 
from Tennessee to mid-Alabama, (2) they included phenotypically “se­
lect” trees as well as random selections, and (3) half-sib progenies were 
established on two sites at one location (Greenville). Results from both 
these studies will be published in detail elsewhere, but some rather ob­
vious aspects of the analyses are worth mentioning because they illus­
trate how important planting location and site are in genetic tests.
Table X II shows the analysis of variance for height of 6-year-old 
sweetgum trees at two locations and for combined locations. In  the com­
bined analysis the mean variance for location requires no significance 
test because it is much larger than any of the other sources of identified 
variation. If one were to pursue a component analysis one would find 
that the family component of variation in a combined analysis becomes 
very small and that the heritability estimate approaches zero. Neverthe­
less, the family component at each location would be modest, but quite 
respectable.
A similarly large effect for site was found in first-year heights of open-
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pollinated progeny originating at a number of locations but planted on 
two sites at one location. T he analysis of variance is shown in Table 
X III. T he mean square per families is larger than in the previous test. 
Much of the variation between families is attributable to the location of 
the parent trees, for example, a heritable seed-source effect. W ithin seed 
sources there was no apparent height difference between the progenies 
of phenotypically “select” and randomly selected trees. An analysis of 
the data obtained at the end of three years has not been completed, but 
a ranking of the data suggests that the expected difference has not ma­
terialized in the 2-year interval between measurements.
T a b l e  XII
Analysis of variance for height of a 6-year-old progeny test 
of open-pollinated sweetgum
Location 1 Location 2
Source N R | RLSi D J\ M.S.
Family................................—. 39 9.721 39 2.316
Error....................................... 156 4.272 154 1.652
Combined
D.F. M.S.
Location ......................... .......................... ......  1 3,149.567
Replications per location......... ,................ . 8 79.434
Family .................................... ..........................  39 7.263
Family X location........................................... 39 4.864
Family X replication per location...............  310 2.959
T a b l e  XIII
Analysis of variance for height of a 1-year-old progeny test of 
open-pollinated sweetgum at two sites near Greenville, Mississippi
Site 1 Site 2
Source D.F. M.S. D.F. M.S.
Families................................... 80 36.95 80 87.76
Effective error... .... ..............  640 3.05 640 5.87
Combined
~H>W. m!s!
Site ................................................................... I 1 22,580.69
Families ............................................................  80 1,141.88
Site X families ............................................... 80 105.17
Error ................................................................  1,280 4.46
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_ T he large effect of planting site and planting location raises the ques­
tion whether some families performed better in one situation than the 
other. There was some such effect if we consider families from one source 
planted at two locations. Here we find that the rank correlation between 
families, though significant, is very low. For example, the best family at 
Greenville ranked fourteenth at Gulfport; however, when we compare 
families at the two Greenville sites, the results suggest a simple scale 
effect, for example, one site appears to be uniformly poor with respect to 
the other. Here the rank correlation coefficient between families is very 
high. Indeed the rank of the first six families is essentially the same on 
both sites.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As for the research required to support hardwood tree improvement 
programs, it should be patterned after that which has served the pine 
program, at least in the sense that key questions, important to the success 
of the program, are formulated and research directed in an orderly man­
ner to obtain the answers.
There will be, of course, some important modifications from the pine 
research pattern. For one, it seems unnecessary for applied breeders to 
engage in investigations of “natural variation” if the object is simply to 
ascertain the magnitude of tree-to-tree variation for various characters. 
Every species thus far investigated appears to have ample genetic varia­
tion. The objective is to exploit it—not study it.
Studies of geographic variation, on the other hand, should be an im­
portant feature of hardwood programs. Some of the evidence suggests 
locally different gene pools linked to others within the provenance, as 
Stern (1964) predicted. Provenance differences also will be quite impor­
tant, but range-wide tests, though desirable, will require resources not 
readily available in most applied programs.
Analyses of geographic variation will also provide breeding popula­
tions. The rapid initiation of breeding research is critically important. 
T he progress in pine has been due more to efficient mass selection in 
wild populations than to breeding research. Hardwood populations, 
however, vary so much in composition and structure that there is no rea­
son to believe that mass selection in wild populations will be either easy 
or efficient. Consequently, more effort should be devoted to establishing 
sizable breeding populations rather than to refining phenotypic selec­
tion in wild populations. Whatever the selection method, tests of open- 
pollinated progeny should be established at least as soon as the selections
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are vegetatively propagated into orchards. These tests should preferably 
be based on at least two seed collection years. Progeny tests, too, serve as 
breeding populations from which second-generation selections can be 
made.
In  short, we feel that gains from second generation selections in hard­
woods will be far greater than those achieved from initial mass selection 
in  wild stands. Consequently, it behooves hardwood breeders to establish 
breeding populations as rapidly as possible, for in the long run  remark­
able and valuable genetic gains can be achieved in southern hardwoods.
One last thought. If there is a single most important aspect of a hard­
wood breeding program, it is the choice of species with which to work. 
This is not entirely or even largely a research consideration, because 
information on volume, state of technology, and market requirements 
must influence the decision. But certainly the existing research informa­
tion, particularly that bearing on nursery techniques, planting methods, 
and plantation management, should be a factor. Close coordination of 
silvicultural and genetics research is essential. Finally, there will be a 
natural temptation to include a number of species in the program. As 
Mergen suggested in 1963, it is prudent to restrict the research and breed­
ing effort to a limited number of species in order to insure the program 
continuity and success.
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INTRODUCTION
Epicormic branches account for a high percentage of defects in many 
commercially important forest trees. European foresters have been con­
cerned with epicormic branches in managed hardwood stands since the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Foresters in America first 
became cognizant of the problem in the early 1900s as virgin hardwood 
forests diminished and second-growth stands became the primary source 
of lumber.
Many observations have been made in recent years on the incidence 
of epicormic branches in various species. Hedlund (1964), for example, 
in studying a 9-county area in the North Louisiana Delta found that 
epicormic branches occurred on the second log of 72 percent of the saw- 
log-sized trees examined. Their presence caused degrade in 40 percent 
of the logs sampled, and, of course, 23 percent was lowered two or more 
grades. In  an earlier study, Bryan (1960) traced approximately one-fourth 
of all the defects causing degrade in Piedmont hardwoods to the pres­
ence of epicormic branches.
Primary defects are not the only problem associated with the presence 
of epicormic branches. Such branches are usually short-lived and upon 
dying provide points of entry for disease and insects that cause more 
serious secondary defects. Biisgen and Munch (1929) report a higher in­
cidence of canker fungi on epicormic branches than on ordinary shoots 
in beech. In  other species various pathogenic fungi appear to infect such 
branches more readily than they do vigorous lateral branches.
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ORIGIN OF EPICORMIC BRANCHES
Quite an extensive literature has accumulated over the years concerning 
the origin of embedded buds and the formation of epicormic branches 
in woody plants (Biisgen and Munch 1929). Many of the earlier observa­
tions were made by horticulturists working with fruit trees because of 
the role of axillary buds in fruit production (Hahne 1926, Chandler 
1925, 1947). Buds embedded in the bark of branches and stems are re­
ferred to by most workers as dormant buds. Such buds, however, are ac­
tive during much of the growing season in laying down new leaf and 
scale primordia and in keeping pace with the radially expanding cam­
bium. For this reason, we prefer to use the term “suppressed buds,” 
rather than dormant buds, to indicate their intermittent periods of meri- 
stematic activity.
Suppressed buds originate in different ways among species. In  some 
trees a single axillary bud remains inhibited and within a few years be­
comes embedded in the bark by the radially expanding tissues. In  other 
trees the axillary buds may produce additional buds in the axils of their 
basal bud scales which become embedded in the periderm as suppressed 
buds (Fig. 3). In  such cases the original axillary bud may develop into a 
lateral branch or it may eventually abort, leaving behind one or more 
embedded scale buds (Stone and Stone 1943). In  still other trees, super­
numerary buds at different nodes may remain inhibited long enough to 
become enveloped by the expanding bark.
In  addition, but more rarely, adventitious buds which form in some 
species may become embedded in the bark and later give rise to epi­
cormic branches. Nests of such buds have been observed in water oak 
and white oak in association with proliferated ray cells in the cambial 
zone (Fig. 4A) (Kormanik and Brown 1967). Suppressed buds which orig­
inate from adventitious buds can be easily recognized by the extent of 
their vascular trace. Unlike axillary or accessory buds, whose vascular 
trace extends back to the primary xylem near the pith, the traces of ad­
ventitious buds extend back into the secondary xylem only to the point 
and time of origin.
Once buds are embedded in the bark, they may give rise to additional 
buds in the axils of their bud scales. In  some species the apical meristem 
of the original suppressed bud may abort or become damaged, releasing 
one or more of the axillary scale buds resulting in repeated forking of 
the original vascular trace (Fig. 4B) (Chandler 1925, 1947, Hahne 1926, 
Kormanik and Brown 1964). Thus, a single suppressed bud on the pri­
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mary twig may become the progenitor of numerous suppressed buds as 
the stem increases in size with age. In  one study, more than thirty sup­
pressed buds were found on a 15-inch section of a sweetgum stem only 
five inches in diameter (Kormanik and Brown 1964). Such repeated pro­
liferation of suppressed buds while still embedded in the bark pyramids 
the incidence of degrade in many valuable forest trees.
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF BUD INHIBITION AND PVT Ttaqtt
T he physiological mechanism controlling the inhibition of suppressed 
buds is usually attributed to the action of basipetally transported auxin. 
Girdling the stem by removing a band of bark or cutting into the stem 
to sever the phloem and cambium usually releases the suppressed buds 
from inhibition below the girdle or wound (Fig. 5A). This response is 
usually accepted as evidence that the inhibition has been removed by 
blocking the downward movement of auxin. This explanation is per­
haps too simple. For example, W ard (1966) found that the number and 
distribution of epicormic branches following thinning of dominant and 
codominant white oak and black oak (Quercus velutina Lam.) were more 
closely related to the number and distribution of pretreatment live 
branches than to the level of residual stand density or to vigor of the 
sample trees. If auxin were the major factor in controlling the inhibition 
of suppressed buds, then one would expect those trees with the greatest 
number of live, vigorously growing branches to produce the highest con­
centrations of polarly transported auxin and thereby possess the least 
number of epicormic branches. In  addition, Kormanik (1969) found that 
girdling stems just before bud break in early spring (before the cambium 
became active and while the levels of diffusible auxin were low) was 
more effective in releasing the suppressed buds of sweetgum, green ash, 
and several oaks than applying the treatment in late spring after leafing 
out. Also, girdles applied in late summer were usually less effective than 
those applied in spring. These results indicate that a stronger type of 
inhibition, not wholly dependent upon polarly transported auxin, de­
velops in embedded buds during the growing season which may require 
a period of winter rest to overcome.
Pruning of lateral branches, even large branches on older trees, re­
leases the suppressed buds associated with that branch by presumably 
removing or lowering the levels of basipetally transported auxin at that 
locus (Fig. 5B). Following girdling or pruning, one wonders if the syn­
thesis of bud promoting substances such as cytokinins and gibberellins
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is increased in the inner bark just proximal to the girdle or pruned 
branch which, accompanying the decrease in auxin concentration at this 
point, brings about the eruption of suppressed buds. For example, Sachs 
and Thim ann (1967) have shown the role of cytokinins in the release of 
lateral buds from inhibition in herbaceous plants, and a similar mechan­
ism seems to exist in woody plants (Zimmermann and Brown 1970).
The problems associated with bud inhibition and their subsequent 
release in woody plants are considerably more complicated than in her­
baceous plants because the time interval between the initiation, inhibi­
tion, and ultimate release of inhibited buds may extend over many years, 
involving periods of dormancy and changing nutritional levels within 
the tree. Thus, overall nutrition and levels of growth factors (auxins, 
cytokinins, and gibberellins) interacting with each other and with natu­
rally occurring inhibitors determine whether a bud remains suppressed 
or released from inhibition. Any external factor of the environment or 
any applied treatment such as girdling and/or pruning which suddenly 
causes a shift in the balance or levels of these substances most often re­
sults in the release of such buds to form epicormic branches.
ERUPTION OF EPICORMIC BRANCHES 
FOLLOWING STAND DISTURBANCE
Sudden release and exposure of hardwood trees following partial cut­
tings usually result in the eruption of epicormic branches along differ­
ent portions of the bole. The degree and pattern of branch eruption 
varies among species, and environmental factors such as light, tempera­
ture, soil moisture, or nutrition have been associated in one way or an­
other with the release of suppressed buds from inhibition. Conceivably, 
a favorable increase in any of the above factors through its effect on in­
ternal physiological processes would enhance overall tree vigor, resulting 
in increased mobilization of food and inorganic nutrients in previously 
inhibited and quiescent buds.
Although numerous field observations have been made on the inci­
dence of epicormic sprouting following stand disturbance, virtually noth­
ing is known about the quantitative effect of any specific environmental 
component, because meaningful, controlled experiments have not yet 
been undertaken. Therefore, in the discussion to follow concerning the 
influence of a given environmental factor on the eruption of epicormic 
branches, certain deductions are made from general observations follow­
ing thinnings or experimental exposure of trees.
F ig u re  3. Scale b u d s  a t  base o f severed  la te ra l  b ra n c h  o n  1-year-old 
s tem  o f sw eetgum . B o th  b u d s  w ill becom e e m b e d d e d  in  th e  b a rk  
d u r in g  th e  fo llo w in g  season  to  ex ist as su p p ressed  buds.
Figure 4. (A) Clump of adventitious buds which arose from proliferated ray cells 
in water oak. (B) Branching of suppressed buds in sweetgum showing vascular 
traces leading to original bud.
Figure 5. (A) Release of suppressed buds in green ash following girdling of stem. (B) Release of 
numerous suppressed buds in water oak beneath pruned lateral branches.
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General Observations on the Occurrence of Epicormic Branches
General observations following thinnings or isolation experiments 
have shown (1) that as stand density decreases, the number of epicormic 
branches per tree usually increases (Wahlenberg 1950, Huppuch 1961); 
(2) that trees in the lower crown classes—ones, therefore, of poorer vigor— 
tend to form more epicormic branches than dominant, vigorous trees 
(Wahlenberg 1950, Hedlund 1964); (3) that trees growing on south and 
west slopes usually produce more epicormic sprouts than those growing 
on north and east slopes (Rohmeder 1935, Clark 1955, Box and Linnartz 
1963); (4) that portions of the bole exposed to direct light and the upper 
portion of most tree boles produce more epicormic branches than shaded 
or lower portion of the bole (Wahlenberg 1950, Blum 1963); and (5) 
that genetic variation in resistance to sprouting likely exists within many 
species (Boyce 1962, Wilcox 1963, Ward 1966, Kormanik and Brown 
1969).
Although it is known that light has a stimulatory effect on the release 
of suppressed buds, it still is not known if this effect is a direct or in­
direct one, or a combination of both. For example, a sudden increase 
in light intensity not only increases the rate and amount of photosyn- 
thate production; it also increases the temperature of tree boles and 
the soil around the trees, bringing about increased rates of respiration, 
metabolism, and transpiration, and significant changes in overall tree 
nutrition.
Even less is known about the effects of changes in light quality follow­
ing stand disturbance. In  closed hardwood canopies the amount of blue 
and red light reaching the tree bole is considerably lower than in open 
grown trees because these wave lengths are more strongly absorbed by 
chlorophyll and other pigments in the leaves. As a result, more of the 
light transmitted to the understory is in the yellow and green region of 
the visible spectrum. Thus, whenever a stand is opened up, a sudden shift 
in light quality occurs, and the increased ratio of blue and red, especially 
the latter, may have a direct growth promoting effect on suppressed buds. 
For example, the ratio or balance of red to far-red light is important in 
promoting bud break and/or dormancy in many species through its ac­
tion on phytochrome, a very sensitive light absorbing pigment found in 
leaves, bud scales, and other plant tissues (Downs 1962). From this brief 
discussion, it is apparent that the crucial experiments for determining 
the precise role of light in releasing suppressed buds have yet to be 
performed.
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Even less specific information is available on the influence of altered 
water and mineral nutrition on the eruption of epicormic branches fol­
lowing stand disturbance. Most researchers are prone to overlook these 
factors because of emphasis placed on the influence of light, yet it is 
known that any increase in available soil moisture enhances growth and 
vigor of both shoots and roots and, in turn, increases uptake of mineral 
nutrients and their movement to mobilizing buds and shoots. Zahner 
(1958) has clearly shown the effects of understory hardwoods in deplet­
ing soil moisture; hence, in future studies on the physiology of epicormic 
sprouting there is a need to look more closely at the water balance of 
trees prior to and following release from competition.
SILVICULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN CONTROLLING THE ERUPTION 
OF EPICORMIC BRANCHES
Many suggestions have been made over the years to combat the eruption 
of epicormic branches. Unfortunately, the problem has not been solved, 
either scientifically or practically. European researchers and foresters 
once thought that pruning epicormic branches soon after their eruption 
would be beneficial in reducing the amount of degrade in subsequent 
years. Pruning only once does not suffice, however, because additional 
suppressed buds beneath the branches are usually released following 
each pruning. In  addition, adventitious buds often form at the injured 
surfaces, thus, this procedure as a practical means of control was soon 
abandoned.
Obviously, the most effective and desirable means of control would be 
some method of preventing the initial release of suppressed buds while 
they are still embedded in the bark. Again, some European foresters a 
few decades ago suggested that the stems of high-quality crop trees should 
be loosely surrounded with metal sheets so as to exclude light but still 
permit air movement and radial growth (Voss 1935). Today the choice 
undoubtedly would be thin-gauge, black polyethylene plastic film, but 
such procedures, even if effective, would have practical and financial 
limitations.
Robert Hartig (1900) suggested painting the boles of selected, high- 
quality trees with coal or pine tar paint which, according to him, made 
the sprouting of buds impossible because such coatings upon hardening 
mechanically prevented their eruption. This technique may be partially 
effective, but it never came into use, probably because of economic lim­
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itations. Moreover, sealing the entire bole of large trees, even for one 
season, may likely affect food storage and transport, because any effec­
tive sealing would reduce gas exchange through bark lenticels and the 
subsequent respiration rates of live tissues.
Had foresters a few decades ago known as much as they do today about 
growth regulation by growth promoters and inhibitors, various types of 
synthetic substances would undoubtedly have been sprayed on the bark 
in an attempt to control the eruption of suppressed buds. Although pres­
ently the technology exists to control bud break in many herbaceous and 
certain woody ornamentals, similar applications cannot yet be made to 
forest trees. The reasons are obvious. First, the physiological balance be­
tween growth promotion and inhibition is extremely tenuous; and the 
application of proper concentrations of some growth regulator through 
foliar or bark sprays which must be translocated to the shoot apex of em­
bedded buds without altering normal cellular metabolism and growth 
processes in adjacent essential tissues, (for example, translocating and 
storage cells in the phloem) is highly improbable. Secondly, even if the 
first step were possible, it is rather unlikely that a particular growth in­
hibitor at a given concentration would be equally effective on more than 
one or a few closely related species. Diffuse-porous trees such as sweetgum 
would most assuredly respond quite differently from ring-porous species 
such as white oak, because many of their physiological processes mark­
edly differ. Even with all the research and progress made in the past two 
decades on herbicides and silvicides, foresters are still faced with innu­
merable practical problems concerning their application and effective 
use because of species specificity. Also, the eradication of trees is tech­
nically a far easier task to accomplish than the more specific inhibition 
of a particular organ, for example, a suppressed bud.
Although chemical control of epicormic sprouting is technically un­
feasible at present, one should not be pessimistic about future possibili­
ties. In  fact, it is very likely that such control will come within the next 
few years, because biologists in all areas of research are rapidly closing 
the information gap on mechanisms of control at the cellular and sub- 
cellular level.
In  the meantime, what can the woodland manager or silviculturist do 
about this problem? There are at least two feasible approaches, one im­
mediate and direct, the other more long-term. The first concerns stand 
manipulation. In  the near future the rotation age of sawlog or veneer­
sized trees will probably be reduced to thirty-five to fifty years in planted
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or naturally regenerated stands. Spacings will be wide enough to permit 
rapid growth before the first commercial thinning is made at about mid­
rotation age, leaving the better quality dominant and codominant trees 
for final harvest. Theoretically such trees should sprout less than sud­
denly released intermediate or suppressed trees, although in  some spe­
cies, especially oaks, dominant trees upon release may also produce nu­
merous epicormic branches (Ward 1966). In  all cases, younger trees 
appear to be more prone to release suppressed buds than older mature 
trees and for this reason stand density should probably be maintained 
around 80 square feet per acre or slightly higher on average to better 
than average hardwood sites. I t  is important to obtain some natural 
pruning before thinning because, contrary to artificial pruning, the su p  
pressed buds associated with a particular branch commonly do not erupt 
if the branch gradually undergoes senescence and dies from natural 
causes.
T he second, more long-range approach in controlling degrade from 
epicormic branches is through genetics, that is, selection and breeding. 
Here, much care must be taken in making the original selections. I t will 
not suffice to select a phenotype free of epicormic branches in  natural 
undisturbed stands. One must make selections on the basis of a given 
tree’s performance after release from competition, and in some cases the 
application of partial girdles to force release of embedded buds might be 
feasible to determine quickly the number of suppressed buds present in
localized areas along the bole.
From a practical viewpoint, the phenotypes being sought are those 
that produce few or no epicormic sprouts following partial cuttings. 
Again the factor of age enters into selection because young trees are more 
susceptible to sprouting than older, thicker-bark trees approaching ma­
turity. In  the latter group many of the suppressed buds which arise by 
repeated branching beneath the bark in earlier years finally abort or fail 
to break through the thick bark on the lower bole of older trees.
If sufficient screening is done in natural stands it is possible that geno­
types may be found that either do not possess the inherent potential for 
producing accessory or scale buds which give rise to the majority of su p  
pressed buds, or that such buds, once embedded in the bark, would soon 
abort rather than give rise to additional suppressed buds. Perhaps this is 
asking too much of the genetic material controlling the formation of 
epicormic branches, nevertheless, geneticists and research foresters are 
out looking.
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Discussion
Question:
Mr. Brown:
You mentioned that approximately 802ft/A  of basal 
area is required in order to prevent epicormic branch­
ing. Does this apply to understory species such as blue 
beech when considering TSI operations on these un­
derstory species to improve stand quality?
Primarily, I  was referring to the dominant and co­
dominant trees. I cannot answer with respect to under­
story trees, because there has not been enough work 
done with the understory species.
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RENEWING HARDWOOD STANDS ON BOTTOMLANDS 
AND LOESS
ROBERT L. JOHNSON 
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
Stoneville, Mississippi
INTRODUCTION
Efforts to reproduce southern hardwood stands range from high-grading 
and accepting today’s culls as tomorrow’s crop trees to planting and ap­
plying cultural techniques usually reserved for field crops. The choice 
of a treatment for a particular stand must be based upon both economic 
and biological information. The following discussion summarizes the 
currently available biological knowledge about reproducing southern 
hardwoods on slack-water areas, narrow stream bottoms, and brown- 
loam bluffs in the Midsouth. T o the land manager who is sufficiently 
familiar with the local economic situation to make projections, the data 
presented here should be helpful in choosing appropriate silvicultural 
treatments.
Slack-water areas, as the name implies, are very poorly drained. Typi­
cally, they remain under water for a major portion of the year, perhaps 
from January to June. Their soil has a high clay content and dries 
quickly after floodwaters recede. The narrow stream bottoms are those 
that drain the piney woods of the southern Coastal Plain. Soils in these 
bottoms are usually of local origin and coarser in texture than the soils 
in major river bottoms. The brown-loam bluffs parallel the Mississippi 
River from Cairo, Illinois, to near Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Their soils 
are loess (wind deposited) and uniform in texture, usually silt loam to 
silty clay loam.
Neither plantations nor managed natural stands have been in exist­
ence long enough in these areas to provide reliable yield data. But funda­
mentals on stand establishment are known and some data on stand de­
velopment are available.
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STAND ESTABLISHMENT
For years, stands in the three areas have been high-graded and left 
alone until another harvest was feasible. This approach favors the least 
desirable species and does not allow enough light for intolerant seed­
lings to develop. As a result, many foresters have become wary of all 
natural regeneration systems. A major criticism—lack of control over spe­
cies establishment—needs discussion in the light of changing market 
conditions.
Some pulp companies still demand one or two species of hardwoods, 
but most will use the majority of the species available. Tim ber compa­
nies also prefer some species over others, but sawlogs of most species are 
marketable. Most companies will concede that their species preferences 
could change in the next ten years. There was a time, for example, when 
bitter pecan (Carya aquatica (Mich, f.) Nutt.) was deadened for lack of 
a market. Now bitter pecan sawlogs are in demand.
If a forest manager can sell a variety of species, natural regeneration 
should not be too much of a gamble. In  most hardwood stands, sprouts 
from trees that are cut and seedlings in the understory will produce 
enough trees of commercial species to make a new stand after a clearcut. 
Sufficient stocking will usually be obtained unless the opening that is 
created has insufficient light for reproduction to develop. T he major 
causes of this condition are openings that are too small (less than a half 
acre) and large numbers of understory trees of subcommercial species 
(those that grow large enough for pulpwood, but not for sawtimber).
The probable species composition of the new stand can often be esti­
mated by inventorying the understory vegetation. T o do so, the forester 
must be able to identify hardwood seedlings with and without their 
leaves. A publication that should help in seedling identification is avail­
able (Maisenhelder 1969).
Periodically, the understory stand is supplemented by new crops of 
seedlings. Most of the new seedlings will die but some may live for years. 
Records kept by the Southern Hardwoods Laboratory reveal that indi­
vidual trees of green ash, bitter pecan, and Nuttall oak have survived 
under a dense canopy for at least twelve years. Annual height growth 
during this period was usually one to two inches. In  contrast to reports 
from other areas (Krajicek 1961, Merz and Boyce 1956), most oaks that 
survive in the understory of slack-water areas do not die back and 
resprout.
Natural Regeneration
When openings are created in the overstory, the established under­
story trees and sprouts from the roots and stumps of cut trees will grow 
and become dominant. Species like cottonwood and willow, which are 
light seeded, intolerant, and fast growing, seldom invade openings made 
by clearcutting in slack-water areas because seedbed conditions are un­
suitable.
On slack-water areas, one can predict with fair accuracy which species 
will be represented in the new stand, if not the proportions of each. 
Simply removing the overstory favors bitter pecan, green ash, sugarberry 
(Celtis laevigata Willd.), and American elm (Ulmus americana L.) be­
cause these species nearly always have advanced reproduction in the 
understory. In  addition, all four species sprout from roots and stumps; 
bitter pecan and green ash do so the most prolifically. These sprouts will 
make acceptable trees if stumps are kept low (less than one foot). The 
stumps and roots of cut sweetgum trees also produce numerous and ac­
ceptable sprouts. Very few sweetgum seedlings can be expected in new 
openings. The newly germinated seedlings succumb easily to drought 
and grow too slowly to compete with sprouts of other species, and sweet­
gum seedlings seldom persist in the understory for more than a year or 
two. A few oaks may be developed by simply removing the overstory, but 
to favor oaks the forest manager must make sure they are established in 
the understory before removing the overstory. After logging he must 
deaden all other trees that are head high or taller and prevent their 
resprouting.
Stream bottoms and loess hills support hardwood species that are dif­
ferent from those of slack-water areas. Some of the common oaks are 
cherrybark, Shumard, black, southern red (Q. falcata Michx.), and water 
of the red oak group. White, chinkapin (Q. muehlenbergii Engelm.), and 
cow are the most frequently occurring species of the white oak group. 
Other common species include yellow-poplar, several hickories, sassafras 
(Sassafras albidum  (Nutt.) Nees), and basswoods. As in slack-water areas, 
certain species become established and survive in the understory. Hicko­
ries, elms, and ashes are the most common commercial species; ironwood 
(Ostrya virginiana  (Mill.) K. Koch), blue beech (Carpinus caroliniana 
Walt.), flowering dogwood (Cornus florida L.), and redbud (Cercis can­
adensis L.) are common subcommercial species. Understory trees of sub­
commercial species present a special problem in regeneration. Often 
they are 3 or 4 inches dbh and 20 to 30 feet tall—large enough to domi­
nate completely any opening made by harvesting the overstory. These 
subcommercial trees must be eliminated from openings to assure the de­
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velopment of desirable reproduction. At present, none of the herbicides 
sprayed on foliage are species-selective enough for hardwood manage­
ment. Cleaning is sometimes done mechanically; the costs may range 
from $5 to $25 or even more, depending primarily on the number of
trees to be treated.
Complete openings in stream bottoms and loess areas are more apt 
to be occupied by new seedlings than are similar openings in slack- 
water areas. Sassafras, boxelder (Acer negundo L.), and yellow-poplar 
are among the primary species that seed into these areas. Yellow-poplar 
is by far the most important commercially. Main requirements for ob­
taining new seedlings of this species are a bare seedbed and a seed source 
within fifty to seventy-five yards. Some yellow-poplar seeds will remain 
dormant in the understory for a few years (Clark and Boyce 1964) but 
a nearby seed source is still needed. Once established in an opening, 
yellow-poplar will outgrow most common competitors, including seed­
ling sprouts. Yellow-poplar seedlings seldom become established in  full 
shade, and those that do usually die within three years unless they are 
released.
As in slack-water areas, understory seedlings in stream bottoms and 
loess areas lead a precarious existence. Most likely to survive are mem­
bers of tolerant commercial species such as hickory, elm, ash, and maple, 
and the subcommercial species mentioned previously. New openings 
that yellow-poplar does not occupy will be dominated by the trees that 
have been in the understory and by sprouts from the roots and stumps 
of cut trees. Oaks on stream bottoms and loess sites do not persist in the 
understory as long as they do in slack-water areas. Recommendations for 
favoring them are the same as for slack-water stands.
Planting and Seeding
Successful plantations depend upon the forester’s ability to choose the 
proper sites, species, and tree spacings. Control of species and spacing is 
often advantageous, but bad choices lead to failure.
Occasionally, a site can be improved for a particular species, but nor­
mally the species must be selected to fit the existing site. In  general, green 
ash, sweetgum, Nuttall and willow (Quercus phellos L.) oak, sycamore, 
and eastern cottonwood are suitable for planting on slack-water areas. 
The choice among these will depend upon local site factors. Assuming 
all these species are commercially acceptable, the forester might prefer 
cottonwood and sycamore because of their rapid growth. But on low flats
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where water stands well into the growing season, Nuttall oak and green 
ash should be planted. Willow oak and sweetgum are better adapted to 
the drier ridges than any of the other species. Minor site differences 
should also be considered when planting species such as yellow-poplar, 
sycamore, cottonwood, sweetgum, and cherrybark, Shumard, and cow 
oak in small stream bottoms.
Guides have been published to aid in selecting species for various sites. 
As was mentioned in a recent publication by Broadfoot (1969), these 
guides may be of limited help to the uninitiated. Experienced foresters 
frequently select sites for a particular species on the basis of existing 
species and a knowledge of successional trends. For example, along the 
Mississippi River an area that supports boxelder, sycamore, and sweet 
pecan would probably be suitable for cottonwood, whereas an adjacent 
area supporting swamp-privet (Forestiera acuminata (Michx.) Poir.) 
probably would not. Boxelder, sycamore, and sweet pecan often succeed 
cottonwood on high riverfront sites. Privet commonly succeeds black 
willow (Salix nigra Marsh.) on areas too poorly drained for good cotton­
wood growth.
Spacing between trees is the least critical of the initial choices but be­
comes important as the stand develops. One consideration that influ­
ences the spacing decision is the amount of weed control planned. If 
little or no weed control is intended, spacing should be as close as prac­
tical (no more than 6 by 6 feet), but a spacing of at least 12 by 12 feet 
should be used if complete weed control is exercised. Successful planta­
tions of cottonwood cannot be established without intensive weed con­
trol; those of a few other species can, but tree development will be 
impaired. Weeds can be controlled mechanically in most slack-water 
areas, but standing water may preclude cultivation early in the growing 
season. Vines, which are common on slack-water sites, can be very dam- 
aging and may have to be controlled by hand. Mechanical weed control 
is seldom feasible in the rugged terrain of the loess hills and in the nar­
row areas beside small streams, and chemical sprays are not selective 
enough. On these sites, some hand weeding may be necessary.
Seeding is not yet a dependable method of establishing hardwood 
stands. Research at the Southern Hardwoods Laboratory shows consid­
erable promise for direct seeding of cherrybark, Shumard, and Nuttall 
oak. Sweetgum has been seeded several times on clay soils, without suc­
cess. Major problems are birds and rodents and an excess or scarcity of 
moisture in the surface one-half inch of soil. Information on seeding of 
other species is not available.
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EARLY STAND DEVELOPMENT
Most natural stands start with thousands of trees per acre. Heavy stock­
ing reduces early growth, but it permits high mortality which may be 
necessary for rapid stand development if many vines are present. Briars 
and annuals are usually not detrimental to the development of southern 
hardwood trees and may even be helpful. According to Putnam et al. 
(1960), herbaceous cover serves as a nurse crop that may prevent baking 
or puddling of the soil, and thorny vegetation may help protect trees 
from browsing by deer and cattle. Vines, however, frequently pose a seri­
ous threat to tree development. Where vines are plentiful, only dense 
stands of reproduction (at least 10,000 trees per acre initially) develop 
quickly into sapling and pole stands. Root and stump sprouts will grow 
above the vines faster than most seedlings or seedling sprouts. Normally, 
a stand is safe from vines when it reaches fifteen to twenty feet. In  very 
sparse stands, reproduction may require fifteen to twenty years to reach 
this height because most stems are pulled over by vines. Oaks, because of 
their strong branches and slower growth, are less subject to deformity 
from vines than green ash or sugarberry, but no species is immune.
A typical well-stocked stand of seedlings and seedling sprouts of mixed 
species may grow 20 to 30 feet in height and about 2 inches in dbh in 
10 years. Root and stump sprouts would probably grow about 10 feet 
taller and about 1 inch more in diameter over the same period. A seed­
ling stand of yellow-poplar or sycamore on loess should be 30 to 40 feet 
tall and about 3 to 4 inches dbh in 10 years.
Plantations
For sustained good growth, weeds should be controlled until the tree 
crowns close and shade out competition. Four or five years may be 
needed for crown closure of slow-growing species such as sweetgum and 
the oaks. Cottonwood crowns will usually close in a year or two.
The only species that appear tolerant enough and grow fast enough 
to develop adequately without cultivation are yellow-poplar and syca­
more. Widely spaced trees of even these two species apparently cannot 
tolerate vines; on some research plots individuals 40 to 50 feet tall have
been pulled over or deformed.
Projections of the few data available indicate possible tree sizes at age
10 for plantations on suitable sites; cottonwood on slack-water area—60 
to 80 feet in height and 6 to 8 inches dbh, sweetgum on slack-water
Natural Forest
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area 20 to 30 feet tall and 2 to 3 inches dbh, and yellow-poplar and syca­
more on loess—50 to 60 feet tall and 5 to 6 inches dbh.
DISCUSSION
In  sections of minor stream bottoms and the loess hills where cultivation 
is unlikely, only two species, yellow-poplar and sycamore, seem to merit 
consideration for planting. Plantations of most other desirable species 
grow too slowly or are otherwise unable to compete with herbaceous 
vegetation and sprouts of other tree species.
There is little doubt that on well-chosen sites early tree growth will be 
faster in attended plantations than in natural stands. Average growth of 
most species over the first ten years may be at least twice as fast in planta­
tions. But this increase in growth and reduction in rotation age may 
cost $100 per acre for clearing, planting, and cultivating (McKnight 
1963, McKnight and Biesterfeldt 1968). Thus, the product objective 
(pulpwood, lumber logs, veneer logs, and so forth) of the individual 
landowner is of prime importance in the decision to plant or favor nat­
ural regeneration on a particular area.
Once a stand is established and above competition, thinnings will be 
required to sustain good growth. Roach (1963) has concluded that rota­
tion age in natural stands in the Central States can be reduced by 40 per­
cent with two or three thinnings. Mechanical thinning and harvesting 
should present few difficulties in plantations but will have to be adapted 
to natural stands. Theoretically, control of spacing between trees should 
result in comparable growth rates from crop trees left in both types of 
stand. There are two possible exceptions that would favor plantations. 
The first is when all planted trees are of improved stock. The second is 
a possibility that early crowding in dense natural stands may reduce 
long-term diameter growth of crop trees. This condition has been sus­
pected in cottonwood plantations, but the species that occur more fre­
quently than cottonwood in natural stands may be less sensitive to early 
crowding.
In natural stands, dense stocking results in self-pruning, whereas in 
plantations mechanical pruning will probably be necessary to sustain 
bole quality. The branching problem may eventually be reduced in 
plantations by breeding strains that produce fewer lateral branches. 
Other possible advantages to the natural stand are less susceptibility to 
disease or insect epidemics, habitat more compatible to certain forms of 
wildlife, and a mixture of species providing more latitude in meeting 
unpredictable future demands of the market.
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Discussion 
Q uestion: 
M r. Johnson:
Q uestion: 
M r. Johnson: 
Q uestion: 
M r. Johnson:
Q uestion: 
M r. Johnson:
W hat do you think of planting black willow on a 
bottomland privet site?
I think it certainly deserves consideration and I think 
it can be done. Black willow is similar to cottonwood 
in that the species has to be cultivated in plantations 
and has to be kept free of competition. If high water 
prevents cultivation, the plantation will be lost.
W hat is the minimum number of stems required per 
acre to establish a stand on vine areas?
We at the station think approximately 10,000 trees 
per acre.
Does mechanical site preparation reduce the vine com­
petition enough for natural stand establishment?
Not a great deal of site preparation is done for natural 
regeneration. In  our plantations we still have lots of 
trouble with vines; therefore, I  would think that in 
most cases with the site treatments we now use we will 
still have vine problems.
In areas along streams where heavy siltation has re­
sulted in 100 percent mortality of the existing stand, 
will future stands be composed of the original species? 
The type of reproduction that would result could be 
almost anything. There are many different species that 
could become established. If it is a one-time siltation, 
possibly cottonwood or willow or ash would occupy 
the site. However, I do not think that the original spe­
cies will reoccupy the site.
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WILDLIFE RECREATION MANAGEMENT 
IN BOTTOMLAND HARDWOODS__________________
JOHN L. HAYGOOD 
U.S. Air Force 
Bossier City, Louisiana
INTRODUCTION
Hardwood land owners lose $1 to $5 per acre per year for failing to in­
corporate wildlife in their forest planning. On some lands this is equal 
to the present annual net return from timber. Foresters have been noted 
for their one-crop concept but now times are changing. Forest products 
that could not be given away twenty years ago are now in demand. Con­
sider how the sale of slab chips has changed the financial picture for 
sawmills. Now it looks as though the particle board industry is going to 
use what is left of the log after removing the lumber and chips. Remem­
ber the old country saying, “all of a hog is edible except the squeal.” I t 
now looks as if “all of the log is saleable except the whine of the saw.” 
Revenues from wildlife recreation can do the same thing for hard­
wood timber management that chip sales have done for sawmills. Many 
people think of free hunting and fishing as part of the American herit­
age, but that remnant of the past is going fast and in the region of the 
Mississippi Delta hardwoods, the sooner the better. If commercial forest 
management and wildlife management unite, the economics of the hard­
wood forest will be greatly improved. Forest land managers have long 
overlooked the potential of hunting and fishing revenues. Most foresters 
think of wildlife as a nuisance, as something they could well do without; 
they have to face such problems as damage to reproduction, hunter dis­
putes, doe seasons, wildfires, public opposition to silviculture, and many 
more. I hope to point out how these problems can be turned into assets. 
My objective, therefore, is to present an outline for building a wildlife 
recreation program or improving existing ones.
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VALUES
Today properly managed wildlife can bring a landowner needed income. 
Additional income is needed if hardwoods are going to compete with 
agriculture for land. Any landowner who is not getting at least $1 per 
acre per year is throwing money away. This applies to small and large 
landowners alike. Some of you are getting revenues from your wildlife, 
but I doubt that anyone in Louisiana is getting full price. It is odd that 
landowners demand top dollar for their timber and then give the hunt­
ing rights away. They seem to think they can gain public support and 
favor by giving hunting rights free but, in reality, people who get some­
thing for nothing think it is worth nothing. Many foresters have told 
me that when they began charging for hunting rights, their relations 
with hunters improved. Wildlife management should be a valuable and 
integral part of forest management, but a part that will never be devel­
oped until the landowner receives a monetary return from this part.
INVENTORY
Making an inventory of the resource and determining the market for the 
resource are the initial steps in setting up a management program. For­
get about sentiment and folklore; get down to the facts. Sentiment is the 
hardest thing to overcome in setting up a wildlife program. Inventory 
the present production and the future potential of your land; this will 
give an indication of where you are now and where you can go. For this 
job I would suggest that you acquire the services of a competent wildlife 
biologist, but unfortunately there are very few available to private land­
owners. There are no private wildlife consultants in the Louisiana area. 
Biologists of the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission can give 
some help. The Cooperative Extension Service and the Soil Conserva­
tion Service will assist to a limited extent, but these public agencies are 
geared to public hunting management or farm related management. I 
hope a private wildlife consultant business will develop to fill this need, 
but until it does landowners will have to depend on what help they can 
get from public agencies. By an inventory of wildlife production I do 
not mean an actual count of the animals, but a degree of stocking, the 
present carrying capacity of the land, and the future potential. The atti­
tudes and customs of the local people toward hunting and fishing must 
be recorded in the inventory. These people can make or break a program, 
therefore it is important to sample what the natives think. All factors
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that will affect wildlife and outdoor recreation must be recorded in an 
orderly manner. When all inventory data are collected and compiled in 
a systematic method, decisions have to be made. Here are just a few: 
W hat type of program do you want to go into? Who will you be manag­
ing wildlife for—an individual, a small group, a large club, or the gen­
eral public? And last of all, how much money can you invest? Decisions 
need to be based on sound information because they will determine 
future income.
CONTROL
Probably the least understood, discussed, or written about, but most im­
portant aspect of wildlife management, is the control of people using 
the land. If any economic return is to be expected from the wildlife crop 
there must be control of people using the crop. No one would contem­
plate going into the forest management business without control over 
the timber cutting. The same common sense applies to the wildlife man­
agement business. The populations of big game animals (deer and tur­
key) here in the South, with a few exceptions, are seriously affected by 
illegal hunting. An anonymous person said, “Here in the South deer 
habitat is anywhere people will let them alone.” Think about it—the 
Louisiana State University campus would support a sizable number of 
deer if people would not shoot them. The poorest habitat in Louisiana 
will support good huntable herds. Do not misunderstand me: I am for 
shooting deer—bucks and does—but during a legal hunting season only. 
Figure 6 portrays the distribution of the legal deer kill here in Louisiana. 
The patch-work pattern of this map does not indicate habitat difference, 
it indicates areas of high and low illegal hunting pressure on deer herds. 
Areas of high legal kill indicate a low illegal kill in the same area and 
areas of low legal kill indicate a high illegal kill. The same situation was 
reported in the Edwards Plateau region of Texas (Teer et al. 1965). In  
the Mississippi Delta parishes high legal deer kills occur only in parishes 
where forest lands are posted against trespassing. Posted land gives deer 
the added protection needed to increase the herds. East and West Carroll 
parishes are good examples. East Carroll Parish has well organized deer 
clubs. Most deer lands are posted and trespass laws are enforced. None 
of these factors exist in West Carroll. The result is that the average kill 
in East Carroll Parish during the past four years has been 13 deer per 
year per thousand acres of forest land whereas West Carroll averaged
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Figure 6. Four-year average deer kill per thousand 
acres of forest land in Louisiana.
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only .7 deer killed. Control of game harvest means the annual harvest- 
able surplus goes to the person or persons paying the bill.
There are places in Louisiana where control will be difficult to obtain. 
The Saline Wildlife Management Area in lower Catahoula and the 
LaSalle parishes is a good example of this. Until the acquisition of the 
land by the Louisiana W ild Life and Fisheries Commission, every type 
of land abuse known in Louisiana was practiced there: timber trespass,
oil field pollution, overgrazing by cattle and hogs, illegal hunting, and 
netting of game fish. The Commission is slowly winning the struggle to 
gain control of the land. Cattle and hogs were fenced out, illegal hunting 
and fishing were curtailed, and oil fields are being cleaned up. This task 
has required five years.
There are various methods for gaining control of the wildlife harvest 
on your land. Posting to prevent trespassing of unwanted persons is the 
first and most important step. In  all parishes, except Vermilion and 
Cameron, this means fencing your land. Fencing is expensive—costs run 
anywhere from $300 to $3,000 per linear mile. Some landowners have 
required hunting clubs to fence the land as a provision in the lease. This 
provides for fencing without a capital layout by the landowner. Louisi­
ana needs a change in posting laws so that a landowner may post his land 
without fencing.
In most cases it is wise to see that the hunting club membership in­
cludes some residents of the local community. The local community will 
then feel that it is a part of the wildlife program and will help control 
illegal hunting. I cannot overemphasize the importance of control over 
the game harvest; it is a must if you are to have a financially successful 
wildlife program.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Management of the wildlife resource for hunting is the backbone of 
forest recreation. Revenues obtained from hunting will pay the bill for 
other forms of outdoor recreation such as hiking, picnicking, camping, 
and bird watching. The important wildlife species of the southern bot­
tomland forest that readily respond to management are deer, turkey, 
squirrel, and waterfowl.
Deer
Deer are by far the most important game animals in the hardwood 
bottomlands. Let me recount an incident that happened to me at a large
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quail hunting preserve in south Georgia. The manager and I were talk­
ing and he happened to mention that the preserve has two game wardens 
on the payroll. I asked “W hat do they do?” The manager replied, “They 
shoot deer.” I was amazed. In  Louisiana deer are extremely important 
and there deer are a nuisance. The owner wanted to shoot quail without 
his dogs being distracted by deer. Even in the bottomland forests deer 
herds are like a two-edged sword. Deer hunting can bring in money, but 
too many deer cause many problems. They will eat forest reproduction, 
destroy their own range, and make a nuisance of themselves. Healthy, 
normal deer herds have an annual increment of at least 33 percent. Data 
from the managed hunts on state wildlife areas indicate a 40 percent 
herd increase. If annual harvest is less than annual increment, herds will 
increase up to the point of carrying capacity for the range. Carrying ca­
pacity is something very few people seem to understand. Any given unit 
of land will support only so many deer at any given time. Long-range 
carrying capacity is the number of deer a given unit of land will support 
over a long period of time.
You cannot stockpile deer or any other game species, because when 
deer herds build up to the range carrying capacity, annual increment 
must be harvested, and this includes bucks and does. Deer range improve­
ments should be initiated only after you gain control of the herd. If il­
legal hunting is holding the herd below carrying capacity there is little 
need to improve the range. On the other hand, if the herd is at carrying 
capacity and the annual increment is not being harvested, there is little 
need to compound the deer number problem; deer herd control is the 
basic problem. T o give an illustration of what can be expected in the 
way of deer production, consider the yield of deer in Tensas Parish. Dur­
ing the period 1965-68 there was harvested in Tensas Parish each year 
an average of one deer for every fifty-three acres. This is good but it 
should be even better, deer herds are still underharvested in most of 
Tensas Parish.
The improvement of deer range when needed should consist of thin­
nings in the stands as often as possible. Generally speaking, deer range 
is best in early stages of forest succession. Pulpwood thinning in hard­
woods is a boon to deer range; in fact, any cuttings that open up the 
stand improve deer habitat. Acorn producing trees should be favored in 
silviculture practices. Segelquist et al. (1969) found that acorn produc­
tion increased deer carrying capacity of forests in Arkansas. Agriculture 
plantings for deer are not economically justified, because they are simply 
too expensive. For a landowner who wants to plant something to in­
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crease deer food production, Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica 
Thunb.) is highly recommended. Honeysuckle is a preferred deer food 
that provides year-round forage in the South. I t is a woody vine that, 
once established, will live and grow for many years on almost any south­
ern soil.
Range improvement is the least needed phase of deer management in 
the South; people and deer herd control come first.
Turkey
Relatively little is known about turkey management. I t  appears that 
almost all the bottomland hardwood forest that does not flood annually 
is potential turkey habitat. Historically, the lower Delta, including the 
Atchafalaya Basin, was not turkey range. But with today’s levee system 
controlling the annual flooding, much of this area will probably support 
turkey. At the present time there has been an apparently successful stock­
ing of turkey in the Atchafalaya Basin just north of U.S. Highway 190 
on the east side of the Atchafalaya River. The literature indicates that 
good turkey habitat consists of mature mast-producing hardwoods inter­
spersed with grassy openings. There are areas along the Mississippi bat- 
ture that support good populations of turkey without the presence of 
mast-producing hardwoods. I t seems, therefore, that turkey can get by on 
less than the best range. I suspect that illegal hunting, particularly dur­
ing the fall squirrel season, is the controlling factor in limiting the popu­
lation of turkey in Louisiana. The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries 
Commission is carrying out a program of restocking the entire state with 
trapped turkeys; more than three hundred turkeys have been released 
at the present time. W ithin a few years we will have a much better pic­
ture of the possibilities for turkey management in Louisiana. At the 
present time I would not recommend investing any funds on turkey 
habitat improvement. If you have turkey on your lands, apply all efforts 
to control illegal hunting during the fall and winter.
Squirrel
Squirrel hunting is still the most popular hunting in Louisiana. Bot­
tomland hardwoods and squirrels go together like “Brer Rabbit and 
the briar patch.” High squirrel populations are directly related to the 
amount of mast produced during the previous year. From a squirrel 
study on the Thistlethwaite Wildlife Management Area, Kidd found 
that squirrel populations fluctuated drastically from year to year, regard-
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less of hunting season mortality.* The annual kill during good years was 
as high as one squirrel per acre and as low as one squirrel per 5.5 acres 
during poor years. The overall average during the study period was one 
squirrel per two acres. In  the management of squirrel populations, it 
appears that one of the best management principles is to increase allow­
able kills with increases in the population. The improvement of squirrel 
habitat consists of long-range planning in silviculture practices so as to 
favor the mast producing species. Such silviculture practices go hand-in- 
hand with the management of deer and turkey. Squirrel numbers can be 
increased in young stands of trees where there is a shortage of natural 
dens by erecting artificial dens, (Burger 1969), although I doubt the ef­
fort would be justifiable on commercial forest lands. Management for 
squirrel hunting will not be a major source of income for the landowner; 
however, it may be a base on which to initiate a wildlife management 
program or a welcome addition to an existing program of deer and 
turkey management.
W aterfowl
Private waterfowl development in the hardwood bottomlands of Lou­
isiana has been completely neglected. Land managers in Arkansas have 
made remarkable progress in developing their famous greentree im­
poundments. I  suppose that proximity to the vast coastal marshes has 
blinded Louisiana hunters to the potential of the state’s bottomland 
hardwoods for waterfowl management. Development of greentree im­
poundments will require an investment both in money and work; how­
ever, the possibility of developing waterfowl shooting areas should never 
be overlooked, because they interfere very little with other uses of hard­
wood forest land.
One of the most important considerations in the development of 
greentree impoundments is the flooding of the forest stands. Stands 
should be flooded a few weeks before duck season and drained early in 
the spring. The proper control of water will not interfere with tree 
growth, in fact, Broadfoot (1958) reported that shallow winter flooding 
increased the growth of bottomland hardwoods. The cost of flooding 
living stands of trees for ducks will vary according to topography and 
source of water.
W ater can be obtained from several sources. Runoff water is the least
* Unpublished data, Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission.
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expensive but it is also the least dependable. In  most areas of Louisiana 
adequate runoff water is sufficient for only one out of every two years, 
depending on size and slope of the watershed. Pumping from adjacent 
bodies of water with a low-lift, high-volume pump is relatively inexpen­
sive; in most situations pumping cost will run about $2 per acre-foot of 
water. Pumping from wells is too expensive and slow. In  some areas 
water can be stored in upstream impoundments and released in the fall. 
George Franklin, a forest landowner in Morehouse Parish, siphons water 
from International Paper Company’s black water impoundments into 
his greentree area.
Hunting pressure on ducks must be controlled because over-shooting 
will drive them from the area. Control can be obtained by limiting the 
number of hunters per day, permitting hunting only in the morning, or 
by setting aside rest areas for ducks where no shooting is permitted at 
any time. The main factors for duck management on greentree impound­
ments are sufficient water in the forest at the proper time, and avoidance 
of over-shooting. There is a possibility that greentree impoundments can 
produce additional income from fish, fish bait, and crayfish production. 
These areas are just beginning to develop.
Fish and Fishing
There is a tremendous fisheries resource in the waterways of the Delta. 
Unfortunately, the forest landowner has not received any income from 
this resource in the past. The major part of the crayfish harvest comes 
from flooded forest lands and some of the best sport fishing in the state 
comes from the forest lakes and bayous. Fishing can be incorporated into 
a hunting program or it can be operated separately.
Other O utdoor Recreation
The national trend in recreation is to the outdoors. The sale of camp­
ing equipment, from the simplest pup tent to the elaborate bus camper, 
has increased tremendously. Boating, hiking, camping, and nature study 
are the fastest growing types of recreation in the nation. In  the river 
bottomlands of the South there are practically no facilities for these ac­
tivities. Consider the hundreds of miles of batture lands along the Mis­
sissippi, Red, and Ouachita rivers in Louisiana that would be ideally 
suited for these types of recreation. I do not know of a single location on 
the Mississippi River in Louisiana where a family can camp, hike, and 
sight-see. If private interests do not develop some of this land for public
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use, then the federal government will eventually develop large tracts for 
National Parks. Foresters will then complain about the government do­
ing something that they should have done themselves. The forest indus­
try is going to have to live with ever-increasing human populations. 
These populations are going to make demands on the forest for recrea­
tion, so let us join the program and use it to our advantage.
SUMMARY
I have emphasized the monetary value of wildlife recreation to the forest 
landowner. Hardwood forest management must be competitive with 
agriculture on bottomland soils if it is to continue to exist. At the present 
time, it is not competitive and forested acres are being cleared every day 
and converted to agriculture. The soybean industry will continue to 
exist for some time. Why not let the wildlife resource pay part of the bill 
to maintain our remaining hardwoods?
The following is an indication of what a forester can expect in annual 
harvest of wildlife from a unit of forest land. One thousand acres of 
hardwood forest land can be developed to produce an annual harvest of 
twenty deer, five hundred squirrels, and, with a 100-acre greentree im­
poundment, two hundred ducks. Based upon records of the Louisiana 
W ild Life and Fisheries Commission which indicate 24 days of hunting 
effort per 1 deer killed, 1 day of hunting effort per 2.5 squirrels killed, 
and 1 day of hunting effort per .9 duck killed,* the annual man-days of 
recreation hunting for such a 1,000-acre development would be; 480 days 
of deer hunting, 200 days of squirrel hunting, and 222 days of duck hunt­
ing, or a total of 902 man-days of hunting. One can take these figures 
and approximate the annual wildlife production to expect for his area 
of forest land. Turkey, rabbit, and woodcock hunting were excluded 
from the above analysis because I have no data upon which to base esti­
mates of potential yields.
There are several methods of managing hunters. For the large land­
owner, the club lease as described by Carlton (1962) is probably the easi­
est and most profitable. Gulf States Paper Company in Alabama sells 
annual permits to the general public for hunting on their lands. This is 
a good method to initiate a pay-hunting program if you can control 
hunting on your land. Daily fee hunting works well for the small land-
* Unpublished data, Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission.
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owner who lives on or near the area hunted. Ranchers in the deer coun­
try of Texas use this system satisfactorily. If high-quality hunting is your 
goal, the number of hunters must be limited and the fees set high. For 
a company which wants to improve its public image, hunting rights can 
be leased to the state for public hunting. This has another advantage to 
the landowner in that the state can control illegal hunting and build up 
wildlife populations in areas where landowners can not.
A ny  agreements with hunting groups should require the control of 
deer herds once they reach carrying capacity of the range. Uncontrolled 
deer herds deteriorate in quality, and their value decreases from that of 
a high-quality game animal to that of a nuisance animal.
I recommend that each of you analyze your present wildlife program 
with respect to the monetary value received from it. Chances are that an 
improved hunting program will increase the income, insure future value 
of the forest, and improve your standing as a forest land manager. I  
could not put a dollar-and-cent value on outdoor recreation other than 
hunting, but it definitely has a value and is in demand. Someone needs 
to explore the possibilities of private outdoor recreation development in 
the Delta hardwood forest.
Discussion
Question:
M r. H ay good:
Question:
M r. Hay good:
Question:
You indicate that artificial plantings for deer manage­
ment are nothing more than “eyewash.” Do not these 
plantings attract deer and improve harvesting, and are 
they justified?
Plantings sometimes attract deer but there are rela­
tively few deer killed around them. In  my opinion 
they do not attract sufficient deer to increase the har­
vest in relation to their cost of establishment.
Is the building and placement of boxes for wood ducks 
a worthwhile conservation project?
Yes, I think it is a worthwhile conservation project. I 
would not say it is economically feasible, because it 
costs about 110 to build a box. I do not believe that 
one can expect to get a large enough increase in birds 
to pay for the cost. Most of our waterfowl, even wood 
ducks, are migratory.
How is the money that is collected for hunting licenses 
spent in Louisiana and why not raise the hunting li-
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M r. H aygood:
Q uestion:
M r. H aygood:
cense fee instead of charging a fee to hunt? Who owns 
game, the state or the landowner?
The money collected from sale of hunting licenses is a 
very smali percentage of the budget of the Louisiana 
Wild Life and Fisheries Commission and all of this is 
not used by the commission. The money goes into a 
conservation fund and part of the conservation fund 
goes back into the general fund. Increasing the hunt­
ing license fee would not increase the money spent by 
the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission; 
unfortunately the money is not dedicated.
The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission 
is leasing and buying land for public use. Many land­
owners are opposed to purchase of this land. I think 
state wildlife commissions should pay landowners for 
the leasing of land to be used as wildlife management
areas. They do in Louisiana; in some states they do 
not.
The state owns the game but the landowner con­
trols who gets it.
What role do you believe the private forest landowner 
will play in providing recreational facilities for the 
public in the future? I am referring to recreation other 
than hunting, such as hiking, camping, picnicking, 
swimming, and boating. How can he grow timber and 
at the same time help meet recreational demands?
I presume your question refers to the situation here in 
the Delta hardwood region. I believe that the private 
landowner will provide most of this type of recreation 
in the future. I hope landowners will begin consider­
ing more of the different types of land uses and do not 
see any conflict between the types of recreation men­
tioned and forestry practices. In almost every tract of 
timber that I have seen there are some sites which are 
marginal for timber production. I know at Barksdale 
we have some land that I believe will never produce a 
commercial tree. I do not know whether this situation 
is caused by hardpan or underlying sand deposits, or 
something else; however, these areas are the ones 
which we should develop for recreational sites.
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THE ECONOMICS OF LAND USE 
IN HARDWOOD REGION
J. SCOTT McWILLIAMS 
Pennzoil-United, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Land use is a triangle composed of the three corners of soil (the land 
itself), economic pressures, and man (social uses) (Barlow 1958). W ithout 
all three ingredients, I would have no subject to discuss. Yet, this is the 
focus of the current symposium-the forest use of land in the southern 
hardwood region-and in this concluding paper I welcome the opportu­
nity to consider forestry use and the competition exerted by other uses.
Personally, and with nostalgia, I  can no longer think of myself as a 
hardwood forester. Hopefully, I consider my work as that of a land-use 
manager in a hardwood region who is trying to find the best use for my 
firm s properties in broad areas of row crop agriculture, pasture and 
cattle, forest products, fish farming, and recreation including hunting. 
It is difficult for me to believe that I will tell you anything new. Perhaps 
I will place some old thoughts in a new format that may provide one 
good idea.
Concerning land-use economics, I have some personal basic theses. 
These theses, which need to be considered collectively, are:
1. At the present level of dollar value of stumpage, I  doubt that any 
bottomland hardwood forest can be held for the single purpose of grow­
ing trees, if we ignore recreation income, disregard appreciation in forest 
land value, and are not concerned with supplying raw material to sup­
port a conversion plant. It can be held if hardwood-using industries can 
pay enough and will pay enough to justify it.
2. The term “economics” as I use it would drive a pure economist out 
of his theoretical mind. There are some pragmatic economists, both of
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the agricultural and forestry disciplines, but they are in  short supply. 
The economics which landowners and land-use managers usually apply 
are those which relate to dollars per share for the corporate owner, net 
dollar income after tax for the individual owner, and quick dollar gains
for the promoter types.
3. The economics of land use is based on competing land uses; on the 
selection of the one which produces the greatest profit. However, there 
are many hardwood sites, because of topography or overflow conditions, 
which have no alternative uses and should remain in trees.
4. There are aesthetic considerations and situations of a broad social- 
regional nature which I am not including. Here I am thinking of such 
items as public hunting areas, parks, national waterway concepts, and 
so on.
5. I am not including in this discussion those very real competing 
uses such as urban sprawl, road and utility rights-of-way, and so forth.
6. The methods I present are basic to my thinking and are applicable 
to your situations—the data are not, because each land ownership is 
different.
Bare land value is market value and is assumed to be $100 per acre 
before improvement work—clearing, ditching, etc. Incomes are based on 
present prices and costs with average yields representing the best data I 
could find. If you do not agree with my data, then you may substitute 
your own.
ALTERNATIVE USES
W ith these dogmatic thoughts out of the way, let us examine the ways we 
can measure alternative uses—the yardstick or tools.
I  have prepared enterprise budgets for several crops which could be 
produced on most of the plastic clays and silt soils common to the south­
ern hardwood region. Speaking very broadly, I  class these imaginary sites 
as being on the low side of income potential for timber but not marginal 
forest sites. The forest budget was taken from data which included a 
range of sites over several states and could be considered more average 
than the other budgets which could apply to lower quality sites. As alter­
natives to timber, I have ignored high income crops such as vegetable or 
allotted crops such as cotton and rice.
The budgets of the enterprises which I have selected for comparison 
are: timber, soybeans, catfish, and livestock. The livestock enterprise in-
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eludes two separate programs, cow-calf and stocker-steer. T he following 
enterprise budgets were obtained from published data; none are directly 
related to my own company’s land or enterprise:
Enterprise Budget for Timber,* per acre
Sales
Sawtimber 225 bd. ft..................................................  $ 10.25
Pulpwood .1 cord______ ________ ____________  .25
Total ...........................................................................................  10.50
Cost
Management, taxes, and reforestation ..........................................  1.21
$ 9.29
Investment
Land .............. ...........................................................  $100.00
Timber ....................................................................... 108.00
Equipment..........1.......................................................
Total _____________________________ _ _ _ $208.00
Working capital...............................................................  1.21
Total capital em ployed .................................................... $209.21
Enterprise Budget for Soybeans,b per acre
Sales
22 bu. @ $2.15.................................................................................. $ 47.30
Cost
Production .................................................................  $ 25.00
Management...............................................................  4.00
Depreciation ______________________________  5.00
Limin g ......................................................................... 3.00
Total .........................................................................................  37.00
Net income................................................................................  $ 10.30
Investment
Land ..........................................................................  $220.00
Equipment ................................................................. 41.00
Total .................................................................. - $261.00
Working capital.................................................................  19.00
Total capital employed...................................................... $280.00
Enterprise Budget for Catfish,* per acre
Sales
1,500 lbs. @ .30................................................................................  $450.00
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Cost
Production ....................................................................  $310.00
Management ................................................................  15.00
Depreciation ..................................................................  27.00
Total .............................................................................................- 352.00
Net income........................................-........................................... $ 98.00
Investment
Land ..............................................................................  $100.00
Ponds ..............................................................................  550.00
Equipment ....................................................................  17.00
Total ........................................................ 4. ..........  $667.00
Working cap ita l....................................................................  246.00
Total capital em ployed ........................................................  $913.00
Enterprise Budget for Cow-calf,b per acre
Sales
Calves 2.0 cwt @ $3 5 ..................................................  $ 70.00
Cull cows 1.1 cwt @ $22............................................... 24.00 _________
Total ............... .................................................. ............................  $ 94 00
Cost
Production ................ ....... ............................................ $ 52.00
Management..................................................................  4.00
Depreciation ................................................................  9-00
Prorated__ «...— ....—...... | ..........................—..............  3.00
Total ............................................................................................. . 68 00
Net income...................................................... :............................  ® 26.00
Investment
Land................................................................................  $220.00
Buildings & equipment...........................................156.00
Cows................................................................................  165.00
T otal......... ........................ ....... ..............................  $541.00
Working cap ita l....................................................................  55.00
Total capital em ployed ........................................................  $596.00
Enterprise Budget for Stocker-steer,c per acre 
Sales •>
14.8 cwt @ .3 3 ..................... ................................................................  $488.00
Cost
Production ............................................-.......................  $385.00
Management.......................................-..........................  6.00
Depreciation..................................................................  5.00
Prorated............................................................. —.........  3.00
Total ...................................................................... .......................  399.00
Net incom e....................................................................................  $ 89.00
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Investment
^a”d;..................................................... $220.00
Buildings & equipment................................................  42 oo
„ r , ,  Total .....................................................................  $262.00
Working capital............................................................ 249 00
Total capital employed.....................................  ~$5lT 00
* Synthesis of data from private sources. 
b Data from Hamill and Woolf (1968) modified for 1970 prices 
e Data from Carville (1967) modified for 1970 prices.
A comparison of the various crops, based upon pertinent data from 
the enterprise budgets, is presented in Table XIV.
T a b l e  XIV
Estimated investment and capital required and net income of selected 
enterprises in Mississippi Delta hardwood area
Estimated Working Total Net income
CroP investment8 capital" capital before FIT”
Dollars per acre
Timber .....................208.00 1.2 1 209.21 9.29
Soybeans ...................261.00 19.00 280.00 10.30
Catfish ........... I..........667.00 246.00 913.00 98.00
Livestock
Cow-calf ...............541.00 55.00 596.00 26.00
Stocker-steer......... 262.00 249.00 511.00 89.00
• Includes value of land, equipment, ponds, cattle, etc.
Includes expenditures for labor, fertilizer, seed, etc., adjusted for time invested. 
c Net income before payment of federal income tax.
METHODS OF EVALUATION
Essentially there are three methods of evaluation: (1) rate of return on 
total capital employed, (2) value of the enterprise, and (3) discounted 
cash flow. I would like to present a brief description of each and an 
example, using the stocker-steer budget in each case.
R a te  of R etu rn  on T o ta l C apita l E m ployed
The rate of return method uses the amount invested for land, build­
ings, and equipment plus the working capital required in order to ob-
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tain the total capital employed. T he annual net income divided by the 
total capital employed yields a rate of return. An example of this pro­
cedure is as follows:
Rate of Return—Stocker-steer Program
Investment
Land........................................................................  $220.00
Buildings & equipment......................................... 42.00_____________
Total........................................................................................  $262.00
Working capital
Steers, labor, medicine, etc.......................................... ............... . $249.00
Total capital________________ _________________ $511.00
Net income, before F IT ............................................... $ 89.00
Rate of return =  89 =  17.4%
sir
The data presented in Table XV show the comparison of the rates of 
return for the enterprises selected.
Value of the Enterprise
The value of the enterprise method takes the net income from the 
enterprise budget and through the use of an interest rate known as the 
capitalization rate, develops a value for the enterprise. This value re­
lates to the total amount of money that might be invested in the basic 
enterprise, including land, buildings, and equipment, plus operating 
capital. One common error in comparing various enterprises is the use 
of the same capitalization rate for all the competing enterprises. The 
concept of a varying capitalization rate is much more equitable because 
of differing risks. I would like to present values and comparisons based 
first on a fixed rate of interest, then on a variable rate corresponding to 
the risk-involved enterprise.
T a b l e  XV 
Rate of return on total capital employed
Crop Total capital Net income Rate of
employed before FIT return
_________ Dollars per acre--------------- Percent
Timber.....................................209.21 9.29 4.4
Soybeans _________ _______ 280.00 10.30 3.7
Catfish .....................................913.00 98.00 10.7
Livestock
Cow-calf...............................596.00 26.00 4.4
Stocker-steer .......................511.00 89.00 17.4
An example for the determination of the value of an enterprise is as 
follows:
Value of Stocker-steer Enterprise
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Net income before FIT =  $89.00 
Capitalization rate of interest (fixed) =  8.5%
89 =  $1,047.00 Value of enterprise
ITir
Therefore, the $1,047, calculated by the above procedure, represents the 
total amount of money that one might consider investing in the basic 
enterprise.
The data presented in Table XVI show a comparison of values of the 
various selected enterprises based upon a fixed capitalization rate.
T he use of a varying capitalization rate of interest for calculating the 
value of an enterprise is based on a theory which economists and ap­
praisers call “band of investment.” This is a simple concept that says any 
interest rate consists of several bands or layers. In actual practice ap­
praisers determine the rate through the use of weighted factors. For 
simplicity, I  have assumed all factors of equal weight and have merely 
“built up” a capitalization rate for each enterprise as illustrated by the 
following:
Constructing a Variable Interest Rate
Prime rate of interest...............................................................................  6.0%
Standard risk of loan...............................................................................  2.5%
Factor for enterprise risk (timber) ...................................................... 1-5%
Total capitalization rate................................................................ 10.0%
The data presented in Table XVII show a comparison of values of the 
various selected enterprises based upon a variable capitalization rate.
A comparison of the data presented in Tables XVI and XVII indicates 
that the relative ranking in value did not change; timber is still lowest 
and catfish still the highest. However, the actual dollar values changed 
because we demanded more interest, and we demanded a higher rate for 
the higher risk enterprises. The value differences could be more drastic, 
depending upon the amount of rate for risk that might be assigned to 
each of the enterprises.
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T a b l e  XVI
Comparison of values of selected enterprises based upon a 
fixed capitalization rate
Crop Capitalization Net income Value of
rate of interest before FIT enterprise
Percent  Dollars per acre---------------
Timber ...................................8.5 9.29 109.00
Soybeans .................................8.5 10.30 121.00
Catfish.....................................8.5 98.00 1,153.00
T ivpstnrlc
Cow-calf .............................8.5 26.00 306.00
Stocker-steer.......................8.5 89.00 1,047.00
T a b l e  XVII
Comparison of values of selected enterprises based upon a 
variable capitalization rate
Rate of interest
Crop Prime Standard Risk of Total Net income Value of
rate risk crop capital rate before FIT enterprise
Percent -----Dollars per acre-----
Timber .............6.0 2.5 1.5 10.0 9.29 92.90
Soybeans ...........6.0 2.5 2.5 11.0 10.30 93.50
Catfish...............6.0 2.5 5.0 13.5 98.00 735.00
Livestock
Cow-calf ....... 6.0 2.5 6.0 14.5 26.00 179.00
Stocker-steer ..6.0 2.5 5.0 13.5 89.00 658.00
Discounted Cash Flow
Often used by economics analysts employed by corporations, the dis­
counted cash flow method calculates the percentage rate of profitability. 
The elements are simple. For a given period of years estimates are made 
for: (1) gross revenue per year; (2) expenses per year; (3) beginning in­
put of investment—which can be land and improvements; (4) value of 
investment at end of period—assuming either appreciation or deprecia­
tion in value.
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Discounting all these to the present will yield a rate of return on in­
vestment, including operating costs. Because of length of calculations, I 
have not presented an example. The National Association of Account­
ants (1959) has prepared a well-written report that explains the proce­
dure. T he discounted cash flow method is a useful measuring tool be­
cause it yields an average rate of return over a period. It can be expressed 
as follows:
Discounted cash flow =  average cash profit
average investment plus interest
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
These are methods for comparing alternative land use. It is certainly 
obvious that each landowner will necessarily make these economic com­
parisons based on his own particular set of considerations.
Some of these considerations will be:
1. The estimated amount of appreciation in value for various uses— 
forest land vs. farm land.
2. The actual income obtained from the sale of forest products.
3. The ability of an owner to obtain the high operating and invest­
ment capital required for some enterprises—$511 per acre in the 
case of a stocker-steer program.
4. Requirements to supply raw material to the landowners’ timber 
conversion plant.
5. Ability of a landowner to obtain additional net income from hunt­
ing leases or other recreational possibilities.
6. Ability of a landowner to increase forest income by planting high- 
yield species, such as cottonwood.
7. Ability of a landowner to supplement income from stumpage sales 
by using improved harvesting methods.
I think a land-use manager must seek the highest and best use for the 
property he manages. The definition of highest and best use is that with 
proper selection of land use there is a yield of greatest net income.
I think it should be remembered that nothing is so certain as change 
and that owners or managers are only transient tenants of land. The 
highest and best use of a property today will not remain the same use 
indefinitely—because of the three points of the land-use triangle. Two of
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the points relate directly to man, and economic pressures will most cer­
tainly change.
Some plateau of permanency of land use can be reached only if the 
economic principles are applied wisely. I t is my distinct hope that we 
can wisely apply these principles to forestry uses to our southern hard­
wood forests.
Discussion
Question:
Mr. Mc­
Williams:
Question:
Mr. Mc­
Williams:
Can you justify a direct comparison between a hetero­
geneous product such as hardwood timber and a homo­
geneous output like soybeans or catfish? Why not an 
aggregate comparison between timber and agriculture, 
if not a specific species versus soybeans, etc?
I do not think we are talking about comparing prod­
ucts. I think we are talking about comparing land 
uses—land uses which have competed with each other. 
They are doing so today and they will in the future. 
In  making aggregate comparisons a site situation arises 
and on every site decisions will have to be made.
The basic thing which I questioned was the compari­
son between specific products such as soybeans or cat­
fish with a conglomeration such as hardwood timber. 
I would think that one would have to make either a 
comparison on the basis of a species versus a particular 
type of agriculture or would have to compare hard­
wood production with agricultural production. This 
is the only part of your technique I could not justify. 
This is a problem which I think all of us never get to 
when we try to make comparisons or make a presenta­
tion like this. There are all sorts of exceptions and 
there are all sorts of individual situations which can­
not apply. The main point I was trying to get across 
was the methods of comparison. I cannot argue with 
your thinking. I just do not believe there is any way 
to do it specifically except with a given parcel of land 
and a given set of conditions for both the agriculture 
crops and the timber crops growing on it—a specific 
comparison can be made at that point.
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